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Camptrails FRENEY is a specialist climbing 
sack, designed to the demanding requirements of the 
alpinist. There are no frills or gimmicks here,just 
strength, lightness and, of course, Camptrails 
professional good looks. FRENEY has the ideal shape 
and the capacity needed for handling on difficult routes. 

Camptrails packs are designed by mountaineers for 
mountaineers and FRENEY is an extendible sack with 11 
fully adjustable lid and pocket, the extension being big 
enough for use in emergency bivouacs. The tapered 
shoulder straps, canvas back and removable waist pelt 
ensure complete ease and comfort in the most difffcult 
conditions and the tough Cordura is not only fully water 
proof but is one of the most abrasion resistant materials 
in use anywhere. Double ice axe and.crampon patch 
are also incorporated. FRENEY is a pack in the best 
Camptrails tradition, tough, light, handsome as they come. 

On steep mountain pitches or on gentle cross-country 
treks, Camptrails packs give total reliability. They're made 
for experienced climbers and they're made to last. If you 
are going to take up the challenge of the great outdoors 
take it up with Camptrails and you'll know for certain 
you've got the finest gear going anywhere. Come and see 
all our soft and frame packs at the best climbing and 
specialist outdoor shops. 

AMPTRAILS
REAT OUTDOORS 

mptrails International, Waterford Industrial t.state, Waterford, 
land.Tel: (051) 32469/32716. 
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Karrimor Jaguar 
keeps your back in great shape 

NOW AVAILABLE IN 4 MODELS 

There are four Jaguars to choose from - Jaguars 4 and 6 are backpacking sacs, and 

Jaguars 5 and 7 are climbing/ski/mountain orientated sacs. 

JAGUAR IV JAGUAR V 

What makes the Karrimor Jaguar so special ? 

In short, three years of field tests by our own full-time 
testing team - that's how long'it's taken us to arrive at this 
unique carrying concept. And that's why we're confident 
it'll give you years of superb performance and comfort. 

Unlike other ergonomic sacs, the Jaguar has a rigid n-shaped 
frame which means its form is constantly maintained whether 
or not it's fully loaded. It also means there's that 
important gap between pack and wearer which 
allows for air circulation - a real comfort plus. 
The AERGO superflow back panel, with its 
nylon-covered pads overlaid on cotton gives 
the sac that individually moulded feeling. 

The conventional hip belt will pivot to fit snugly and to 
allow maximum freedom over changing terrain. 
Add to these features the other useful design extras you've 
come to expect from Karrimor and you'll see why the 
Jaguar keeps your back in great shape - whatever the load. 

Send tor our fully illustrated price list & technical catalogue to: Mrs.M.Long, Karrimor International Limited, Avenue Parade, Accrington, Lanes. 



£6.95 
LIFE IS MEETING 
by John Hunt 
This fascinating autobiography 
includes Lord Hunt's memories of 
his leadership of the first successful 
ascent of Everest in 1953; alpine
style clmibingio the Karako 
tbe ~Dre the 
world joint expedi 
with Russ-~tn the 
Caucasus and the Pamirs; 
exploration in unclimbed 
Greenland and the Yuk 
relaxed excursions to Mount 
and Athos; as well as numerous 
climbs nearer home in the Alps 
where he first learnt his skills. The 
book also contains sixteen pages of 
black and white photographs and 
maps. 

CLIMBING ICE 
by Yvon Chouinard 
Yvon Chouinard is regarded as one 
of the world's greatest active 
mountain climbers; he is an 
outstanding authorityon ice 
climbing, and a renowned designer 
of climbing equipment \n 
CLIMBING ICE he d~nhisl& 
years of mountainee vities to 
make this the definitive ork on 
snow and ice technique for Ike next 
decade. The book also contalbs over 
150 black and white and sixteen 
pages of colour photographs that 
illustrate key technical points and 
convey stri~ing visual images of the 
dramatic world of the ice climber. 

£5.95 

THE SHINING MOUNTAIN 
Two Men on Changabang's 
West Wall 
by Peter Boardman 
,Peter Boardman's impressive ability 
,to. unicate his passion for 

is already well known to 
faave read his articles in 
Magezine. This is an 
readable and exciting 

t of a two-man, lightweight 
expedition (with Joe Tasker) which 
in its way achieved something more 
significant than anything done on 
Everest by climbing perhaps the 
most fearsome and technically 
challenging granite wall in the 
Garhwal Himalaya. The book also 
contains eight pages of colour and 
eight pages of black and white 
photographs. 
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r .. SHOPX . 
BONAITI 2500 Kg snap alloyKareblners 
MS less 10Xdiscount ~· 

1■756ACH 

Other shops give discounts. 
We know it's the price you pay that counts. 

Many shops give a discount if you belong to 
certain clubs or organisations, we won't. We don't 
because we believe that everyone should pay the 
same price, we think that's more than fair. 

But we're sure, you'll find that our normal prices 
match the other discounted prices and in many 
cases beat them. 

So if you're looking for a discount you can discount 
us, but if you're looking for the lowest prices around 
you now know where to look. 
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~ 
The great outdoor specialists. 

Rose Street Precinct.Wellington Place, Leith,Edinburgh 
and Thistle Centre, Stirling. 

oad 

INTERALP ICE GEAR 
Alpamayo Axe 
Chouinard Zero Axe 
(metal shaft) 
Baltoro Ice Hammer 
Super Baltoro Ice Hammer 
Chouinard Alpine Hammer 
K2 Crampons 

STUBAI ICE GEAR 
Mont Blanc Axe 
Manaslu Axe 
Hidden Peak Axe 
Rupal Hammer 
Crampons 

£20.40 

£20.90 
£:1 .75 

£10,40 
£:/ .20 

£15.30 

£1 6.95 
£23.30 
£24.20 
£24.20 
£13.40 

BONAITI KARABINERS 

2000Kg Snap £1 .34 
2500Kg Snap £1 .59 

Buy 20 Price 
£20.10 
£23.85 

2500Kg Snap 
plast ic coated £1 .88 
2500Kg Screw £1 .86 
2500Kg Screw 
plastic coated £2.20 
3000Kg Snap £1.93 
3250Kg Snap £1 .93 
3250KgScrew £2.18 

GAITERS 

£28 .20 
£27 .90 

£33.00 
£28 .95 
£28 .95 
£32 .70 

4oz. Neoprene Nylon with Zip £4.95 
8oz. Nylon with Z ip £6.95 
15oz. Canvas with Zip £6.60 

NO CATALOGUE. 
NO MAIL ORDER. 
PRICES FIRM UNTIL 
FEBRUARY 28th, 1979. 

Personal callers or 
phone-an-order only to 
031-554 0805. 



BORROWDALE ROAD, KESWICK 

Our latest special overtrousers with zipped legs which 
make them easy to get on over boots. Full gusseted leg. 

Self adjustable braces allowing ventilation and free 
movement at the waist. 100 % silver lined. Nylon. 

Price £10.00 postage 50p Small, Medium and Large. 
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Belstaff and Bonington. 
Two of the most respected names 

in their fields. 
Now an enviable team working together 

to produce one superb range of clothing for 
the great outdoors. 

Every garment combines over fifty years 
of Belstaff expertise with the personal 
design approval of Chris Bonington, to lend 
the entire collection the authoritative stamp 
of an unrivalled practical experience. 

Belstaff 
and 

B 

'EIGER' Three quarter length cagoule 
Three ounce polyurethane-coated-nylon makes 

our cagoule as strong as it is light. 
Crammed with features that show ample evidence 

of the Bonington touch : An attached hood and drawcord. 
Velcro-fastening windcuffs. Zip and gusset neck closure . 
Seams that are sewn and doped. And much more besides. 

Choose orange, royal or yello~ in sizes from extra 
small to extra large. 

'K2. Full-length jacket 

For the climber or hill walker. 
Five-ounce polyurethane-coated-nylon for real 

durability . Superb weather protecti.on from the attached 
hood and drawcord, stud-fastened adjustable windcuffs, 
a heavy-duty front zipper and overflap and seams that 
are sewn and taped . 

Matching overtrousers 
You 'll sca rcely notice the extra carriage in your ruck

sack, but you 'll certainly appreciate the extra comfort in 
bad weather conditions . Available in materials and sizes 
to suit the garments above. 

Belstaff 
Send for our free, full colour brochure and 
address of your nearest stockist. 

Belstaff International Ltd, Carol ine Street, 
Longton, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs ST3 100. 



From left to right 
Stubai Tad Oampon 
An excellent, more 
advanced crampon of 
12-point design. 
£17.90. 
Stubai IO-point 
Crampons. 
Alt ideal all-round 
~ with the front 
points precisely at the 
correct angle. 
Ruggedly constructed 
and easily adjus~ble, 
they are available in 
twosizes.£14.90. 

'~ 0 

Stubai Mont Blanc. 
An improved version 
of the Ashcenbrenner, 
which has been proved 
on many mountains 
over many years. 
Features include 
karabiner hole and 
teeth on the underside 
of the pick. In sizes 55, 
63, 70, 75, 80 and 
85cm.£18.90 

ON 

Stubai Hidden Peale. 
Another ice axe with 
the sensational GPI, 
ultra-lightweight shaft 
that offers the 
mountaineer very 
significant weight 
savings. The slim adze 
offers superb ice
cutting performance. 
£26.96 

BRITAIN'S LARGEST MOUNTAIN RANGE Mountaineering Activities Ltd.,Wellington Mills,Duke Street,Manchester. 

Stubai Walker. 
A superb Messner
Habeler rock and ice 
hammer. The long, 
curving pick offers 
teeth along the full 
length of the underside 
and fluted top for 
bener gripping. Two 
wrist loops-one at the 
bonom, one in the 
middle-give eXtra 
versatility. £ 11. 90. 

Stubal ... 
Revolu~ 
material gives an ultra
lightweiht shaft that is 
capable of meeting the 
UIAA specification to 
withstand a load of 400 
kilos. The sharply 
drooping pick with 
slim adze make it the 
perfect axe for serious 
ice climbers. In sizes 
63, 70 and 75cm. 
£25.90 

UPAND 
DOWNTHE 
COUNTRY. 

Look for your local 
MOAC stockist here. 
ABERDEEN Marshall 
Al.TRINCHAM 
NtekEscort0/0 
AMBL.ESIOE Frank Davies 
ASHTON UNDER LYNE 
Millan Camping 
AVIE MORE Gain:lsport 
Nevisport 
BANBRIDGE N.I. 
Oownsh1re Camping 
BELFAST Jacksons Sports 
BETHESDA Arvons 
BIRMINGHAM 
frank □aV1es 

~1~~~!5cesud 
BLACKPOOL The Alpine Centre 
BOLTON Alpme Sports 
BRADFORD Alan Austm 
BRENTWOOD Field & Trek 
BRIDGE OF ALAN Mclarens 
BRIGHTON Alptne Sports 
BRISTOL Ellis 81'_!9ham 

~~~~iO~kel 
Sportall 

~~r~~~n~n~~t~s 
CAPEL CURIG Ellis Bngham 
Joe Brown 
CAMBRIDGE The Outdoor Centre 
CARDIFF Outdoor ActlOn 
Up and Under 
YHA 
CHESTER A Cheetham 

~~i:~~~LD 
The Mountain Shop 
COVENfflY Mountain Sports 

rtls~~~~t~yfarer Leisure 
DUBLIN Great Outdoors 
Scout Shop 
DUNDEE OaVld Low 
EDINBURGH 
Adventure Equ1pmen1 
Graham Tiso 
EXETER HJ Grey 
FAREHAM 
Continental Tent Hire 
FORT WIUIAM NeVlsport 
GLASGOW GreeYes Sports 
High Range Sports 
NeVlsport 
GRASMERE Dodgson 
HALESOWEN Casac :::~tc~0r 
HUDDERSFIELD Smith Bayer 
HULL Scotts Camptng 
INGLETON lnglesport 
INVERNESS 
CltYe Roland □ , □ Sports 
KENDAL Kenclal Sports 
KESWICK Geo Fisher 

ri~~~~~f~~J~~:son 
LEEDS Centrespor1 
LEJCESTER Roger Turner 
LIVERPOOL Don Mornson 

~ ~~f~\ie Brown 
LONDON Alpme Sports 

~~d~~~r.eslld 
MANCHESTIR Elbs Bngham 
YHAServicesltd 
MACClESFIELD Penntne Centre 
MANSAELD W Slaek & Sons 
MAnOCK Bivouac 
MAnOCK BAnt B1vooac 
(Great Outdoors) 
NEWCASTlE DN TYNE 
L D Moootam Centre 
Manta~ 
NEWTOWMAROS Base Camp 
NORTHAMPTON White & Bishop 
NORWICH Letsure & Campmg 
NOmNGHAM Roger Turner 
OLDHAM Paul Braithwaite 
OXFORD Touchwood Sports 
PAIGNTON Hart>our Sports 
PENRITH 

~=~\~~%m 
PlYMOtmt Bowdon Sports 
PONTEFRACT Crossley Tordoff 
PORTSMOUTH Salan 

r~:&~~~ t:s 
srrru CaYe & Craig 
SHEFAElD Bryan G Stokes 
DonMomson 
SKIPTON Dales Outdoor Centre 
SOUTHAMPTON Snow Togs 
STIRLING Graham Tiso 
STOCKPORT Base Camp 
SWINDON Westport; 
l\JNBRIDGE WUlS 
LetsurelJle 
WINO ER MERE The Fellsman 
WASWATEA Waswater Hotel 



WARMTH AND RELIABILITY WITH 

a touch of class 
For too long, mountain wear has been practical but dull; ski wear 

fashionable but hardly suitable for harsh weather conditions. Pointfive 
have now combined the virtues of both to create a new stylish range 
ideal for climber/walker/skier/backpacker/camper - everyone who 
enjoys outdoor life yet likes to look smart. 

Available in a complete range of sizes for men and women, in several 
fashionable colour combinations, at a very competitive price. 
CHOOSE FROM VEST /SUPER VEST I JACKET I PARKA 

HIGH SIERRAindown 
AlASHA ~olliUesist0nt 
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Right; 
High Sierra Parka 

Left; 
High Sierra Jacket 

Below left; 
Alaska Parka 

Below Right; 
Alaska Super Vest 

HIGH SIERRA 

Filled with top quality New Duck Down (fill power 90). 
Covered with either silver nylon with aluminised backing, 
or robust nylon twill, or the best water resistant cotton 
cambric available. Practical yet fashionable design features 
include leather shoulder pads for non slip hard wear, hand
warmer pockets etc. 

ALASKA 

Robust-F ii led with wet resistant Hol lofil. Covered with hard 
wearing, water resistant nylon twill or nylon stretch. Close 
fitting without impeding body movement. 

pointflv• 
Collect your colour brochure on the new Alaska/High Sierra 
clothing from your outdoor equipment shop or write to 
Banton & Co. Ltd. Dept C, Meadow Lane, Nottingham. 
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FORT WILLIAM 

0397 3245 l 
GLASGOW 
041 3324814 

AVIEMORE 
0479 810 208 

CALL US FOR 
WEATHER AND 
CLIMBING 
CONDITIONS 

THEY ARE 
HERE! 

GENUINE 

TWO PIECE SIT HARNESSES 

Recognising good design , but not wishing 
to copy, Troll have been working closely 
over the past twelve months with Forrest 
Mountaineering of the USA to produce 
their sit harness under licence in the UK. 
The expert ise and reputation of both 
Britain's and America's leading harness 
manufacturers are combined in this 
harness; what more need we say. If you 
would like to know more call at your retailer 
or write for a leaflet to 

troll SAFETY EQUIPMENT LTD. 
SPRING MILL, UPPERMILL, OLDHAM 

New From Chouinard 

Hinged Crampon~ 
Unlike ony other hinged crampon, these ore 
fully od1ustoble In length ond, In toe, heel 
ond instep width. See them now ot your 
Chouinard dealer, or send $1 for our moll 
order catalog to 

THE GREAT PACIFIC IRON WORKS 
p, o. box 150, venturo, co 93001 

HIKING & CLIMBING E.XPEDmONS 
'. AMONGST the GREAT ANDES 
: of the EQUATOR ~ 

Bolivia• Peru•• Argentina• Chile 

Andean Outfitters 
P.O. Box 4547 B R 

Aspen, Colorado 81611 

Write for 
1979 Brochure 

Photographic Murals 
Linen Window Blinds 

High quality prints up to 4'6" x 8'. 
Your own negative can be printed 
or a range of mountaineering land
scape and climbing shots available 
from Britain to the Himalayas. 

Tony Riley Photography 
25 Barkers Rd 
SHEFFIELD S7 1 SD 

0742-56018(Day),53042(Evening) 
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Although primarily its practical design and durable 
material make the Al pen a mountain type jacket, smart 
people will soon 'cotton-on' to the fact that its crisp, 
stylish appearance will look as much at home on the 
High Street as on the hills. 
Made in cotton and two colours - Navy and Lovat, the 
Al pen has special features which gives it distinctiveflair 
like a high collar holding a light nylon hood; two hand 
warmer pockets with zip fastening and a 
front zipper extending to the chin 
covered by a press stud fastened flap. 

Smart - and versatile, 
thats the Al pen! 

The Al pen is one of three 
superb jackets by Ber
ghaus, the others being 
the Arc and the Epee 
(right) . 
Write for further details 
and full colour leaflets to 
the manufacturers. 



MONSOON 
andTHOR 

-two tough 
characters in 

the protection 
business! 

When you are in the company of a strong, 
reliable character like the Thor or 
Monsoon there's no need to let even the 
most severe conditions keep you off the 
hills. 

When it comes to protection these two 
can handle, comfortably, anything that's 
thrown at them, leaving you to concen
trate on more important things. 

Get the strength of the protectors around 
you this winter. 

1. THOR (4oz. neoprene) 
Features 
·orawcord fastened hood with 
wire stiffened peak 

•Two way opening protected by 
Velcro flap 

•Two zipped ~ide pockets with 
ring pulls 

•velcro fastened cuffs 

2. MONSOON (502! . nylon) 
Features 
•orawcord hood with weather 
sealing overlap fastening 

•zip front closed by two way zip 
covered by Velcro flap 

•Elasticated adjustable 
storm cuffs 

·Large side 
pockets with 
flaps 
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GREATER HIMALAYA 

K2: American New Route 
K2 was nearly climbed by two American expeditions (1938, 1939) in a 
style years ahead of its time. There isa sense of poeticjusticetothefact 
that it was the Americans who found an alternative to the line of the 
first, and only two, 
ascents of the peak. 

An American expedition of 12 
climbers and four high
altitude porters, led by James 
Whittaker, succeeded in 
climbing K2 in September 
1978 by a route which 
followed the North East Ridge, 
traversed the East Face below 
the summit pyramid and 
reached the Abruzzi Ridge for 
the final section. Three of the 
four summit climbers did not 
use oxygen at any point - the 
first gas-free ascents. 
To avoid possible conflict with 
the British K2 expedition, the 
Americans left very late, not 
reaching base camp until July 
5. By this time a heavy 
monsoon was in progress. For 
the next two months the team 
was plagued by a series of 
four- to seven-day storms, 
which were never separated 
by more than three days of fair 
weather and repeatedly 
disrupted attempts to 
establish the higher camps. 
The lower route followed the 
1976 Polish attempt; major 
technical difficulties were 
steep ice in the couloirs 
leading from the glacier to the 
ridge crest, and a long steep 
traverse of the jagged crest 
between camps 3 and 4. 
The end of the North East 
Ridge was finally reached on 
August 1 8, but storms 
prevented a camp from being 
established there until August 
28. The following afternoon, 
James Wickwire and Louis 
Reichardt found a camp 5 site 
at 26;1 00ft, from which it was 
hoped to complete the direct 
route up the North East Face, 
on which the Poles had come 
so close to success in 1 976. 
Storms prevented an assault, 
however. 
Rick Ridgeway and John 
Roskelley made an attempt on 
September 6, but reached 
only 26,250ft before 
becoming convinced that 
potential avalanche 
conditions were so dangerous 
that they should not continue. 
Seeking better conditions, 

Terry Bech, Wickwire and 
Reichardt traversed from 
camp 5 across the East Face 
to the Abruzzi Ridge on 
September 5, encountering 
no technical difficulties but 
very deep snow. From a new 
camp 6 at 25,800ft, 
Reichardt and Wickwire 
struggled for 1 3 hours to 
reach the summit late in the 
afternoon of September 7 . 
Reichardt made the ascent 
without supplementary 
oxygen. 
On the descent Wickwire was 
benighted in his bivouac sack 
but continued in the morning 
refusing offers of help from 
the next ascending pair, 
Ridgeway and Roskelley, who 
had guided Reichardt to camp 
with their headlamps after he 
haC: overshot it in the dark. 
On September 8 Ridgeway 
and Roskelley climbed to the 
summit without oxygen in 1 2 
hours, despite very severe 
winds. Foul weather and 
fatigue made the descent a 
four-day horror. 
A personal view of this 
splendid effort by the 
Americans comparable to 
their Everest climb of 1 963, 
when they established the 
first 'new route', is offered by 
the summit climber Rick 
Ridgeway:-
"! recently returned from the 
Karakoram to find Mountain 
62 in my mailbox. I was 
interested to find, since I had 
just come off the American K-
2 Expedition, part of the issue 
dealing with Messner and 
Habeler's oxygen less ascent 
of Everest, especially since 
three of our four summit 
climbers made the top of K-2 
without oxygen (one of the 
four, Jim Wickwire, used one 
bottle above Camp 6 on the 
way to the top, and I used one 
bottle on the descent, at 
Camp 3, during the night to 
cure a lung congestion. The 
other two, John Roskelley and 
Lou Reichardt, never used any 
on the ascent and the 

Above: the American line on K2. lwa to Yuki. Dotted line -Polish 
route. So/id-American. 

descent). 
Of particular interest in that 
issue was physiologist Griff 
Pugh 's comments that 
Messner and Habeler are not 
only super mountaineers, but 
super athletes with rare 
physiologies that permit them 
to climb high without oxygen 
- 'Probably only exceptional 
men can go above 27,000ft 
without supplementary 
oxygen.' 
"Not intending to slight 
Messner or Habeler, I think 
our achievement disputes 
Pugh's opinion. And also not 
intending to diminish the 
physical prowess of my pals 
Reichardt and Roskelley, but 
speaking only for myself, I 
have never considered myself 
anything close to an 
'exceptional man' much less a 
super athlete. I can only run a 
few miles, and 20 push-ups 
pretty much wipes me out. I'm 
much more into drinking beer, 
smoking dope and having fun, 
than some boring training 
regimen. 
"How, then, did we do it? 
Perhaps it was because we 
stayed above 8,000 metres, 
carrying loads, for 4 days 
(including our summit day, 
but excluding our descent day 
from 6 to 5) . I was beginning 
to lose weight fast, but maybe 
some sort of super 
acclimatization displaced the 
loss of muscle tissue. Or 
maybe it was just in our 
heads. When you want to top 
out as much as we did, you 
can make your body do some 
extraordinary things, even if 
you'r not an exceptional man. 
I kinda think that's the secret." 

Baintha Brakk (Ogre) -
Latok Group 
Three expeditions visited the 
west side of these mid Biafo 
peaks. The Shizuoka Tohan 
Club (Japan) set up base 
camp in mid-June at Baintha 
( 1 3,800ft) with the aim of 
completing the route begun 
on the first serious attempt on 
the mountain in 1974. Tetsuji 
Feruta and two other 
members had been members 
of the original group which 
ascended the ice corridor 
between Baintha Brakk and 
Peak 6996 metres. That 
expedition ended with the 
total destruction of the camp 
in the corridor (death valley) . 
In 1978 the corridor was 
climbed and a bold route 
pioneered up the south face 
to join the British route at the 
col a few hundred feet below 

the summit. There camp 5 
was established by late July 
but severe storms drove the 
climbers from the mountain 
and incapacitated several 
members with frostbite . In 
subsequent good weather 
three members completed the 
climb and recovered a 
rucksack left by Scott and 
Bonington. At Base they 
celebrated their ascent and 
the birth of a first son to 
Captain Asad, their Liaison 
Officer. 
British Latok 2 Expedition. 
After the loss of Pat 
Fearnehough in the Braldu 
Gorge on July 1 7 one 
member, Patrick Green, 
returned to England. Paul 
Nunn, John Sheard, Pete 
Thexton and Dave Wilkinson 
continued, establishing Base 
Camp on July 22, at the 
junction of the Latok and 
Uzzun Blakk Glaciers 
( 1 5,500ft) . Four further 
camps were established, with 
camp 4 at about 21,500ft 
below a rock barrier of 
considerable difficulty. After 
climbing beyond 22,000ft on 
August 28 in a typically very 
short good spell the three 
remaining climbers sat out a 
storm for four days but were 
eventually forced to retreat by 
the combination of bad 
weather, diminishing supplies 
and lack of further time. Some 
technical obstacles remain in 
the last 1,500ft of climbing. 
The Japanese Latok 3 
Expedition led by Makoto Hara 
also fared badly in the bad 
weather. They attempted the 
South Buttress of the Bai nth a 
Lukpar Face of this peak. 
Shipping and other 
difficulties lost them much 
time and Base Camp was 
established in early August. 
The major difficulties still 
remained with political 
permission close to expiry at 
the end of that month and 
their chances of success 
seemed slim unless they were 
allowed to stay long into 
September. 
All expeditions to the Baltoro 
and Biafo area experienced 
long periods of wet and snowy 
weather in July and August 

. with shorter settled spells. 
Whether this was worse than 
average as was the monsoon 
in the plains remains open to 
surmise. 

NEPAL 

Mount Everest (29,028ft) 
The Franco-German expedi
tions led respectively by Pierre 
Mazeaud and Dr Karl 
Herrligkoffer succeeded in 
climbing the mountain post
monsoon. 
Among others who reached 
the summit were the first 
Frenchmen to do so 
(Mazeaud, Jean Afanassief 
and Nicholas Jaegar) and the 
first European woman, the 
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Polish climber Wanda 
Rutkiewicz. One German 
member, Hans Engl , 
completed the climb from the 
South Co/without oxygen and 
another, Kurt Diemberger, 
reached the summit of his 
fourth 8,000 metre peak and 
the second this year. 
Mazeaud, aged 49, became 
the oldest man to climb an 
8,000er. 
Unlike previous international 
Everest ventures with some of 
the same cast, this was 
reportedly a very happy 
expedition. 

Annapurna 1 (26,504ft) 
The all female expedition were 
successful in climbing the 
mountain by a line similar to 
the original French ascent . 
Irene Miller and Vera 
Komarkova successfully 
reached the summit during 
October. Unfortunately the 
second summit team met with 
tragedy. Vera Watson and 
Alison Chadwick-Oniskiewicz 
were killed between the top 
camp and the summit during 
their attempt two days later. 
Causes of the accident or 
exact details are not known. It 
is sad that such an accident 
should have occurred to mar 
the success of the first truly 
female expedition to an 8,000 
metre peak. 

Jannu (25,294ft) 
The small British Jan nu 
expedition, Roger Baxter
Jones, Rab Carrington, Brian 
Hall and Alan Rouse, are 
reported to have been 
successful in climbing the 
East Face post-monsoon. The 
climb was accomplished 
alpine-style and without 
oxygen. Further news of this 
fine effort in the next issue. 

Langtang Lirung 
(23,773ft) 
A joint Japanese/ Nepalese 
expedition succeeded in 
getting one Japanese and one 
Sherpa to the summit, post
monsoon. This is the first of 
the new peaks listed by the 
Nepalese government (see 
Mountain 60) to be reported 
climbed. 

GARHWAL 

Nanda Devi (25,643ft) 
All six members of an 
American expedition -
Michael Clarke, leader; David 
Hambly; David McClung; 
William Fryberger; Bruce 
Byers; Steve Casebold : Glenn 
Brindeira - completed the 
normal South Ridge route on 
June 21, 1978. Their liaison 
officer died in a fall between 
camps 1 and 2 . 
This was the seventh ascent, 
and the sixth by this route . 
Americans have now figured 
in four successful climbs. 
They found the Japanese 
fixed ropes from 1976 still 
mostly in place between 
Camps 1 and 5. 
At the same time the Czech 
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expedition led by Vlast1mil 
Smida attempted the whole of 
the North Ridge. They c limbed 
along the crest of the long, 
technically difficult ridge to 
about 22,500ft and nearly 
reached the point where the 
1976 American expedition 
emerged from the North West 
Face. They did not have 
supplies or energy enough left 
to attempt the very d ifficult 
North Buttress. 

Changabang(22,520ftj 
The Anglo-Polish expedition 
of Voytek Kurtyka, Alex 
MacIntyre, John Porter and 
Krzistof Zureck succeeded in 
making the first ascent of the 
South Buttress of Changabang 
in September. They 
completed the route in an 
eight day push after 
previously fixing the first six 
pitches in an attempt stopped 
by bad weather. The climb 
was made with one pair 
leading and one pair hauling; 
difficulties were of grade V/VI 
and A3, with a few ice pitches 
of about 80 degrees. The 
weather for the climb was 
unsettled with snow and 
winds most afternoons. Three 
consecutive bivouacs were 
made in hammocks on the 
headwall (described as "an 
interesting experience in the 
dark at altitude") while the 
other three bivouac spots 
were somewhere between 
poor and precarious. 
("Depending upon how much 
you like suffering.") Descent 
was made via the Anglo 
Indian 1st ascent line. In all 
the party was away from Base 
Camp for 11 days. One 
member of the party 
developed serious problems 
on the fourth day, being 
unable to eat for the rest of 
the climb! 

HINDU KUSH 

A 1 0-man team of Czech 
climbers from Brno under the 
leadership of Sylva Talia made 
several important ascents in 
the Shakhaur valley. 
Petr Bednarik soloed a new 
route in the right -hand half of 
the North -West Face of 
Shakhaur(23,347ft) in one 
day. The 8,250ft face (grade 
5, with 60-degree ice) took till 
7 .30pm to climb, and he 
descended during the night to 
complete the round trip to 
base camp in 37 hours. 
Bednarik and Jiri Benes made 
a direct route up the 10,000ft 
North-East Face of Shakhaur in 
two days (grade 5, 60-degree 
ice with one BO-degree 
section) . They traversed·to the 
summit of Udren Zom 
(23,396ft) and descended v ia 
the French Pillar. Sylva Talia, 
Jaroslava Tallova and Jan 
Kreh made a direct route up 
the North-West Face in four 
days (grade 4, 60-degree ice). 
The fourth and fifth ascents of 
the French Pillar were made 
by Jiri Ruzicka and Vilem 
Schwab in three days, and 
Tomas Skricka and Karel Cid I 

Above: Koh-e-Shakhaur. 1 The NE face. 2 The French Pillar. 3 NW 
Face. 4 Bednarik 's solo climb. Below: Thui 2. The climb takes the 
ridge facing the camera. Photo: Chris Griffiths. Bottom: Devachen. 
The climb follows the large ice slope and the rocks on the left to the 
summit. Photo: Pete Thexton. 
in four days. See photo. 
Thui 2, the highest unclimbed 
peak in the Hindu Raj area, 
(21,401ft) was climbed by 
Nock Tritton, Chris Griffiths 
and Chris Lloyd. After 
establishing an ice-cave camp 
at 1 8,500ft on the Galandar 
Gum Glacier the party 
completed the route in one 
six-day push, reaching the 
summit via the South-East 
Ridge on August 4, 1978. The 
descent took three days in 
deteriorating weather. 
A seven-strong American 
expedition to Noshaq 
(24,581ft) met with tragedy in 
July. 
While Bernard Ehmann and 
Jack Lewis were making a 
new route on the North Face of 
Khorposht-e- Yakhti, the other 
five ran camps up Noshaq. On 
July 27 Mark Goebel, Mary 
Om berg and Sam Roberts 
from camp 4 climbed to the 
summit. 
Sheldon Moomaw and Kesler 
Teter had set out, but moved 
too slowly even to reach the 
middle summit. This pair 
stayed at camp 4 for a second 
try the next day, while the 
others descended. On July 31 
two Austrians descended to 
Base Camp with the news of 
having found Moomaw's 
body. Although a rescue party 
searched the route for Teter 
they found no trace of him . ' 

KASHMIR 

A five-man British expedition 
to the Kulu area made ascents 
of 11 peaks. Most notable 
were the first ascent of 
Sentinel Peak, by a difficult 
rock route (grade 5 and 6 
rock, TD Sup) along the ridge 
of the South-West Face, in two 
and a half days by Pete 
Thexton and Nick Groves, and 
the second ascent of 
Devachen (20,300ft) by a new 
route up the steep ice slopes 
of the North-West Face. (See 
photos.) 
Groves, Thexton, Bernie 

Ingra ms, Mike Searle and 
Mike Stead carried out their 
climbs from a base camp on 
the East Tos Glacier at a cost 
oi only £30-40 per head 
(exclusive of the various 
means used to arrive in India) 
between early May and mid
June, 1978. The area is 
attractive for low-cost 
climbing in the Himalayas; 
there are no great permit 
problems, or expensive peak 
fees and porters. 

Correspondents: Cheney, 
Carter, Thexton, Leder. 



UNITED STATES 

COLORADO 

Black Canyon of Gunnison 
River 
In May 1978 Ed Webster and 
Bryan Becker free-climbed 
two of the canyon's Grade V 
routes, Diagonal Will (5 .10 +) 
and The Hooker (5.1 0), during 
a sin~le weekend. 
Diagonal Will was originally · 
climbed in 1 967 by Layton 
Kor and Wayne Goss. The A4 
pegmatite pitch provided the 
crux of the free climb: difficult 
5.1 0 face moves protected by 
a bolt and a skyhook! 
The following day they freed 
Mike Covington and Billy 
Westbay's The Hooker 
(originally 5.9, A3). The 13½
hour ascent (rim to rim) was 
characterised by sustained 
5.9 and 5.1 0 climbing, 
complex route-finding high on 
the route, and a walk back in 
the moonlight - all 
trademarks of the canyon. 
These are both thought to be 
the second ascents overall. 
The Hooker, on good rock and 
reasonably well protected, 
could become a classic. 
In spring Mark Rolofson and 
Dean Tschappat pioneered a 
new route on the Porcelain 
Arete (IV, 5.9 +). They were 
benighted, spent a wet night 
and completed the climb the 
next morning. They think the 
climb could be done in one 
long day. 
Over on South Chasm View 
Wall, Bryan Becker and Ed 
Webster established a second 
free route on the face. The 
Bushmeister (IV 5.10) follows 
a crack system just to the east 
of the buttress climbed by 
Jeff Lowe and partner. 
Progress was halted at half
height by a torrential 
thunderstorm, and the route 
was completed under duress 
in the midst of a lashing 
hailstorm. 
Pat Ament and Tom Higgins 
climbed a new route on the 
west side of the Third Flatiron. 
Soarks is an overhanging 5.10 
wall where a fall puts you into 
poison oak! The pair left their 
hammers behind and were 
forced to place the single 
protection bolt cave-man 
style with a hefty rock! 

Medicine Bow Mts 
While conducting a study for 
the United States Forest 
Service on mountaineering in 
the Rawah Wilderness, Barry 
Nelson, Stan Grossman and 
Gretchen Kluge successfully 
climbed the East Face of South 
Rawah Peak ( 1 2,644ft). The 
route was.by a 55-degree 
snow gully which terminated 
half way up the face on the 
South-East Ridge. Kluge and 
Nelson summited while 
Grossman waited at the top of 
the gully. Descent was via the 
South-East Ridge. 
The route was possible only 
because of last year's 

exceptionally heavy snowfall. 
The rock in the entire study 
area is extremely decomposed 
granite and gneiss. 

UTAH 

In June 1978 Ed Webster and 
Mark Rolofson free-climbed 
the West Face of the elegant 
500ft Castleton Tower (see 
article in this issue), graded at 
5.10 +. This and another new 
route, Black Sun (5 .10) by 
Wenster, Leonard Coyne and 
Mark Hopkins, are the hardest 
routes on the spire at present. 
Nearby Coyne and Gene 
Hatter climbed Spacy Lady 
(5 .10 +). a difficult crack 
route on the Nameless Butte 
facing the Colorado river. 

YOSEMITE 

Mike Munger, Steve Larson 
and Angus Thuermer climbed 
a new line on the South Face 
of Mount Watkins in May. 
Hook, Line and Sinker (VI, 
5.1 0, A3 +) is a 1 7-pitch 
route to the left of the original 
line. About half the route is 
free. The ascent took four and 
a half days, after the first 
200ft had been fixed with 
rope on a previous attempt. 
Visiting Czech climber Miri 
"Mike" Smid became the first 
European to solo a major wall 
- Dihedral Wall in eight days 
in May. 
Dale Bard and Jim Bridwell 
climbed the Nose in less than 
a day. Later Bard and Ron 
Kauk climbed Sa lathe Wall in 
about 14 hours. The first 11 
pitches were fixed from a 
previous attempt - but that 
does not alter the fact that to 
climb the Salathe 's 34 
pitches in this time each 
1 50ft has to be climbed in 
less than 25 minutes; most 
parties reckon on leader times 
of 1 hour a pitch as good! 

TAHQUITZ AND SUICIDE 

At Tahquitz Nick Bodyika and 
Mike Waugh free-climbed 
Magical Mystery Tour. They 
found the'crux to be the first 
5.1 0 lead, though there were 
several other pitches of that 
grade. 
The 100ft aid crack on the 
first pitch of The Pirate at 
Suicide was led free by Tony 
Yanira, and is graded as 
Suicide's first 5.12. Yanira 
also free-climbed Double 
Exposure (5 .11 d) using a 
direct start from the base of 
the corner. The first aid bolt 
was used for protection, and a 
long sling was used to lasso a 
knob for protection. 
Belated mention should be 
given to another free climb 
made by Yanira and another 
member of the "Intergalactic 
Climbing Squad", Dick 
Leversee. Two years ago they 
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The Black Canyon of the Gunnison. 1 The Porcelain arete. 2 The 
Hooker. 3 Diagonal Will. 4 Russian Route. 5 The top grooves of 
Bushmeister which finishes up the skyline. Photo: Ed Webster. 
climbed Gates of Delirium, a improbably 5.11 overhanging 
new three-pitch route left of face climb beside the aid 
the Drainpipe. The first pitch bolts. 
(5.11 +) is the crux, but the Frank Sarnquist and Tom 
second pitch is also 5.1 0-. Higgins free-climbed 
The complete route has not Kammerlander's Resurrection 
had a second ascent, and is Wall. The crux is the second 
probably the most severe face pitch, passing the 1 5 aid bolts 
route in the area. by very sustained 5.10 and 
Two other members of the 5.11 moves. 
IGCS, Randy Leavitt and Paul 
Neal, climbed Mushy Peach 
(5.1 0), an interesting climb 
just left of Skigliack. 

HIGH SIERRA 

Ruprecht von Kammerlander 
and Tom Higgins climbed two 
good new routes on Fresno 
Dome. Both are near the dead 
tree resting against the West 
Face. One is 5.8 the other 
5.1 0. Each has three pitches 
and the 5.10, called Water 
Music, is fine climbing on 
knobbly orange rock. 

PINNACLES NATIONAL 
MONUMENT 

This area near Soledad, 
California, is growing in 
popularity. A few climbers, 
self-described as "kinky", 
come here to climb on fair-to
poor volcanic breccia in 
spring and autumn, on a 
selection of mushrooms, 
spires and cliffs. Barry Bates 
free-climbed the Machete 
West Face route (Colliver and 
party), creating a very 

Tony Yanira on The Pirate. 
Photo: Cathe Cornell. 

TUOLUMNE MEADOWS 

Vern Clevenger and Bob 
Harrington climbed a new line 
just left of Lucky Streaks on 
Fairview Dome; one pitch is 
5.11. 

WASHINGTON STATE 

British climber Ed Hart, with 
Matt Christensen, made the 
second ascents of Thin 
Fingers at Index Town Wall 
and Rote Crack on Midnight 
Rock, Leavenworth. The latter 
is a superb replica of 
Yosemite's Butterballs, 
although steeper and harder. 

Impressive Yugoslavs 
Visiting Yugoslav climbers 
Barut Bergant and lztok 
Tomazin, climbing mainly 
with Henry Barber, made a 
number of fine ascents in the 
mid-west areas. 
In Eldorado Springs Canyon 
these included Naked Edge 
(5.11). Rosy Crucifixion 
(5 .10), Supers/ab (5.10) and 
North-West Corner of Bastille 
(5 .1 0). In the Black Canyon of 
Gunnison, with Earl Wiggins, 
they made the probable fifth 
ascent of Layton Kor's Russian 
Arete. In the Aspen area they 
did the North-West Face of 
Capitol Peak ( 14, 130ft, 5 .9). 
At Glenwood Springs Canyon 
Barber and Tomazin made a 
5.11 first ascent, and Bergant 
with Ajax Greene did another 
first ascent (5 .10). 
Bergant and Tomazin made a 
rapid one-day ascent of Grand 
Traverse (5.8, A4) on the 
Diamond, Long 's Peak, in bad 
weather. 
The visitors also went to 
South Dakota and Wyoming. 
On Devil's Tower Bergant and 
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Tomazin climbed the 
McCarthy North Face route 
(5.1 0) and Hollywood Wine 
(5 .1 0) . At Big Horns, with 
Barber and Greene, they made 
the first ascent of Mother 
Trucker (5 .8, 300ft). 
In the Tetons the Yugoslavs 
repeated Jensen Direct on 
Symmetry Spire, then climbed 
Black Ice Couloir on the West 
Face of Grand Teton (5 .8) in 
bad conditions. They also 
made the second ascent of 
Lots Slot in Dead Canyon 
(5.1 0, 900ft) . 
In Wind Rivers they made the 
fourth or fifth ascent of the 
Beckey Route on Ambush 
Peak, with a new direct finish . 
Tomazin also made the first 
solo ascent of Pyramid Peak 
( 12,000ft) - in the rain! 

CORRECTION 
We described Pat Adams as a 
lady in the last issue; he is not. 
The Stutzmann/ Plumb climb 
listed as 1978 should have 
been listed for 1977. 
(Mountain 63: Colorado and 
Alaska notes.) 
Correspondents: Ross, 
Webster, Eason, Cornell, 

THE ALPS 

Higgins, Hart, Smid. The Gabarrou/Silvy route. Photo: Coutet. 

EAST AFRICA 
Mt Kenya (17,058ft) 
The West Face Original Route 
(V), received an ascent early in 
the 1978 season by Vince 
Fayad and Peter Brettle, and 
the Diamond Couloirwas 
climbed by Andrew 
Wielochowski and Mark 
Savage. This party did the 
fourth winter ascent of the 
Chouinard/Covington 
Headwall. 
But by far the most active pair 
on the mountain were Ian 
Howell and lain Allan, who 
made the second ascent of 
the Scott/Braithwaite Route 
(VI) on Ne/ion 's North-East 
Face, and the third winter 
ascent of the Diamond Couloir 
(Chouinard/Covington 
Headwall; VI). Their chief 
contribution was the first 
ascent of the Eastern Groove 
Line (VI, A2) on the North-East 
Face. This route, which is 1 7 
pitches in length, offered 
predominantly free climbing 
up the elegant groove which 
cuts the face of Ne/ion left of 
the Scott/Braithwaite. Both 
climbers feel it is one of the 
best rock routes on Mt Kenya, 
and of a more sustained 
nature than the 
Scott/ Braithwaite Route . 
Visiting British climbers Jim 
Featheringham and Alan Petitt 
made the third ascent of the 
Scott/Braithwaite, and also 
climbed the Diamond Couloir 
by way of the Snyder/Thumbi 
finish. 
Hell's Gate 
A fine addition to the growing 
list of routes on the Main Wall 
was The Curse (20), which 
was climbed by lain Allan and 
Ian Howell. The route is of six 
pitches. 
Correspondent: Allan 
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MONT BLANC GROUP 

Aiguille Sans Norn 
Between the 5th and 7th 
August Patrick Gabarrou and 
Philippe Si Ivy climbed a direct 
line on the North Face. The 
3,000ft mixed climb is 
comparable to, but harder 
than, the Boivin/Gabarrou line 
on the N Face of the Droites. 
The difficulties are on rock 
ice and mixed ground. (Se~ 
photo) . The initial pillar is 
1,000ft of grade V and VI rock 
and was climbed in EB's with 
a hauling sack. The serac 
barrier above was climbed 
direct to !pin the snow slope 
above which steepens into ice 
and leads to the steep top 
pillar where the difficulties are 
on mixed ground . The first 
bivouac was on the top of the 
rock pillar, the second 750ft 
from the summit. The pair 
weathered a storm on the 
descent, sitting it out just 
above the Pie Sans Norn for 
two days finally making the 
Charpoua hut on the fifth day 
of climbing. The net climbing 
time was 25-28 hours. The 
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Patrick Gabarrou, self portrait. 

climb is described by 
Gabarrou as 'one of the finest 
and most varied' he has done 
in the Alps. 

Aiguille de Talefre 
The first ascent of the couloir 
splitting the two summits on 
the North West Side was made 
4th June by Patrick and 
Philippe Gabarrou. The 
2,000ft climb has many steep 
ice pitches. Patrick Gabarrou 
and Rene Ponti climbed a 
direct line on the North West 
Face on 23rd July. The climb 
is likened to a shorter version 
of the Swiss route on the N 
Face of the Courtes. 

Aiguille du Tacul 
What was probably the first 
ascent of a central line on the 
North Face was made by 
Maurice Bethermin and 
Patrick Gabarrou on 24th 
August. The 2, 750ft climb 
goes up the initial good 700ft 
rock pillar_before taking a 
diagonal rightward line on the 
upper snow slopes of the face. 

Mont Maudit 
Mme Brigitte Maquennehan 
and Patrick Gabarrou climbed 
a 'direttissima' on the East 
Face on 30th July. The 
1,800ft route took 11 ½ hours 
of wh_ich 1 ½ were spent 
crossing the bergschrund. 
The major difficulties are a 
very steep ice wall at half 
height and a series of 
extremely steep ice runnels in 
the upper part of the face. The 
position is splendid. 

Aiguille du Midi 
Patrick Gabarrou, Philippe 
M_art1nez and Philippe Silvy 
climbed a direct line on the 
West Face _24/ 5th September. 
The climb Is D +, with a few 
harder pitches, and is 3,000ft 
long . Starting in the centre of 

the face between the WNW 
Arete and the West Pillarthe 
climb goes to the right of the 
pillar and traverses the W 
couloir to reach the upper 
1,000ft rock buttress. The line 
is shown on the photo. A 
bivouac was made here. The 
buttress is climbed by the big 
ch1mney/ couloir directly in 
line with the summit . The rock 
is good and there are several 
mixed ice pitches notably in 
the final couloir/ chimney. 

Aiguille de Blaitiere 
Jean Marc Troussier has 
climbed two new lines on the 
_West Face. One a 1 0 pitch TD 
inf was done with S Trouss ier 
in July and has one aid piton 
otherwise all nut protection. 
The other, taking a line 
between the Harlin and 
Seigneur routes was done in 
August with R Ghilini, P 
Grenier and G Thomas. This 
has 11 pitches. one VI + and 
is on good rock : nuts and 
pitons were used for 
protection . 

Pointe des Nantillons 
P Grenier, R Nicod, L Ruyssen 
and Jean Marc Troussier 
climbed a new 10 pitch (TD) 
variation to the Brebont climb. 
All protection is with nuts. The 
second ascent was made 
shortly after by G Prioreschy 
and J Gina. 

Pointe Lepiney 
On the East Face, right of the 
Cordier route P Grenier and 
Jean Marc Troussier climbed 
a 1 3 pitch (TD+) route in 
July. Nuts and pitons for 
protection. 

Aiguille des Ciseaux 
G Prioreschy and Jean Marc 
Troussier climbed a 12 pitch 
(D) route taking a direct line 
up the East Face. Nuts and 
pitons for protection. 

DAUPHINE 

Ailefroide 
Bernard Francou, G C Grassi 
and J Robbe climbed a new 
route on the West Face of the 
Ailefroide Occidentale. The 
2,000ft climb (TD inf, pitches 
of V) takes a direct line up the 
face and is entirely free. It 
took 9 hours on August 30th. 

Meije 
A new climb was made 
between the South Face of the 
Doigt de Dieu and the Central 
Bastion by Bernard Francou 
and V Peguy. Grade ED inf, 
with pitches of VI - the route 
is all free and took 1 8 hours 
on the 2nd September, after 
an attempt earlier in August. It 
Is recommended as a fine 
climb on good rock. 

WESTLICHE URNER ALPS 

Tellistock 
Tony Penning and Peter 
Cresswell made the first 
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Top left: The Lauterbrunnen Breithorn. 1 Welzenbach/Schulze. 2 Naar/Gresnigt. 3 Heidegger/Fricke. 
4 Feur_von Almen. Photo: Naar. Top right: NW Wall, Piz Badile. 1 Cassin. 2 Blossoms Way, 3 White 
Belt. Right: New Czech route on WPil/ar, ScioradiDentro. Below: NW Wall, PizCenga/o. 1 NW Pillar. 
2 Czech Route. 3 Via Attilio Piacco. Bottom: Stanis/av Silhan (left) and Igor Koller Photos: Jiri Novak. 
British ascent of the South 
Face in July. They followed the 
description from Im Extremen 
Fels but being unable to read 
German had no idea of the 
difficulties, so they bivouack
ed some 400ft from the 
summit They report the climb 
as good, but difficult. 

BERNESE OBERLAND 

Lauterbrunnen Breithorn 
Dutch climbers Roland Naar 
and Bas Gresnigt climbed a 
variation to the N Face of the 
Lauterbrunnen Breithorn on 
28/ 9 July. (See photo for 
line) , The first band had one 
rock pitch of V and 65 degree 
ice. The second band was 
climbed by an overhanging 
ice couloir. After a bivouac at 
11,500ft (marked) they 
climbed the final pitches on 
thin ice covered with powder 
snow; this completed their 
'set' of all the Lauterbrunnen 
Wall climbs. 

Morgenhorn 
Roland Naar and Bas Gresnigt 
climbed the North Face Direct 
on 23rd July. They report that 
this little frequented route is 
comparable to the Nesthorn 
North Face with a similar crux 
traverse and that it is easier 
than the left hand route up the 
same face; only the final rope 
length is very difficult. 

BREGAGLIA 

Piz Badile 
Igor Koller and Stanislav 
Silhan made two new routes 
during August The Czech pair 
first climbed the White Belt on 
the 22/3, graded V + , Then 
on the 26th they climbed 
Blossoms Way (VI, A 1) which 
they succinctly report as 
"difficult" . (See photo) , 

Piz Cengalo 
Igor Koller and Stanislav 
Silhan climbed a new line to 
the left of the North West 
Pillar. (See photo) , The grade 
is given as "VI(!)" , 

Sciora di Dentro 
Czech climbers Jiri Janis and 
Jiri Novak climbed a new line 
on the West Pillar on the 22 
August It is graded V +, A 1. 
(See photo). 

BRITISH ISLES 

SCOTLAND 

Ben Nevis 
The much-tried line between 
Sassenach and Titan's Wall on 
Carn Dearg has been climbed 
by Dave Cuthbertson, Willy 
Todd and Douglas Mullin. 
Caligula (E3, 5c5c5c) starts up 
Titan's Wall and follows the 
Patey Traverse to gain the 
prominent groove. From the 
top of this a traverse right and 
a thin crack lead to a ramp 
through the final overhangs at 
the top of Titan's Wall. 
Ken Johnston and Todd took a 
direct line through the 
overhangs left of Torro, then 
the slabs left of Cowslip, to 
give Adrenalin Rush (E3), 

Glencoe 
On the East Face of the North 
Buttress of Buachaille Etive 
Mor, Dave Cuthbertson and 
Willie Todd made a free ascent 
of Cunningham's Bluebell 
Grooves, grading it E2, 5b5b. 
The impressive shallow groove , 
line on the left wall of 
Shibboleth, on Slime Wall, was 
climbed by Murray Hamilton 
and Dereck Jamieson to give 
Grog Blossom (280ft, E4, 
5c5a), The groove was gained 
by moving left from the top of 
the first pitch of Guerdon 
Grooves, and followed to a 
belay below the Revelation 
flake. The second pitch climbs 
a groove left of Revelation to 
finish. The route was cleaned 
by abseil prior to the ascent, 
but repeated on sight the 
following day by Cuthbertson 
and Dougie Mullin. 
Johnston and Pete Greenwell 
climbed the steep wall 
between Drainpipe Corner and 
Empressario on the East Face 
of Aonach Dubh and continued 
up a groove line above, to give 
Triceptor. They graded the 
route E2, but Cuthbertson and 
Mullin, who made the second 
ascent, felt that E4, 5c5b5a, 
would be more appropriate 
owing to the lack of protection, 
Cuthbertson and Mullin also 
added The Challenge (E3, 
6a4c), which takes a steep line 
up a wall at the far right-hand 
end of the same crag. 
Johnston and Greenwell 
climbed the groove line right 
of The Challenge - Sticky 
Fingers ( 140ft, E2, 5b), 
Johnston and Brian Duff 
added Tricord, (HVS, 4c4c4c) 
which takes the slabby wall 
between Drainpipe Corner and 
Triceptor and finishes through 
the final overhangs. 
Acceleration (90ft, HVS, 5a) 
takes the obvious right
curving groove immediately 
left of the crack to the left of 
Lady Jane. Daredevil ( 1 00ft, 
E1, 5b) climbs the leftmost 
corner for some 20ft, then 
traverses diagonally right 
across the wall to finish up left 
of the arete. 
On Church Door Buttress on 
Bidean, Mullin and 
Cuthbertson made the first 
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free ascent of King Pin at E2, 
5c5a5a5a. 
Cuthbertson and Mullin 
climbed Walk with Destiny 
(330ft, El , 5a5b5a), which 
takes a direct line up the 
righthand side of Carnivore 
Buttress - starting up Cayman 
Groove, breaking out left to 
gain the ledge at the end of the 
Carnivore traverse, then 
climbing the wall between 
these two routes. A repeat 
ascent by Greenwell and Kenny 
McCluskey confirmed its 
quality. 

Etive Slabs 
Ecstasy (billed as Agony in a 
freer state) had its first free 
ascent from Todd and Duff, 
who graded it El . Groundhog 
had what was probably its 
second ascent from Hamilton 
and Greenwell, who managed 
to dispense with the aid and 
found it to be as good as, but 
harder than, the adjoining 
Jaywalk. 

Creag Dubh, Newtonmore 
Both Ruff Licks and Un Petit 
Mort have been repeated by 
Hamilton and Mullin and were 
found to be good, sustained 
routes. On Sprawl Wall, 
Hamilton and Kenny Spence 
made an ascent of Jump So 
High adding a more logical 
start - direct up to the ledge at 
the foot of the overhanging 
wall - and eliminating the aid 
point from the direct finish 
(E2) . 
Rab Anderson and Z 
McCalester climbed the 
buttress between Epar and 
Hayripito give Pare (VS). They 
also climbed the wall right of 
Take Off at HVS. Male Duff, 
Dave Cuthbertson, Jane Small 
and Ken Johnston climbed 
directly up the slabby wall 
midway between Take Off and 
Smirnoff to give In Between 
Times (El , 5a) . 
Cuthbertson, Duff and 
Anderson climbed the obvious 
cracked overhanging wall left 
of Ruff Licks by a very 
strenuous route named Case 
Dismissed (7 5ft, E4, 6a) . 

Craig y Barns, Dunkeld 
Cuthbertson and Male Duff 
free-climbed Coffin Crack;the 
route is renamed High 
Performance (E3, 5c), and 
though short is said to give 
spectacular climbing on the 
initial roof. The same pair also 
climbed the obvious groove 
right of The Gnome to give 
Tombstone (E 1, 5b). 

Arrocha, area 
Mullin and Alan Pettit freed the 
old aid route Mammoth on the 
Brack. This ascent, probably 
only the second overall, had 
previously defeated an attempt 
by other interested parties and 
followed exactly the aided line 
at E3, 5b5c5b5a. 

North-West 
In Coire Mhic Fhearchair, 
Beinn Eighe, Hamilton and 
Geoff Cohen climbed a steep 
crackline on the left-hand end 
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of the Eastern Ramparts, to the 
right of Cornice Grooves, to 
give Heavy Flake (El) . 

Skye 
Hamilton and Cohen were also 
active here, free-cl imbing the 
Overhanging Crack Variation 
on the Cioch, giving a 
strenuous pitch. 

Damn dams again 
Another act of despoliation in 
a wilderness area is planned 
for the Highlands of Scotland. 
Ross-shire County Counc il 
wish to revive a scheme, 
rejected in the 1960s, for a 
hydro-electric scheme in the 
Fionn-Fada area to the north 
of Loch Maree and 
immediately to the east of 
Carnmore. 
Such a scheme would destroy 
the heart of a vast wilderness 
containing some of Scotland's 
finest walking and climbing, 
by peppering the countryside 
with roads, pipes, dams, 
400kv power lines and the 
ugliest type of reservoirs. 
The council should be 
prevailed upon to consider 
that the very short-term 
benefits of construction jobs 
do not outweigh the damage 
to the heritage of future 
generations. There will be few 
permanent jobs. 
This would be a pumped 
storage system incapable of 
generating its own power; it 
would merely store night
generated electricity so it 
could be sold more 
expensively during the day. 
Ecologists should note that 
pumped storage is 
inextricably linked with the 
economics of nuclear power. 
Mountaineers who value the 
loneliness of the "Whitbread 
Wilderness" should note that 
part of the public-relations 
pitch at similar sites 
(Ffestiniog, Dinorwic, Ben 
Cruachan) has been to throw 
open the new mountain roads 
to tripper traffic. 
In the Peak District, the 
Central Electricity Generating 
Board has announced a 
similar project in Longdenda/e, 
right beside the Pennine Way. 
The tentative plan includes a 
new reservoir on the moor 
behind Tintwistle Knarr which 
would sink every day to 
become an almost empty 
mud-hole by evening, and 
which would need a tarmac 
access road . 
Protests against the first 
scheme should be sent to the 
Countryside Commission for 
Scotland, Battleby, 
Redgorton,Perth,andthe 
Secretary of State for 
Scotland, New St Andrews 
House, Edinburgh . Objections 
to the second should go to the 
Peak Park Joint Planning 
Board, Aldern House, 
Bakewell, Derbyshire. 

PS : Anybody reassuring 
himself with the thought that 
the generating industry knows 
what it's doing might ponder 
the parable of the CEGB and 
the Llvn Peris dam. The 
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1st ascent of Zodiac. Photo: Pat Littlejohn. 

engineers working on the 
Dinorwic project pumped out 
the lake without realising that 
only water press,ure was 
holding up the ancient slate 
built dam. This trifling 
miscalculation has put back 
the 1,800-megawatt 
technolog ical wonder for an 
extra two years. 

CENTRAL WALES 

George Herus and John 
Sumner put up Hard Rain (E2, 
5a5a5b) , which takes a line 
between Plankwalk and 
Keelhaul on Craig Cowarch 
North Face. John Codling 
managed to eliminate the aid 
move on Strobe, but was 
forced to rest higher up (E2, 
5c) . Sumner, Colin Powell and 
Martin Harris added Powder 
Monkey (220ft, XS, 5b5c). 
which takes the leftward
slanting crack out of the first 
pitch of P/ankwa/k and then 
climbs a groove directly 
beneath the crux of that route. 
On South Buttress, Sumner 
and Robin Thorndyke added 
Kathmandu (220ft, HVS, 
5a4c4b), and Terry Thomas, 
Robert Gookey and Linda 
Furby climbed a line right of 
Bluebell Babylon, A Gannet on 
Four Legs (320ft, Mild VS). 
R Bradley and George Herus 
climbed the wall right of 
Graffer, giving Tumbling Dice 

(160ft, El , 5b), and Herus with 
Gordon Cain eliminated the 
first aid peg on Jugs Groove, 
now leaving three points to go. 

SOUTH WALES 

Pembrokeshire 
A superb girdle traverse has 
been worked out on St Gavan 's 
Head: Pat Littlejohn and Steve 
Jones's Zodiac (460ft, HVS). 
They followed the fault which 
cuts across the cliff around 
mid-height. The pair finished 
at a convenient exit, but the 
route could be doubled in 
length by a keen team . 
The South Wales MC are now 
visiting the area in force and 
have recorded a score of new 
routes from V Diff to E 1. 

SOUTH-WEST ENGLAND 

Devon 
At Blackchurch, Mick Fowler 
and Mike Morrison climbed 
the deep groove between The 
Heathen and Savage God: 
Blunderbuss (260ft, XS, 
5a5b4c). They also added 
Stopford (220ft, HVS, 4c5a), 
which gains the steep red 
corner left of Sexton via the 
buttress below. 
Pete O'Sullivan and C George 
girdled the Dewerstone 's 
Needle Buttress to give Shades 

of Green (HVS, 5b5a), and 
free-climbed the old aid route 
Gideon Direct (Energy Crisis, 
E3, 6a). At Berry Head the 
same pair made a free ascent 
of Dust Devil (El, 5b) . 
Julian Maund and Martin 
Dunning added Dream Boat 
Annie (130ft, HVS) on the 
North Face of Cligga Head, 
taking a line to the right of C 
Land Super. 

Cornwall 
An upsurge of interest in Carn 
Gow/a by local Cornish 
climbers has taken place. 
Simon Harry and Andrew 
Tobin made some impressive 
ascents on the Vault Wall . 
Midnight Rambler (290ft, El, 
5b) climbs a slabby wall up to 
the huge overhang left of The 
Vault, then traverses right 
along its lip in a very exposed 
position.~ line of grooves just 
left of the arete of the wall 
gave the same team Killing 
Time (135ft, El, 5a), while the 
right side of the arete provided 
a steep and serious pitch, 
Halcyon Days ( 135ft, E2, 5b). 
Another local activist, Rowland 
Perriment, added Downward 
Bound ( 180ft, VS, 4c) up the 
grooves directly above the 
start of Rotwand, and Here and 
Now (185ft, HVS, 5a) a little 
further right. On the Baptist 
Cliff, Clive Owen and Perriment 

climbed Soma (90ft, HVS), a 
short but exciting route right 
of Nativity. 
Jim Moran has been active in 
the Raven Wall area at 
Bosigran. With Nick Donnelly 
he climbed Saddle Tramp 
(130ft, XS, 5c) and Pump it Up 
(XS, 5c, 1 aid point) on the 
steep, formerly lichen-covered 
face between Patience and 
Grendel. The team was joined 
by Steve Massey for two more 
ascents between Zig Zag and 
Autumn Flakes. Western Hero 
( 1 30ft, XS, 5c) lies just right of 
Zig Zag and features some 
"pokey'' climbing up an 
unprotected ramp, while Gary 
Cooper ( 140ft, XS, 5c) takes a 
groove left of Autumn Flakes 
and may coincide with 
Broadstairs. 

At Land's End, Steve Foster, 
Mike Rhodes and Ron Fawcett 
climbed Southern Belle (80ft, 
El , 5b) up the groove between 
Yankee Doodle and Longships 
Wall. Fawcett led the same 
team on Rockin (60ft, HVS, 
5b), which ascends the line of 
the abseil at Abseil Point, plus 
a direct start to Antenna at 5c. 
Fawcett climbed the short but 
impressive crack right of 
Terrier's Tooth at Chair Ladder 
to give Grit Exiles (HVS, 5b), 
and at Bosigran he achieved 
the long-awaited solo ascent 
of Bow Wall, which had 

I see no climbers 
Two cl imbers recent ly made 
the first legitimate ascent of 
the well -known London 
landmark Nelson's Column . 
Edwin Drummond (ali as Ed 
Ward Drummond) and Co lin 
Roe started up the 1 80ft 
fluted Corinthian column early 
in the morning, and by the 
time the authorities were 
awake to the event they were 
well out of reach . 
They were left to finish the 
climb - a protest, it was 
claimed, against British 
investment in segregated 
South Africa - and upon 
abseiling off from the 
venerable admiral's plinth 
were arrested . They were later 
bailed to await trial for alleged 
damage to the monument. 
They managed the climb by 
tying off the retaining bolts of 
the lightning conductor. They 
have not announced the grade 
of the climb, though the 
overhang at the top looks 
formidable . With 
Drummond's previous record 
for renaming climbs, 
speculation is rife about the 
form under which the Column 
wi ll appear in future editions 
of the London guidebooks. 

Nick Estcourt Memorial 
Fund 
A colour poster of the photo 
seen above is available either 
at the K2 lectures now being 
given throughout the country, 
or at£ 1.25, post paid , from 
the Nick Estcourt Memorial 
Fund, Badger Hill, Hesket 
Newmarket, Wigton, Cumbria. 
The posters (25 x 17 inches) 
show Estcourt in the Western 
Cwm of K2. 
The revenue from these 
posters, and any other 
contributions to the appeal, 
will be used to set up grants 
for small and challE)nging 
expeditions to the Himalayas 
- a type of climbing venture 

spooked Henry Barber and 
Fawcett himself on previous 
occasions. 

Lundy 
The impending south wall of 
Phantom Zawn, 250 yards 
south of Arch Zawn, gave 
Leigh McGinley and Roger 
Hughes a strenuous route 
using the right-hand twin 

...... 
" / see no climbers. " Photo: PA 

which cannot always receive 
Mount Everest Foundation or 
Sports Council grants. The 
fund will be administered by a 
board of trustees including 
Chris Bonington, Doug Scott, 
Paul Braithwaite and the 
secretary of the MEF, David 
Edmundson . 
Cheques for the posters and 
other contributions, which 
will be individually 
acknowledged, should be 
made out to the Nick Estcourt 
Memorial Fund and sent to 
the above address - truly a 
worthwhile way of 
commemorating one of 
Britain's leading 
mountaineers. 

crack : Dark Power ( 1 50ft, E3, 
5b5c) . Hughes and McGinley 
also climbed Redspeed ( 130ft, 
El, 5b), the groove in the 
middle of the obvious red 
buttress between Fluted Face 
and the Devil's Slide. 
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The Rock 'Highland' Line 
Leads to 

Clive Rowland 
Another large crag in the Highlands 
(climber circled) 
Call and ask for location 

OUTDOOR SPORTS 

60 Academy Street, 
Inverness . 
Tel: 0463 - 38746 

Photo Tony Riley 

The BMC Insurance Scheme 
provides for UK residents 
the security even .the best 
gear cannot supply. It Is 
worldwide, 12 months cover at 
a premium which every 
climber or walker can afford
and cannot afford to be 
without. From as little as 
£2.50 p.a., for instance. 
We offer cover for 
rescue, medical, 
repatriation, 
personal accident, 
baggage and 
equipment, loss 
of deposits, public 
liability. 
Hut insurance 
and expedition 
cover is also 
available. 

Crawford House 
Precinct Centre 
Booth Street East 
Manchester M 13 9RZ 
Name 

lC~ 
Please send me details of BMC I 

Address 

Insurance Schemes 
(or telephone 061-273 5839) I 

I 
I \..: _________ --J 
--



UNIQUE EVEREST 
SILVER JUBILEE 
SOUVENIR 

For the benefit of 
the Mount Everest 
Foundation, postcards 
from the 1978 Everest 
without Oxygen 
expedition, signed by 
Reinhold Messner, Peter 
Habeler, Tenzing and 
Ed Hillary are 
available for £10. 

This is a 'limited issue' 
(200) 

Cheques and P.O.'s 
payable to: 

M. E. F. (Postcard Account) 

Address to: -
Leo Dickenson, 
Kalas, 
Church Lane, 
Old Sadbury, 
Bristol 
BS17 6NB. 

sofi fleece 

Our new Soft Fleece combines the 
toughness and utility of our Patagonia 
Pile and the good looks and feel of a 
fine wool sweater. 85% acrylic. 15% 
polyester. Available in either jacket or 
pullover sweater in heather gray. See 
it at your Patagonia dealer or send 
$1 for our mail order catalog to: 

P. 0 . Box 150, Dept. 978, 
Ventura, CA 93001 

THE GREAT PACIFIC !ION \\QR.KS 
manufacturers and distributors of 

patagonia software 

Thek~ 
is in the lock. 

Simplicity is the keynote in 
the design of S.M.C.'s 
model 160 locking D cara
biner. It locks and opens 
with virtually a flick of your 
thumb. 

The gate is smooth and will 
not snag. There are no ex
posed threads to become 
jammed or to fray rope. 
The deeply fluted locking 
knob allows operation with 
heavy mittens in ice and 
snow. 

The "D" shape is inherently 
strong. S.M.C.'s model 160 
with the gate locked is tested 
and will hold over 6000 
pounds. 

See and examine the qual
ity and simplicity of design 
in all S.M.C. gear at your 
nearest climbing shop. 

Operates smooiJ!ly 
even w.Jtb zntttens. 

[smc) 
Tools for the ascent of man. 

SEATTLE MANUFACTURING CORP. 
12880 Northrup Way 
Bellevue, Washington 98005 
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PEOPLE 
Edited by Audrey Salkeld 

Above: Mike and Wendy Graham. Photo: Gore. 

Mike Graham - "I always 
was a nameless person" 
In summer 1978 American 
Mike Graham spent his 
holidays in Britain 
accompanied by blonde girl 
friend Wendy. 
Visiting several parts of the 
country, he concentrated on 
climbing hard in most of 
them; ·a handful of short 
routes in Scotland, a trip to 
Snowdonia beset by 
traditional Welsh hazards -
bad weather and good 
company - a romance with 
the Lakes and a spell in the 
Peak. I first got to know about 
him in a pub. 
"Have you heard about that 
American in the Lakes, been 
doing all the hard routes?" 
British pride spluttering inside 
me: "Al/the hard routes?" 
"Well, he did the second 
ascent of Trilogy and early 
repeats of things like Peels of 
Laughter, Politruk, Desperado, 
Rand S Special . .. " 
"What's his name?" 
"Christ knows, Mike Graham 
or something." 
I had never heard of him 
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either. 
Every year there is an 
increasing exodus of British 
climbers to the States, but 
comparatively few Americans 
visit Britain. Those that do are 
usually noted for both their 
international "superstar" 
status and their outstanding 
ability, or noted for neither. In 
short, a top-class American 
climber in Britain is rare, and 
one of whom no one has ever 
heard is rarer still. 
Mike Graham came to the 
Peak District. His first route 
was Nectar at Stanage (the 
first, corner pitch only), then a 
couple of days later he 
climbed Curbar's Profit of 
Doom. His finest hour, 
however, was a completely 
free ascent of Bastille at High 
Tor eliminating the aid bolt, 
which many had thought 
impossible. By the time he left 
for home a lot of people had 
heard about him and a lot of 
people respected him, but 
they still had one question: 
just who is this guy? 

Graham says the story began 
in Southern California, early 
'70s. Hot sunshine and 
Tahquitz and Suicide Rocks, 
the haven of a bunch of high 
school Students. 
They were the new generation 
of climbers there, and when 
the climbing started to feel 
really good and the 
established hard routes didn't 
turn out to be quite as hard as 
expected, they endeavoured -
as new generations have a 
habit of doing - to demolish 
the past. A lot of the old aid 
routes capitulated to the 
young free-climbers. But 
there was a problem. One last 
stronghold of the old 
generation had yet to fall. 
Valhalla, a fierce three-pitch 
route, had been first climbed 
by Bud Couch, Larry Reynolds 
and Mike Dent. It was the first 
face climb in California to be 
graded 5.11, and although it 
was only in existence for two 
years before being repeated, it 
had gained quite a reputation 
for difficulty. 

Mike Graham: 
"When Rob Muir made the 

second ascent, well, man, it 
was a real breakthrough for 
all us young climbers. A few 
months later John Long did 
it, then Rick Accomazzo, 
then Tobin Sorenson, then 
myself." 

They decided to give 
themselves a name: The 
Stonemasters, a youthful 
gesture to advertise their 
presence. 

"It wasn't a proper club, but 
we just had to call ourselves 
something and it sounded 
like a good name. To 
become a Stonemaster you 
had to have done Valhalla, 
that was the only rule. I 
think between us we made 
the second to twelfth 
ascents!" 

In 1973 the Stonemasters 
started to visit Yosemite. At 
the same time similar groups 
of young hot-shots from San 
Francisco and the Colorado 
area were in turn making their 
early pilgrimages. Initially the 
factions were in unpleasant 
competition, but friendships 
grew and eventually the name 
"Stonemasters" began to be 
applied to people like Ron 
Kauk, Dale Bard and other full 
time Valley residents. 
They were climbing bums who 
took an odd job here and there 
to finance long periods of 
unemployment, working their 

way through the standard 
hard routes until, in the words 
of Graham, "we had most of 
them done" . To outsiders they 
must have appeared a strange 
bunch: 
hippy-living, hard-climbing, 
dope-smoking - the 
Stone masters. 

"I don't like using that name 
any more. It started to get 
out of hand; people were 
referring to us as the 
Stonedmasters, as if we 
were a bunch of junkies or 
something." 

Then there was the Free Blast 
- a route comprising the first 
ten pitches of Salathe Wall, 
free, climbed over five days. 
Graham's original start, up the 
first pitch of the Nose then 
along a hard traverse into 
Sa lathe pitch 3, was made 
redundant later on during the 
siege when John Long free
climbed the impedient 
overhang on the second pitch 
of Salathe. Controversially 
Graham chopped the aid bolts 
from the fifth pitch, re
routeing the original line by 
following a series of natural 
face holds. 

"In my eyes the Sa lathe was 
being destroyed, mainly due 
to the appearance of extra 
bolts placed by climbers 
who did not have the ability 
to climb it in the style of the 
first ascent. I figured that if I 
raised the standard of the 
route a little it would attract 
higher quality climbers. I 
know that sounds like I was 
playing God or something, 
but I just had it in my head 
to chop them. 
Several people got upset, 
including Robbins, or so I 
heaFd. The bolts were 
replaced within two weeks 
and the free climbing that 
I'd done, which was about 
5.11, now has big holds 
chipped on it. When 
Salathe was first done only 
1 3 bolts were used, but 
now it has over 20. In the 
end the route turned out to 
be worse." 

All this made Graham a 
baddie, an ego-tripping hot
headed upstart. But this 
image did not last for long. 
The first breath of a wind of 
change was beginning to blow 
across the States; the concept 
of free climbing, using the nut 
not the peg, had reared its 
ethical head and was 
beginning to be practised by a 
growing following. 
Salathe Wall, however, seems 
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Above: Mike Graham on the first pitch of Nectar. Photo: Gore. 

doomed by its excellence to 
attract climbers worldwide, 
some of whom will obliviously 
place unwarranted aid to 
compensate for their own 
inadequacies. 

This interview was conducted 
a couple of days before he left 
for home. He spoke softly, 
alternating his conversation 
with half-hearted attempts to 
pack the morass of gear, 
strewn wildly over the floor. 
Several items are home made: 
clothing, rucksacks and some 
hardware. In fact he started 
making gear when he was 1 5, 
churning out stopper-style 
nuts in his garage after 
school. The 700 or so he 
made were sold to his local 
climbing store, where sales 
were quite favourable until the 
place burned down. 

"Every now and then I still see 
someone with one of my 
nuts on his rack - I get a 
real kick out of that." 

His latest product is a single 
suspension point hammock, 
called a Cliff Dwelling, shaped 
like a pyramid. Twenty five 
have been sold so far; every 
owner is in the top league of 
big wall climbers. And he has 
orders for more - though he's 
got to get back to make them 
- as climbers catch on to the 
idea of a comfortable, 
portable home on a wall. 

"I'm not trying to sell them or 
anything, but if I hadn't 
been using one on Aquarian 
I would probably have 
drowned ." 

That was Aquarian Wall, solo 
- the fourth ascent, the first 
solo ascent. Graham is cool, in 
quiet control, and not just in 
climbing. Aquarian took him 
six and a half days, three 
nights of which were spent in 
the same place sitting out the 
rain under a large roof. 

"It started raining on the 
second day when I was 14 
pitches up. It looked as if it 
would stay dry under the 
roof but it turned out to be 
the middle of a waterfall! 
It took a long time for the 
rain to get through, but 
after three nights every
thing was soaking and I was 
really cold - I thought I was 
going to freeze to death." 

It stopped raining on the fifth 
day and a cold Graham moved 
his soggy possessions up one 
pitch. Next morning : sun 
shining . . . a tiny hammock 
hanging high on a wall ... 
music playing! Snatches of 
guitar ... familiar music ... 
dreaming? Strange 
surroundings ... waking up .. 
WHAT THE HELL IS GOING 
ON? 

"It was really weird, I thought 
I was dead or something . 
What had happened though 
was that Dale Bard had 
taken the speakers out of 
his van and was blasting 
Santana round the Valley 
for me on his stereo. It was 
really crazy. The music's 
called Moonflower." 
But doesn't it freak you out? 
Not just waking up to Santana 
but soloing a big wall like that, 
I asked? 

"I always thought it would, 
but when you're up there 
it's different. You're 
cornered and you change 
totally. The thing that's 
always in your mind is that 
you don't want to hurt 
yourself; you just can't 
afford to . I thought about 
that quite a lot, especially 
in situations where a 
second would be really nice, 
you know, someone to say 
'watch me here' to. 
But it's strange. how you 
forget: when I think about 
Aquarian now I get sweaty 
and real scared but when 
I was there you just get on 
with it and it doesn't seem 
any big deal, really." 

So what kind of impact did his 
solo have in the Valley? 

"Well, some people did 
comment that it was the 
best thing that had been 
done for a long time, but 
then I don't even dream of 
trying to equal the soloing 
feats of Charlie Porter. 
He did Dawn Wall, taking a 
different start, solo in eight 
days. It was snowy weather 
and he dropped his bivvy 
gear and his hammock, so 
he spent a lot of time in a 
belay seat with no bivvy 
gear. Now that is 
impressive; that's a real 
trip. " 

So what about Britain? The 
question to start with is how 
Bastille compares to the other 
hard routes he did here. Is it 
really 6c? 

"Now this is very hard to 

answer as I haven't done 
that many routes here, so 
I can't really tell if it is 6c. 
Put it like this, though, it's 
harder than all the 6bs I've 
done, but I can see it being 
downrated ." 

The smile on the face of his 
girl friend, Wendy, is missing . 
She's annoyed that he 
climbed up the rope on 
Bastille and she's not going to 
let him forget it . "It doesn't 
really matter," she says, "only 
I wish you hadn't done it. " 

"Well, I'll tell you exactly how I 
climbed it. The first time I 
tried I spent a lot of time 
working out how to 
eliminate the bolt. When I 
eventually freed it and got 
into the groove I was too 
knackered to carry on. 
When we came back a few 
days later I got past the crux 
again, into the groove and 
where you move left, at the 
peg, I fell off. I went down 
to the resting position in the 
groove and then it started 
raining. After a while I was 
getting really wet so I 
lowered off. 
I figured that when it 
stopped raining I was going 
to climb the crux again, but 
then the excuses started. 
My fingers were pretty fuck
ed so I climbed back up the 
rope to the resting position 
in the groove, then I carried 
on normally. I didn't hand
over-hand to the peg or 
anything. I think I would 
have committed suicide by 
now if I'd done that! 
Whether it 's 6c or not can 
only be answered when it's 
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had a few ascents. I've 
noticed over here that 
people tend to climb a route 
for its grade. I feel that 
gradings are for the next 
party, to let them know 
what they're getting into, 
whereas here it seems like 
it's not the climb you're 
doing but the grading 
you're challenging." 

The conversation swings 
towards ethics. 

"It really disappointed me to 
see so many people frigging 
routes over here; abseiling 
and inspecting them after 
they've been done. I can 
maybe rationalise that our 
on a first ascent, but 
personally I like to go up 
and see what I'm getting 
into, from the climbing, 
which is what it's all about, 
rather than abseiling. 
A good example is Footless 
Crow, which I was unable 
to do. On the crux section I 
went up to the top of the 
undercuts and got a nut in, 
then I climbed back down to 
the rest position. I went up 
again and tried to work out 
the next moves. When I 
thought I was going to fall 
I'd quickly down-climb, 
without grabbing the nut. I 
did that five times, though 
once when I was down
climbing I fell and luckily 
the nut held. 
Eventually I worked it out 
in a different way to the 
guidebook description and 
got across to this crack: I 
was so tired after all the 
down-climbing that I just 
froze. I've heard of some 
people doing it by resting 
on the nut at the top under
cut, but to me that's really 
bad. I could have done the 
route that way, but as it 
turned out I was so knacker
ed that I fell off; the nut 
pulled and I took a long fall. 
I wasn't going back up 
after that ." 

A lot of new ideas originate in 
the States, eventually drifting 
their way over here, and it is 
always interesting to compare 
ethics internationally. 

"It is very hard to say whether 
ethical standards are better 
or not in the States. You're 
always going to get people 
who frig routes and you're · 
always going to get routes 
that need checking out 
first, but I think on the 
whole ethics are probably 
higher. A lot of people are 
now down-climbing routes 
rather than yo-yoing, and 
that's good. I suppose the 
trend might catch on over 
here; it has just started to 
happen with the North 
Lakes climbers. Jeff Lamb 
is a good example; he's 
down-clinbed the cruxes of 
a lot of routes! 
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I've never cleaned a route 
out myself. I'd prefer to wait 
until it gets done, then go 

and do the second ascent or 
something. 
I can't remember checking 
out a pitch on a top-rope 
either. Sure I've top-roped 
climbs, but I've never gone 
back and led them . I just 
wanted to do the moves; 
that's where you draw the 
line. 
Here am I preaching ethics 
when I climbed back up the 
rope on Bastille!" 

And now for something 
completely different. White 
Punks on Dope. Drugs and the 
Sport . Dope and Climbing. 
In California marijuana has 
been decriminalised (which 
means it's iike getting a 
parking ticket if you're 
caught) and British climbers 
come back with wide-eyed 
tales of people openly passing 
round joints. The mention of 
drugs in connection with any 
sport brings about an air of 
embarrassment and disgust, 
yet it is ridiculous to ignore 
the existence of such "aids" 
when their use extends to all 
walks of life. When is an 
aspirin not an aspirin? 
When The Nose was climbed 
in a day, those involved were 
using amphetamine. 

"There's a funny story about 
that. They were passing a 
party on Dolt Tower and 
someone asked it they had 
any food, and John Long 
replied: 'Yeah man, we've 
got beans' (pills). Everyone 
wants to do it clean now; a 
'free' ascent. 
I never use anything like 
that climbing. A few people 
do, but just for certain 
climbs. It might pep you up, 
but it makes you shake · 
more. I've tried various 
things, I mean you've got to 
try; I soloed a route on LSD 
once, which was OK, but 
I'll never do it again. 
I experimented with adren
alin as well. I got a 
paramedic to shoot me up 
and then I went bouldering. 
I was psyched up but I was 
real shaky. I wouldn't use, 
anything like that to do a 
route." 

And the Stonemasters, as 
were? 

"Just dope smokers, but so 
what?" 

What are they doing now? 

"They're really into training 
now, which is something 

I've never really done. I try 
hard to do it but I get bored, 
so I ~o bouldering instead. 
People like John Bachar, 
Ron Kauk and Dale Bard do 
pull-ups every night until 
dark. 
I don't think it knackers 
them anymore! I'd love to 
see those guys come over 
here, their endurance is 
amazing. Hopefully we'll all 
get over next summer. I 
want to climb in the South
West, and I'll go back to the 

Above: Mike Graham's hanging tent on Aquarian Wall. 
Photo: Mike Graham. 

Lakes, of course." 

Has he ever thought of 
becoming another Henry 
Barber, touring the world? 

"No way. I feel really sorry 
for Henry, he has so much 
pressure on him to live up 
to his reputation it must 
take all the fun out of climb
ing . I definitely don't want 
that kind of status." 

The floor was still knee-deep 
in gear, the afternoon's 
packing having consisted of 
re-arranging the mess. We 

were all getting restless and 
decided to call it a day. I'll 
finish with something he said 
about himself, not answering 
a specific question, just a 
telling snippet of 
conversation . 

''I'm not the type of climber 
who has got to go climbing 
every day and I've always 
tried to keep kinda quiet, 
stay in the background. I 
always was a nameless 
person." 

John Stevenson 



SQUAMISH CHIEF 
A Commentary By Robin Barley 

Grand Wall (left) 

1 Bellygood Ledge 
2 Black Dyke 
3 Mislead 
4 Exasparator 
5 Up from the Skies 
6 Phew! 
7 Grandwall and Flake 
8 Apron Strings 
9 Humpty Dumpty 
10 Flake Escape 
11 Northwest passage 
12 University Wall 
13 Uncle Ben's 
14 Ten years after. 

This and all photodiagrams by Gordie Smail/. On 
all diagrams only the most popular and vegetation 
free climbs are marked. 

OF CLIMBING INTEREST, there are only two down below and the bush, mosquitoes and foul 40 cliff-hanger moves, and Humpty Dumpty, 
impressive points about Squamish. The first is the weather above. Where else can you drive one hour which also provides precarious hooking. So apart 
finely pointed Mount Garibaldi rising td 7,000ft from a major city - Vancouver - and virtually step from its vegetated nature and rainy climate, the 
behind the town. The other is the Chief, a massive out of your car on to a multi-day big-wall route? Chief shares many features in common with 
granite crag, rising almost out of the waters of All these valleys were heavily glaciated until Yosemite. 
Howe Sound to a height of2,200ft. recent geological times, and it is not difficult to As mentioned already, the recorded climbing 

Otherwise the town ofSquamish resembles any visualise the Chief standing proudly defiant history of the Chief is comparatively recent The 
other coastal logging town - polluted by the noise against the groaning ice as it ground towards the famous Brown-Whillans era in England was 
of the cars and the inevitable beat-up pickups, and sea. The rock is granadiorite, which splits to form almost over before Hank Mather and Jim Archer 
by advertising boards, neon lights, smoke from massive leaves with many cracks and chimneys. climbed thefirstofseveralobviousgulliesin 1957. 
the local pulp-mill, a night-time glow from the The rock between is generally very smooth and The reason for this neglect, explains local Coast 
chemical plant and, most important, by the only climbable where low-angled, as on the Range explorer Dick Culbert, is that most 
eternal pissing rain. Apron. Most of the easier-angled cracks are VancouverclimbersatthattimewereofEuropean 
· This is not to say that the town doesn't have choked with vegetation and the steeper, cleaner background, and therefore more interested in 
character. It is in communities such as this that the cracks are aid country. These two factors account exploratory mountaineering and first ascents in 
wealth of British Columbia is generated, as the for the crag's comparatively recent development the alpine wilderness surrounding the city. The 
timber is hauled out of the high valleys, sawn, Two other geological features should be bushy ledges on the Chief and blank walls 
sorted and dumped in the Sound to form huge mentioned as they contribute to unique climbs. between just didn't seem attractive. 
rafts. A certain frontier approach is still discernible First are the massive basalt intrusions - obvious The other gullies soon followed. Although not 
in the bars on the blasting hot summer afternoons and running the full height of the crag on Black recommended as rock-climbs because of loose 
as the sweating loggers return from the forests to Dyke, but occasionally more discreet, as on the rock and a thousand varieties of moss and slime, 
slake their thirst, and one senses that a riotous bar- delightful Mercy Me. Second, the quartzite dykes, they offer interesting glimpses into the massive 
room brawl cot1ld eruptany minute as rival outfits which weather more slowly and so stand proud complexities of the Chief - unsuspected 
elbow for beer. and frequently provide incut holds between buttresses and terraces, leviathan chock-stones, 

However, it is the truly awesome Chief which massive smooth slabs; examples are Misled, titanic moss-coated dihedrals firing skyward and 
draws us back each weekend despite the ugliness which is mostly free, Cerberus, which uses about the all-pervasive primeval atmosphere. During 
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his ceaseless travels Fred Beckey in 1959 climbed 
the height of the crag via Squamish Buttress. The 
route takes several rock pitches and traverses 
several forests, all in the middle ofimpressive rock 
scenery 
The Grand Wall 

By the early 1960s several parties were active on 
the Chief and its satellite crags - Papoose Rock, 
Nightmare Rock, the Squaw and the Malamute. 

Jim Baldwin, at university here from the 
unlikely town of Prince Rupert, met Seattle 
climber Ed Cooper; after several short practice aid 
climbs they stacked their gear at the foot of Grand 
Wall in the Spring ofl 961. It is worth recording in 
some detail the stages of their ascent, as it was the 
first real landmark in the exploration of the Chief, 
and this is now the most frequently climbed wall. 
Cooper was the more experienced, with a record 
of hard new routes in the Bugaboos, while 
Baldwin was young, enthusiastic and locally self
trained. Baldwin had in fact made an attempt on 
the wall in 1958 with Les McDonald, but after two 
pitches retreated from the route now known as 
Peasants. 

Having hacked a trail to the foot of the wall, they 
started aiding up the right-hand side of a 300ft 
flake. That the top of this flake has a roomy ledge 
and easy access from the left may not have been 
obvious to them as they commenced bolting away 
from the flake below this point. 

(This ledge holds a special charm for Squamish 
regulars, a rather peaceful place to recline on a 
summer's afternoon after one of the free climbs 
which land there. A couple of years ago we were 
generously treated to cheese rolls and sardines 
dropped unintentionally by a party on Grand. 
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/ Left: Apron Strings - The trees are on Dance 
Platform and Be/lygood Ledge 1,200ft above! 

below: the ultimate expanding flake. This is not so 
much of a problem now, as the pitch is usually 
climbed free at superb 5.9. However, one's initial 
relief at pulling over the top is quickly dissipated 
on finding that the whole crack system supported 
above echoes like a hollow drum. Appropriately 
named the Sword of Damocles, it gave Cooper 
and Baldwin an extremely anxious time. They 
would probably have abandoned the climb, hag 
not the Squamish citizens stood solidly behind 
them and discouraged such cowardly and money~ 
losing action! 

Another 200ft of climbing involving anotli~r 
major bolt ladder led to the first good ledgesysteri\ 
- the Flats. After this point the main impact of the 
climb is lost, with much wandering until Dance 
Platform, the huge tree ledge, is reached. There is 
now a good bivouac hut here and an easy but 
exposed escape (Billygood Ledge), but they ware 
still faced with a further four days of dehydrated 
and exhausting climbing in a spell of extremely 
hot weather. 

Cooper writes: "Under circumstances of 
extreme thirst, we placed bolts in positions that 
would seem absurd to a climber in good 
conditions. The rock was so hot, it became painful 
to touch ... greatly weakened, we made slow pro
gress." Finally, five days after dropping their fixed 

' ropes from the Flats, they exited via the Roman 
Chimneys, and were able to rehydrate and relax in 
the creek behind the Chief. 

More seriously, this locality is the second 
bouncing point for rocks trundled from the 
summit 1,500ft above by the occasional 
irresponsible hiker.) 

The objective of their 300ft bolt ladder was the 
Split Pillar, an obvious monolith in the centre of 
the wall. Because of the tedious nature of the 
drilling, fixed ropes were attached and the 
climbers retreated to their camp in a 
commandeered dynamite hut each night. Soon 
they were spotted by tourists on the road below, 
with resultant traffic jams. The merchants of 
Squamish, not slow to recognise the commercial 
value of this tourist influx, adopted the moneyless 
climbers, took them in, wined and dined them 
and even gave cash to purchase more ropes and 
replaced Baldwin's worn boots. 

Several days of bolting went by before they 
reached the Split Pillar, which is a 120ftcolumn of 
rock supported on a 2ft wide ledge. Nowadays, 
looking down from this point, observing the bolt 
ladder determinedly avoiding all ledges, and 
knowing that the same point can be reached 
virtually free from right and left, it is easy to 
criticise their bolting spree. But one has to 
remember that the intricacies of the wall were 
unknown to Baldwin and Cooper and that they 
were strongly influenced by the European 
direttissima approach - and besides, why hurry 
when they had never lived so well before? 

Nailing up the widening crack forming the right 
side of the Split Pillar was easy. Higher up, special 
large pitons were custom-made by the local black
smith, though a 31b hammer was required to drive 
them. Not only was the terrifyingly hollow sound 
disturbing the climbers, it was disturbing the pins 

So ended the 140-bolt saga, and the crowds 
drifted home. A great breakthrough was made, ih 
the view of local climbers - and even though 75 
per cent of the climb now goes free and the whole 
route has been aided in 8 hours, theirachievemeht 
should not be under-estimated. It demonstratep 
to young locals what was possible. It was three 
years before two 16-year-olds, Tim Auger and 
Dan Tate, repeated the route in two days to Dance 
Platform. 

Baldwin, Beckey and bolting . 
Also in 1961 Baldwin and Cooper, together 

with locals Jim Sinclair and Tony Cousins, made a 
flanking attack on the slabs of the Apron to 
produce a pleasant little climb - Slab Alley. An 
anecdote demonstrates their isolation from 
contemporary rock-climbing developments : 
. Tony, a carpet layer, had read ofltalian rope-soled 
shoes for wet rock, and accordingly designed 
some carpet soles for attachment to boots like 
crampons. After one pitch they had collected so 
much moss and absorbed so much water that they 
were jettisoned. 

Another detail, characteristic of the Chief, was 
the drilling of a short bolt ladder to complete the 
smooth section ofan otherwise good free climb. A 
modem example ofthis is Evergreen State, which 
uses three bolts to reach the first holds. Some of 
these bolt ladders have now been freed at 5. 10 +, 
but only because the bolts afford such good 
protection. 

The following year Baldwin and Sinclair found 
an excellent route which is now the most popular 
on the Chief. The first ascent of Diedre was 
notable because of the surprising cleanness of the 
crack system, the rapid ascent in only 4 hours and 
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Right: Up from the skies. The aid ·visible is all 
behind expanding/lakes. Photo: Scott Flavell. 

the few pegs (about six) used for protection. 
Nowadays it gives half a dozen pitches up to 5.8 
and an excellent introduction to the Apron. 

The nucleus of local climbers continued to 
grow, but Glen Woodsworth points out that with 
the exception of Baldwin (soon to die in 
Yosemite) and the emerging Auger, most of the 
local group were mountain-oriented and only 
retreated to the Chief when the mountains were 
snowed-in. However, one of John Turner's east
coast companions - his fellow-Briton Tony 
Wilmott, who was then studying at the University 
ofBritish Columbia - developed an obsession for 
hard free moves, and over many visits climbed 
that fine route The Snake. 

Appropriately named for its sinuous and 
aesthetic dihedrals, the Snake retains its grade at 
5.9, like so many of the partnership's east-coast 
routes. With Dick Strachan, Willmott also added 
Clean Corner(5.8), which afterascruffystartgives 
two of the cleanest chimney off-width pitches on 
the cliff. 

Also in 1962, Beckey returned with McDonald 
and Mather to climb the upper section of the 
Angels Crest above the Acrophobes - two 
pinnacles on the arete normally difficult to see 
against the sombre Zodiac Wall, but occasionally 
starkly silhouetted when a cloud hangs in the gully 

behind. 
An interesting insight into Beckey's personality 

is given by that abrasive ex-Geordie, McDonald: 

"We'd climbed all Saturday up bushy grooves out 
ofNorth Gully to the ledge above the Acrophobes. 
We were parched dry and it was obvious we could 
stroll back into the North gully and rehydrate in 
the pub." (Unknown to McDonald, Culbert and 
Woodsworth had used this approach to climb the 
Acrophobes the previous summer.) "Fred 
wouldn't hear ofit, and was adamant there was no 
escape. Fred liked to dance in the limelight in 
those days. 

"Next morning, the truth was rapidly 
established when I found a bolt next to an easy 
crack. Fred had been this far solo the previous 
weekend via the North Gully ledges, and knew 
that if we'd been led off the previous night we 
might not have returned." 

Beckey's frequent use ofbolts has caused much 
criticism, a.nd again McDonald adds a forthright 
opinion: "In those days, Americans thought they 
could solve any problem and render it safe with 
technology, and that bolts offered increased 
security over pegs. Christ, I was putting in bolts all 
week on the construction site and never trusted 
them, and here was Beckey trying to persuade me 
to use them on weekends as well." 

The lower half of the Angels Crest was added by 
Beckey later, the whole route being characterised 
by short clean rock sections interspersed with 
bushy scrambling, all set above the stupendous 
Sheriffs Badge with Zodiac Wall soaring above. 
All the pitches have now been climbed free up to 
5.10; having done the route several times and 
succumbed to its quiet charms, I was quite stung 

by the malevolent comment of a well-known 
Welsh climber as we pulled over the summit: 
"The worst rock climb I've ever done." 

The University era notorious lower pitches is still discussed in tones 
Down on the Apron, the obvious lines of of awe by regulars and avoided by easy nailing up 

Vector, Amphitheatre, Sickle and Banana Peel Breakfast Run. Climbed originally on monster 5-
were filled by UBC students Glen and Bob inch wedges, this 120ft smooth off-width now 
Woodsworth, Hamish Mutch, Dan Tate, Barry goes free at intimidating 5.9 for those with strong 
Hager and others. 

Using confidence obtained on Grand Wall, 
Augerand Tate and others of the group were ready 
for their own wall, which was to be the striking 
dihedral system following the left margin of the 
main wall area. Using fixed ropes, they spent 
many wintry days nailing up this system and com
pleted University Wall in summer 1966. Although 
more of a flanking line than Grand Wall, it gives 
infinitely more aesthetic climbing in the clean 
overhanging dihedral system, with many hanging 

nerves or, in at least one instance, inability to 
retreat. 

Back in 1972 with a hard diet of Yorkshire 
gritstone cracks behind me, and a rather rash 
agreement in the pub, I remember spending 
several hours wedged at midheight in this crack 
with little protection below ( 4-inch bongs are too 
small), before finally finding the courage to go for 
the only remaining wedge 60ft above. Unknown 
to me, the wedge had dried out and shrunk, so that 
when I tried to thread it it dropped on to my 

belays. After the initial two pitches, much ofit can shoulders, finally striking Peter Rowat on the 
be free-climbed now. head 100ft below. With trembling limbs and 

In the mid-1960s Beckey started driving up visions of the ultimate tumble, I barely managed 
from Seattle every week-end, and he was to make the top. The final pitches of this climb are 
responsible for a phenomenal output of major a pure joy of easy aid climbing - undoubtedly 
routes, mainly on aid. Most required cleaning up; 
ropes were fixed, and with a variety of partners -
Bjornstad, Patterson, Benulis, Beckstad - he 
spent days hammering away and sawing irritating 
trees down. 

Of these routes several have not been repeated
including, as far as I know, North West Passage, 
which Beckey claimed to be a more logical line to 
the summit than Grand Wall. Western Dihedral 
looks much cleaner and has had several ascents. 
On the northern walls, Zodiac has had a couple of 
ascents, although decomposed final pitches make 
it a serious Grade VI undertaking. 

However, Tantalus Wall was definitely the 
prize and is now fairly popular, although one ofits 

destined to be freed soon. 
On the Apron, Beckey also nailed and bolted 

the very striking open corner running the height of 
the slabs, to give Unfinished Symphony. Over the 
past few years this route has been the focus of 
much attention; currently the best effort is Carl 
Ostram's ascent using only six bolts on the final 

ladder. 
Glen Woods worth says of this era: "Fred was a 

constant source of inspiration to us, repeatedly 
pointing out the incredible scope on the crag and 
returning every weekend to produce more 
routes." With ample justification, Beckey has 
become a legendary character throughout North 
America; he is undoubtedly the foremost first 
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Northern Section (lower lefi) 
I Angels Crest 
2 ZodiacWall 
3 North North Arete. 
The trees on Ha(jway Astro 
/edr,e are over JOQ/i hir,h. 

Northern Section (lower rir,ht) 
I Sheriffs Badge 
2 Angel's Crest 
A Acrophobes Towers. 

Apron: Northern section (upper left) 
1 Anxiety State 
2 Unfinished Symphony 
3 Snake 
4 Grim Reaper 
5 Evergreen State 
6 Gringo-a-go-go 
7 Amphitheatre 
8 Vector 
9 St Vitus Dance 
10 South Arete 
11 Calculus Crack 
12 Prow 
13 Squamish Buttress (Upper) 
S SB Variation 

Tantalus Wall (Upper right) 
1 Wrist Twister 
2 Tantalus Wall 
3 Yosemite Pinnacle 
4 Breakfast Run 
5 Cannabis Wall 
6 Crescent Ramp 
7 Cerebrus. 
This wall is 600ft high. 



Malemute (above) 10 Mirkwood Forest Apron: Northern Section (below) 10 Ledge to Banana Peel 

I Hot Licks 11 Quagmire Crack I Groove Slob Alley II White Lightning 

2 3 night route 12 Unhappy Hooker 2 Slab Alley 12 Diedre 

3 Overly hanging out 13 Porco 3 Mobius Variation 13 Blood lust (& Direct) 

4 Cling Peach 14 Caboose 4 Pineapple Peel 14 Dream On 

5 Grub Street 15 Clean Crack 5 Banana Peel 15 Anxiety State 

6 Crescent Crack 16 Spook 6 Black Bugs Blood 16 Unfinished Symphony 

7 Berrycup 17 Chicken Cacciatori 7 Slim Pickins 17 Broomstick Crack 

8 Hand Jive 18 Big 'Eave 8 Sparrow 18 Granville Street 

9 Id 19 Exhibition 9 Sickle 19 Question of Balance 

w Wildebeeste 





By Ed Webster 

THE SOUNDS of Vivaldi's Four Seasons faded 
slowly from memory. The sun had set an hour or 
two ago, and in the new-fallen darkness we drove 
across the undulating, desolate grasslands of 
western Colorado into the Mormon State, Utah. 
Interstate 70 gave way to a two-lane paved 
highway leading south, then abruptly ended, and 
we skidded through a wash-out and up on to a 
rickety wooden suspen~ion bridge. 

A what? Yeah, that's right. A one-lane wooden 
suspension bridge across the mighty Colorado 
River. After that point I had no idea where I was. 
We kept on driving for a long while in a deep 
canyon system, a gorge so narrow with walls so 
precipitous that you couldn't see the sky out of the 
car windows. But once in a while, when we drove 
around a bend in the road, the moonlight filtered 
down and glistened white on the ripply surface of 
the turbid, silty waters of the river. 

We were in the canyon of the Colorado River to 
the north of the dusty uranium town of Moab. 
Moab, where the cattle rustlers and uranium 
tycoons, river runners and eco-raiders go to spend 
their final years. A lovely place. 

For the next several miles the sheer sandstone 
walls of the gorge fell imperceptibly farther and 
farther away from the sluggish river, the talus 
slopes grew into lush tamarisk thickets, and at last 
we drove out into a very broad, moonlit valley. 
After turning off and driving up a dry stream bed 

Left: tears of dese11 varnish and cross bedding 
clearly seen on a small Wingate fa ce of about/ 5Q/i 
with, as yet, no climbs Oil it. Right: the moon over 
Castleton To weralld the Priest. Centre spread: Ed 
Webster (top) belay ing Brian Becker Oil the first 
asce111 of 'The super crack of the Desert ' (5. 10) in 
1976, a Wingate sandstone crack climb in the 
Canyon/ands of Utah. All photos with this article 
from Ed Webster. 

we sorted ourselves out, backtracked, located the 
correct boulder-strewn dirt road and lurched and 
groaned up hill to a small parking area. No one else 
was there, not surprisingly. 

The three of us just stood there in silence for 
several minutes, wide-eyed. About a mile away 
the Fischer Towers stood coolly illuminated, 
900ft in height, among the tallest towers in 
America. Some hidden spirit intoned the names 
of the other spires four miles away: Castleton 
Tower, the Priest, Sister Superior. In the starlight 
you could barely etch them out above the 
otherwise level plane of the southern horizon. 

It was nearly impossibly to slow down after ten 
hours of driving;just being here in Utah was like a 
drug pulsing through my veins. Since it was about 
two in the morning and we intended to climb the 
next morning, we unrolled our bags and 
pretended to sleep. About three o'clock Jim 
suddenly popped up and said in a perfectly alert 
voice: "Hey, I just can't get to sleep. Are you guys 

wide awake too?" It had been our private joke all 
day long. Spontaneously Bryan and I sat up 
grinning, and we chatted quietly until one by one 
we each dozed off for good. 

Awoken from a deep sleep I rolled over and 
peered boldly out of my bag, letting in a freezing 
draught of November air in the process. It was 
rather early still; the morning sun east of the 
Fischer Towers hadn't cleared the shoulder of 
Cottontail Tower yet, leaving us temporarily 
marooned in shadow. However, to the south the 
desert earth was in the throes of its re-birth, with 
each sandstone stratum, youngest first, being 
thrust up again into the swelterof a new day. It was 
the young, rosy-red sandstone, the Wingate 
sandstone, that incited my curiosity. 

I sat up in my sleeping bag keeping it hunched 



" ... the Super Crack ... 
. . . sheer elegance, purity of line " • • • 

around my shoulders, and drew my knees up 
under my chin. Castleton Tower kindled orange 
in the flaming light, aloof and brilliant. It sat 
throned on top of a massive talus cone of grey 
shale, a perfectly sculptured shaft of Wingate 
stone 500ft tall, its four faces roughly aligned wit~ 
the cardinal directions. Possessing a certain 
fragility, yet looking somehow mutinous and 
belligerent, Castleton is the epitome of a desert. 
spire-a slender improbability of sandstone. Next 
to it stood the larger bulk of the Nuns, properly 

referred to asa butte rather than a spire ora tower; 
because its diameter exceeds its overall height. 

Following in the mulled footsteps of the Nuns 
walked an ageless and graceful man, the Priest, 
whose head has now been bowed in meditation 
for some centuries. From several vantage points 
this 450ft Wingate spire resembles the figure of a 
priest in prayer, hence its name and the titles of the 
other rocks as well. Bringing up the west end of the 
procession in the direction of the Colorado River 
came the Sister Superior, a 300ft tower, followed 
by her entourage, the Rectory, an assembly of 
smaller 150ft chess pieces. 

At last the sun had arisen above the gargoyled 
fortresses of Echo Tower and Cottontail Tower, 
flooding us with brilliant sunshine and warmth. 
Bryan rolled over, squinted at me and 
immediately started cawing like a raven. Like all 
the cold-blooded creatures of the desert, it was 
time for us to get up. 

Wingate is the name of a strongly cross-bedded, 
cliff-forming sandstone found in several sections 
of Utah and also in the south-western portion of 
Colorado. The formation's thickness is quite 
variable, ranging from approximately 400-650ft in 
the Canyonlands area of Utah to a magnitude of 
several thousand feet thick in Zion National Park 
in south-western Utah. In Colorado National 
Monument near Grand Junction, the thickness of 
the Wingate is roughly the same as it is in 
Canyonlands - between 400 and 500ft. 

When stained by the mineral manganese, 
Wingate resembles the thick brown icing on a 
healthy piece of German chocolate cake, richly 
coloured by successive coatings and tears of desert 
varnish. The architecture of the rock is well
executed and repetitive in form; the comers are 
angular and sweeping, the cracks are amazingly 
smooth and parallel-sided. Huge multi-ton pillars 
and blocks of rock stand precariously erect, 
partially quarried by frost wedging, teetering, but 
still somehow part of the whole. 

Wingate cracks must surely rank among the 
finest in the world for their sheer elegance, purity 
ofline, and goodjamming. Everywhere one looks 
there is another, and another and another - the 

-



Left: Earl Wiggens in superb style on the most 
serious section oj''The Super Crack of the Desen" 
during the first ascent. Right: Mark Rolofson 
following the crux of"Cactus Flower" (5. JO) on the 
first ascent, in June 1978. The 350 foot crack is 
mostly fist size in width, except for a shon offividth. 
Due to the lateness oft he day the climbers rappeled 
back down the route. This is ojien the only feasible 
way to descend from many desen climbs, rappeling 
from one bolt anchor station to the next. 

vast majority in the futuristic 5.14 to 5.21 range of 
difficulty. It is no inflation to say that desert cracks 
are the most uncompromising and ruthless of 
any. An old photograph of Chuck Pratt in Ascent, 

off-widthing a new route on North Sixshooter 
Peak, says it all: your technique and level of self
confidence have to be right on key, especially on a 
new route. 

There are few face-holds and most edges tend to 
be crumbly; blocks and flakes must be tested 
carefully, as many are semi-detached or elastic. 
Occasionally you'll run into layers of extremely 
poor-quality sandy rock where there is very little 
silica cement binding the individual grains 
together. Oh well, take heart. Just throw that last 
huge loose flake over your left shoulder and press 
on! 

Desert climbing seems always to have been 
viewed as a slightly regressive and demented 
pursuit, if not a totally masochistic one. It is not all 
that new a sport, either. The first really significant 
desert conquest, one that fired a lot of people's 
imaginations, was of the Totem Pole (IV, 5. 7, A4) 
in 1956 by Jerry Galwas, Don Wilson, Mark 
Powell, and Bill "Dolt" Feurer. 

In the early 1960s Layton Kor and Huntley 
Ingalls formed a very successful partnership 
which accounted for the first ascents of three of 
Utah's most beautiful sandstone spires, Castleton 
Tower, the Priest and the Titan. Castleton, graded 
III , 5.9, fell to Kor and Ingalls in 1961; the very 
next day Fred Beckey and Harvey T Carter were 
able to free-climb past a bolt Kor had used for 
direct aid, thereby gammg some small 
consolation at having missed out on the first 
ascent. On the same trip all four climbers teamed 
up and over a period of four days climbed the 
Priest by a mixed route graded III, 5. 7, A3 . 

The crowning achievement came the following 
year when Kor, Ingalls and George Hurley made 
the first ascent of the massive, seemingly 
unclimbable Titan, the tallest of the Fischer 

Towers. Their ascent took several attempts and 
involved the use affixed ropes, a large number of 
bolts, andjumars. Named the Finger ofFate route 
(5.8, A3) after a prominent landmark halfway up 
the climb, this was the first climb in Utah to be 
given a Grade V rating. 

On many" of the major sandstone towers in the 
South-West fairly large numbers of expansion 
bolts have been used, either to link up otherwise 
discontinuous crack systems or, in some cases, 
merely to afford passage to the summit. With 
enough bolts, pegs, water, endurance, nerve, 
beer, fixed lines, and women any summit in the 
desert was fair game. Regardless of the tactics and 
ethics of sandstone climbing, the summit, the 
sacred meeting ground of the Anasazi, Ute, and 

" ... few faceholds ... 
... edges crumbly .. 

and good jamming • • • " • • • 
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" ... off-widthing ... technique and 
self confidence ... have to be right on key • • 

Navajo Indian gods, has traditionally been the 

goal of desert climbers. 
In the past few years several folks have taken 

fancy to free-climbing the cracks on the Wingate 
mesas and buttes in Utah, not searching for an 

isolated, magical summit, but seeking out the 
technical difficulty and clarity of the crack climbs 

themselves. In general, very few pitons and bolts 

have been used in these explorations. If a piton 

absolutely must be placed, there is a well

established tradition of placing permanent bolt or 
drilled piton anchors next to the cracks to avoid 

any disfigurement. The rock is so soft beneath the 
protective outer patina of manganese varnish that 
a single piton placement would noticeably deface 

the crack. 
These new routes have been protected using a 

diverse array of equipment, from large Hexentrics 

and tube chocks to Forrest Titons, chimney 

chocks, and Lowe spring-loaded cam nuts. Still, 
you have to wonder how well any nut will hold ina 

soft sandstone, parallel-sided crack! Itis to just this 
sort of crack that Friends are admirably suited. 
Who knows? A new era in desert crack climbing? 

There was no mistaking the Super Crack when we 
got to it. It was hard to think of words to do it 
justice. Driving there, we played a sort of blind 

man's bluff- Jim knowingexactlywherethecrack 

was, Bryan and I absolutely breaking our necks 
trying to look out the car windows and spot it first. 

All across the country Jim had been raving about 
his crack-to-do; he'd been hoarding it for five 

years in the back of his mind. We had a race up the 

rubbly slope and felt out the first few jams. 

The rest of our colourful caravan from 
Colorado Springs were already eating dinner 

when we ambled in, tired, thirsty and hungry for 

some Mexican food. The mouth-watering aroma 
ofbubbly, toastingcasadias and cheese-burdened 
enchiladas greeted us. Five other happy, eager 

faces. Someone produced a few Heineken Darks 
and a six of tall Coors. That sweet-smelling 
juniper fire blazed until the moon sank behind 
Bridger Jack Mesa. 

We went bouldering on a compact little group of 

boulders after breakfast. Utah can be .a fiery 

furnace even in November. Who needs snow in 
Colorado, we laughed. We stripped down and 

sunbathed on the hot, smooth red rocks, then 
later we racked up for the climb: double sets of 
large Hexes, a large Titan, and a two-pronged 

Lowe cam nut. Earl almost fatally injured himself 
on a cactus, but thankfully emerged with only 
minor puncture wounds. 

The crack was painfully obvious and straight as 
an arrow - a perfectly sized hand crack sweeping 
up a black varnished wall forsome80 feet before it 



Left: Struggle! Pete Gallagher offividthing on the 
"Original Route" on North Sixshoorer Peak, Utah. 
Daylight is visible on the other side of rhe spire. 
Right: There are other formarions of sandstone 
also, such as Navajo, Entrada, and Cocconino. 
Bryan Becker on an unfinished route on one; "The 
Colossus " (5. JO, sofar). 

widened slightly. Bryan paid out a loop of rope to 
Earl and he started off, placing one hex below a 
small roof, thenjamming out on to it and placing a 
second. For the next 50ft he was a form in motion, 
concentrated and hard-willed, slotting one hand 
above the other, punching away, shuffiing his feet 
along and kicking in his toes. After he placed his 
fourth nut there was not a single hesitation in his 
fluidity. As all of us on the ground came to wits' 
end, Earl reached up into a niche, threw himself 
in, and let out a curdling whoop of success. 

My eyes met Bryan's and after a fleeting 
moment of persuasion I tied on and seconded 
Earl's fantastic lead. And in my slow ponderous 
fashion I off-widthed and fist-jammed another 
70ft to where I placed a solid drilled angle for a 
belay. Earl came up eager to escape from his belay 
seat, and we trailed a rope for Bryan, marooned 
out of the action on the ground. 

Suddenly it was no go. Earl came sliding back 
down the dihedral, nearly falling. The crack 
thinned radically into the narrowest of finger 
cracks above us. Off on our right a tottering pillar 
offered some possibility for escape, and Earl fell 
twice trying to face-climb to it. 

In a last-ditch effort he tensioned to the pillar 
and disappeared around a corner, throwing off 
bricks ofloose rock. The watchers on the ground 
moved back down to the car out of range and 
waited for a verdict 

"What's up, Earl?" I asked hopefully. Silence, 
more chunks of rock. 

"There's nothing here; well, wait a sec. Maybe I 
can get in a nut." 

The sun was hovering lower every minute. 
Suprisingly, the rope shot through my hands. He 
hadn't fallen. No, he was going for the top. A 
second whoop and he was up. 

Bryan climbed the first and second leads in one 
terrifying, arm-destroying pitch. Soon enough I 

was sitting on the flat mesa top, the silence of the 
desert ringing in my ears. Bryan popped up over 
the edge and, still tied into the ropes, we coiled 
them as we ran through the juniper bushes, 
dodging the thorny yucca plants and shouting 
after Earl, who'd gone to search out a rappel 
anchor. 

Crashing down the talus slopes swaddled in 
ropes and strangled by equipment, Bryan and I 
bumbled back down to the road into the arms of 
our friends. Earl was right: what a Luxury Liner it 
had been! 

SUMMARY 
Ed Webster's appraisal of climbs in the deserts of 
The American South West. A particular account 
of the I st ascent of 'Luxury Liner' - the "super 
crack of the desert". 

" I d . .. corners are angu ar an sweeping ... 
.. cracks are smooth and parallel sided " • • 
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Black IICQJB Cometh 
Introducing The Black Ice Age: PolarGuard® Filled Sleeping Bags and Clothing 

Black Ice products may very well represent the birth of a new age in the develop
ment of technically sophisticated mountaineering equipment. 
Through a novel approach to the application of Celanese Fortrel® Polarguard, the 
continuous filament polyester fiber, to the design and construction of lightweight 
sleeping bags and garments, a new level of unparalleled quality and performance 
efficiency has been achieved. 
Black Ice products can be found only in a select few of the finest backpacking
mountaineering shops in the country. Please write and we will send the name of 
your nearest dealer along with a free brochure. 

Sfortrel Polarguard is a trademark of Fiber Industries , Inc., a subsidiary of Celanese Corp. 

120D Woodland Ave. 
Reno, Nevada 89523 

(702) 747-6806 



Dear Greg and Jim: 

Our 26 days on the North Ridge 
were on extreme test of both men and equipment. 

Enclosed is a slide of Mike Kennedy nearing 
the end of the second corniced ridge 

at 21,500 feet. 

Thanks again, 

' 

r~~ 
North Ridge of Lotok I - 23,500 feet. 

Karakorum Himalaya, Pakistan 
July 3 to July 29, 1978 

73 Pitches - 7,500 vertical feet 
of technical climbing 

For more Information on 
Wilderness Experience products, 

please write to: 

WlLDE~NESS 
EXPEf\lENCE 

20120 Plummer Street 
Chatsworth, California 91311 
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The North Face 
of Huascaran 

By Pierre Beghin 

WE SPENT THE WINTER, Thierry Leroy and I, 
recovering from the extensive amputations 
needed by feet frostbitten on the East Ridge of 
Manaslu in October 1977. The winter was painful 
and sometimes depressing; Thierry was still not 
fully fit this spring. 

So I made plans with Xavier Fargeas to go to a 
new mountain range. The idea of spending a few 
weeks in Chamonix had absolutely no attraction 

for us. 
You need divine courage to put up with the 

meaningless monotony of the Chamonix scene. 
The trappings of alpine tourism, the closed 
community celebrating the same old tales of 
derring-do, the triumph of fancy-dress climbers, 
over-equipped and practising their sport with 
technological precision, preoccupied with what 
unearthly hour they need to start, the number of 
beds in the huts, the price of the latest fashionable 
sack and the exact grade of the climb. No thanks. 

I have to admit that we knew nothing about the 
Andes, a serious omission. We chose the North 
Face ofHuascaran because it is a magnificent wall 
with rock and ice climbing. Our only fears were 
about the final ridges - heavily corniced in a 
characteristically Andean manner. 

Our trump card was that we only intended to 
have one objective: one really big route. Once on 
this climb of our dreams, and fears, we would be 
less inclined to give up ifit was our only objective. 
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Events proved us right. 
We felt that we should do some climbs on the 

Ranrapalca area first to acclimatise, and for that 
part of the trip we had two companions with 
whom we got on very well - Victor Lant and Jean 
Luc Guyonneau. 

The four of us left Paris on July I: double boots 
and big rucksacks of gear at the airport, with the 
temperature in the high 80s. We arrived in Lima in 
the middle of the night under a sky of unrelieved 
grey: by day it was worse. 

We discovered a town without shade pervaded 
by a uniform light. Sadness in Peru is grey and 
acrid: people, houses, all grey. Around Lima are 
half-finished leprous suburbs, vague areas of 
rubbish tip and slums clinging to the sides of 
sinister rocky hillocks. Dust and the smell of 
motor exhausts cover everything with a 
triumphant ugliness. In Lima it is impossible to 
imagine the vision of Peruvian mountains - white 
snow peaks and a perpetual blue sky. Yet we were 
only a day away from them. 

In Huaraz you are really in the heart of the 
Cordillera: you can dream again. In the distance to 
the north bulks the rounded outline of 

I 

Huascaran. Nearer, to the east, Ranrapalca stands 
above a pleasant landscape. 

One day there exhausted the possibilities of the 
two streets of this charmless little town. Life in 
Huaraz revolves round transport: the 
impoverished population are all drivers, motor 
mechanics or garage proprietors: for them it is the 
kingdom of the ca rand lorry. To the peasants who 
come down on foot from the mountains to sell a 
few products in the market, transport is intermin
able walking on the dusty roads. 

Then there are the "gringos": some smartly 
parading their little bit of style, others, more in the 
classic tourist mould, come to watch this curious 
world at work. Maybe they think that there is an 
exotic air to the place, but they soon discover that 
men working for a living are the same the whole 
world over. Rich or poor, it certainly isn't 
something to gape at; itis better to join in, because 

it is less depressing. 
They never stop buying trivial objects, allegedly 

typically Peruvian, almost always hideous and of 
poor quality. The Peruvians themselves are 
fascinated by the trashy products liberally 
dumped on them by the Western world. 
Exchanges between peoples are not always 



Left: the.final bivouac at 21,000ft. The night before 
Xavier Fargeas was sat on a bare ice slope with a few 
rocks visible. Above: steep mixed ground on the.first 
dayoftheclimb. Pierre Beghin belays. Right: Xavier 
Fargeas (lr;fi) and Pierre Beghin (right) at the village 
of Mancas after the descent from Huascaran. All 
photos with this article.from Pierre Beghin. 

cultural and noble. 
We left Huaraz without regret, and after a day's 

walk set up base camp at 14,000ft in a remote 
valley below Chinchay. 

During the next fortnight we made the 

acquaintance of the "diabolically corniced" 

Andean ridges of insubstantial snow. The most 
alarming example was on the West Face of 

Chinchay between 18,000 and 19,500ft; an 
enriching experience which left Xavier in a really 

bad mood! As if they weren't enough, the weather 
was pretty poor - it snowed nearly every day. 

At base camp, up to our ankles in snow, we 
applied ourselves to the taskofmunchingourway 

through unexciting tinned food. We were reduced 

to inventing imaginary menus: French gastro

nomic skill is not in vain! 

Eventually we left and returned to Huaraz on 
July 18,and after two daysofrestwewerereadyfor 

what had been on our minds eversincewestarted: 
the North Face of Huascaran. 

-

July 20 found us in a taxi heading for Laguna 
Llanganuco. The road goes through the remains 
of the town of Yungay, which was wiped out in 

1970 by a torrent of mud started by an avalanche 
on Huascaran. Even though it was early in the 

--

,.. 



Above: 'Mountains everywhere'. Thevieweastfrom the second bivouac which provoked ironic thoughts. 
Left: Xavier Fargeas leading at the start of the.final rock tower before the weather broke. Right: moving 
onto the.first steep rock section on the.first day of the climb. 

morning, there were tourists poking around the 
ruins. They even come in coaches: it's been said 
before, but death certainly attracts people like 
nothing else. 

Because of the gorges which the road followed 
we were unable to see more of the face than the top 
part. In fact - a curious thought - we climbed that 
face without ever having seen it in its entirety! 

Late in the morning the taxi dropped us off 
beside an idyllic lake at about 12,500ft. Rene 
Desmaison's expedition to the South Face of 
Huandoy had its base camp there. We would have 
liked to meet him, but the others told us that he 
was on his way to climb the face. 

We began the approach walk with sacks big 
enough for a major alpine route in winter: six days 
of food, bivvy gear and all the climbing 
equipment. Not having reconnoitred the walk-in, 
we found ourselves offthe path and having to hack 
a tunnel through dense vegetation under the 
beating noon sun. J-{alf choked by the dust from 
the rotting vegetation, we eventually brokeouton 
to a moraine which led us fairly easily to the foot of 
the Leprince-Ringuet Glacier. 

Cloud hid most of the face and all we could see 

of the route was the first spur, bordered on the left 
by some immense, grim-looking blank slabs. The 
glacier was a mazeofrottingseracs with no option 
but to go over, under or round them. The whole 
time there was a noise like enormous sheets of 
glass being broken, as icicles crashed down all 
around: confronted with this world of fragile 
porcelain, we trod softly. 

By evening we had found a bivvy site at about 
17, 750ft, in the bergschrund at the footofthe spur. 
The rattle and crash of stone fall on the face told us 
the bad news that this was a particularly dry year. 
During the night there was a storm, but the follow
ing morning brought good weather. 

For the first day Xavier was going to do all the 
leading and I was going to jumar with an 
enormous sack containing the gear. Jumaring is 
appalling: unpleasantly violent physical exercise, 

without the mental commitment of climbing to 
enjoy. The climbing was never desperate, but 
sustained. Pitches on poor ice alternated with 
pitches on rock and rotten mixed ground. We kept 
coming across bleached fixed rope still there from 
the first ascent in 1967. 

The second bivouac was on a little rock ledge: 



no chance of pitching our bivouac tent - in fact, 
none of the bivvy ledges on the route were big 

enough and we never used it. As night fell the view 

was amazing. Mountains everywhere! Straight in 

front of us was the impressive south face of 
Huandoy, to the east Artesonzaju, Pyramid Peak 

and the two Chacrarajus, and then beyond the 
foothills of the Andes I could imagine the 

Amazon Basin. From the lifeless, mineral world 
of Huascaran we must descend into that jungle 
crawling with disease and horrifying animal life, 

merely to slake our thirst for total contrast. 

The next day I took my turn in the lead. The route 

went up ice slopes covered in unstable snow, 

broken by occasional rock steps. About midday 

our luck ran out. We each lost an ice axe, and a few 
minutes later a stone, falling from the upper snow 

slopes, hit me hard in the left shoulder. In intense 

pain, I smashed in my northwall hammer to avoid 

a fall. I was left with little movement in my left arm 
but continued to lead for the restofthe day "high" 
on the pain. 

We bivvied for the third time in a black mood. 
With my left shoulder increasingly painful and my 
left arm virtually useless, the future looked pretty 

bleak for me. Two thousand feet of descent under 
stonefall with five ice pegs was out of the question. 

The way was up, with me jumaring on my one 

good arm. I had no idea how I was going to get 

across the big traverse near the top, though. I 
remembered Scott's epic on the Ogre, and 
reminded myself how much worse off they were 

than us. You try to look on the bright side! 
On the third day my progress was slow, but we 

made it to above 20,500ft and the start of the big 
traverse to the centre of the face. Xavier, despite 

the difficulties and the altitude, was climbing 
really fast. Behind, I felt totally useless. 

The fourth day brought the moment of truth. 

On the first pitch of the traverse the ropes got stuck 

under an overhang. I was left - with 30ft of slack, a 
big sack overbalancing me and a nearly blunt ice 

axe in my good hand - to traverse a rock slab 
covered in rotten snow. To complete matters, the 

wind had started to blow and rain clouds coming 
up from the Amazon basin were putting storm 
caps over all the neighbouring peaks. Slowly but 

surely the weather was going bad in a horrible 
way. 

After this traverse, all that was left was the crux 

of the route! The upperrocksareabout650ft high, 
and the climbing is up steep cracks and corners.• 

As night fell, so did the snow. The bivouac was 

restless because of the constant drownings in 
powdersnowfallingfrom the summit slopes. One 

fall set Xavier off on a 25 foot slide in his duvet. I 

spent the night sitting on a rock spike in a duvet full 
of snow cursing the place. A truly beautiful 

experience such as a wet snow bivouac should be 

savoured and digested carefully: in the morning 
we were haggard and scared. 

The weather got no better. The climbing on 
iced-up technical rock pitches was tricky. Spindrift 
blinded you in the grooves. Climbing completely 
blind, Xavier aided most of the way. Equally 
blindly, ljumared behind. Thejumars slipped at 
regular intervals on the frozen rope and I had to 

de-ice them every time. About midday we got to episode to the next you have to dream. Certain 

steep ice going up into the clouds. A few people, like climbers, try to make each episode as 

ropelengths more, and we could climb together as colourful as possible. 

the angle eased. 
Despite feeling totally exhausted after four days 

of climbing we were happy - we'd done it! It's only 

totally lunatic enterprises like this that let you feel 
good because you've "done something". After 

five days of tension on the north wall of the 

Grandes Jorasses in December 1976, we all felt 
the same. 

The only effect of altitude was that we were a 
little short ofbreath while we searched the summit 

plateau for the descent line. My shoulder and the 

top ofmy back were completely stiff and I had to 

take the sack off regularly. We found thefaintarete 

Another small benefit of the "colour" given to 
us by this passion of ours, this apparently absurd 

and useless sport, is that it gives us a better under
standing of the luxury offered to us by our 

materially· over-endowed society. Become 
smothered by that society, and you lose the ability 

to fantasise or to take adventurous risks; you get 
preoccupied with the future and so slide straight 

into old age. 
Do not accept "accepted behaviour"; by 

rejecting it, it is possible to turn that luxury to YO\.Jr 

advantage. 

that runs down to the Gargan ta - the gap between SUMMARY 
the two peaks ofHuascaran - and all that was left An account of a Peruvian season. Pierre Beghin, 

was the long and tricky descent. Time to Xavier Fargeas, Victor Lant and Jean Luc 
contemplate the transition back to everyday life Guyonneau all climbed the West Ridge of Tull
and its restrictions, and start the next set of dreams paraju and the West Face of Chinchay; and Lant 
to make the thing more tolerable until the next and Guyonneau climbed the East Ridge of San 
time. Juan. Beghin and Fargeas repeated the French 

Pillar on the North Face of Huascaran (Lant 

I have this vision oflife as a serial; each episode is meanwhile soloed the North-West Face of 
more or less exciting than the next. To go from one Chopicalqui). 
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by G. 0. andNormanDyhrenfurth 

A TIBETAN NAME, Makalu appears to be a 
reversal of Kamalung (lung = area, va ll ey, 

landscape). Kamalung therefore means Kama 
Valley. Kama or Karma Chu (chu = river) is the 

big river to the north-east of the Khumbakarna 
Himal, with Makalu (27,825ft; 8481 m), the fifth

highest mountain, as culmination point. 
Seen from the south-east, the huge granite bulk 

of Makalu completely overshadows Everest, 

lying farther back and partially screened by 

Lhotse. To this day the uniformed still mistake it 

Lhotse. To this day the uninformed still mistake it 
for the highest mountain on earth, particularly 
when viewed from famou_s Tiger Hill near 

Darjeeling. 
Until 1954 there had been no attempt to climb 

the peak or, for that matter, not even a serious 

reconnaissance. In the Spring of that year two 
fairly large expeditions visited the Khumbakarna 
Himal - one from the Sierra Club in California 

under Dr William Siri, and another team 
organised by the New Zealand Alpine Club under 
the leadership of Sir Edmund Hillary. 

The Americans - among them Dr William 
Unsoeld of later Everest West Ridge fame -
pushed a line of camps up the South-East Ridge 
and reached a height of 23,300ft before the 

monsoon drew the curtain. This route leads up to 
the subsidiary South-East Peak (26,280ft), 

involving a rather longish ridge climb. 
Hillary's Ba run Expedition of 1954 did not fare 

Terray and Andre Vialatte; the physician Dr A 
Lapras, the geologists P Borde! and M Latreille; 

Sirdar Gyaltsen Norbu and a team of23 Sherpas; 
Kindjock Tsering in charge of3 l 5 porters. 

Much of the route up to Makalu La had to befix
roped ; conditions were far more difficult than in 
the previous autumn due to insufficient snow 
covering, but on May 9 Camp 5 (24,280ft) was 

pitched there once again. Next came an almost 
horizontal traverse into the north slope of the 

mountain. At about 25, 100ft they passed through 

the serac zone and on to the upper terrace of the 
glacier. Here a good spot for Camp 6 offered itself 

at 25,600ft. 
Near the 8000m level (26,247ft) the route 

turned left and led up a fairly wide but 45-50 
-degrees steep couloir to the crest of the ridge. 
Fairly easy at first, the ridge became increasingly 
knife-edged and corniced towards the highest 
point, an extremely airy spotjust big enough for 
one person to occupy at a time. 

It was a first in Himalayan mountaineering 

history for a major summit to be reached by all 
members of the climbing team on three successive 
days. The dates were May 15, 16 and 17; the 

climbers were eight Frenchmen and Sirdar 
Gyaltsen Norbu, who also climbed Manaslu a 
year later. Weather and snow conditions could 

hardly have been better; all summit teams reached 
the top by noon. 

There was no wind to speak of, and in the warm 
too well. After J McFarlane had seriously injured sunshine the men spent hours on this veritable 
himself in a fall into a crevasse, a hurried rescue "throne of the Gods" before starting their descent, 
attempt by Hillary left the leader with several . which took them as far as Camp 3 (21 ,000ft) that 

broken ribs which did not mend properly in the 
mere 16 days' rest he allowed himself. When 
Hillary took part in a reconnaissance ofMakalu La 
(24,279ft) north-west of the main summit, he 
became seriously ill with a high feverand had to be 

carried off the mountain. His evacuation involved 
truly heroic work on the part of the expedition's 
Sherpas. 

The French reconnaissance in the fall of 1954, 
under the leadership of Jean Franco, was more 

fortunate : for the first time Makalu La was 
reached and Kangchungtse, also known as 
Makalu II (25,066ft; 7640m) was climbed. A first 
(unauthorised) ascent of Choma Lonzo 
(25,558ft; 7790m) was made by Lionel Terrayand 
Jean Couzy on October 30 in minus 30 degrees 
centigradeand heavy storm. For Makalu it was too 
late in the season. 

The main effortofthe French was scheduled for 
the spring of 1955. Once again the leadership was 

entrusted to Jean Franco, for many years head of 
the Ecole Nationale d'Alpinisme in Chamonix. 
The others were Jean Bouvier, Serge Coupe, Jean 
Couzy, Pierre Leroux, Guido Magnone, Lionel 
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same afternoon. 
It was almost disappointing to think that mighty 

Makalu, considered to be one of the most difficult 
and dangerous 8000ers, had turned out to be 

almost a push-over. Norman Dyhrenfurth recalls 
a remark made by Lionel Terray and Guido 
Magnone when they met at Dingboche shortly 

after their climb: "We felt rather let down and 
sorry for the mountain. It was too easy." 

Be that as it may, it was a combination of good 
organisation, first-rate leadership, high technical 

proficiency of France's top climbers, greatly 
improved clothing and equipment and, last but by 

no means least, the newly-developed AMP 
oxygen system. Beyond that, they were extremely 

lucky, more so than any team before them. The 
very same men who had to admit defeat in the face 
of icy winter gales the previous year were 

triumphantly successful without having to push 
themselves to the limit. 

In spite of Herbert Tichy's October ascent of 
Cho Oyu (1954) and other more recent post
monsoon achievements, there is still much to be 
said in favour of climbing in the spring, 

particularly on one of the big five - Everest, K2, 
Kangchenjunga, Lhotse and Makalu. The French 

themselves considered Makalu - with high
performance oxygen equipment and perfect 
weather conditions - hardly more demanding 

than a standard route on Mont Blanc. For them 
Makalu was indeed "montagne heureuse" (lucky 
mountain), a vivid contrast to the tragic struggle 

for Annapurna I in 1950. 
Sur Edmund Hillary headed a large expedition 

to the Khum bu Himal which started out in th elate 

summer of 1960. When his efforts to raise money 
for another attempt on Makalu had failed -

despite the considerable drawing power of his 
name, he declared himself ready and willing to 

look for the Yeti, although he did not personally 

believe in its existence. World Book Encyclopedia 
of Marshall Fields Enterprises in Chicago 
assumed overall sponsorship of the Himalayan 
Scientific and Mountaineering Expedition 1960-
61. The programme included physiological 

studies at high altitude, an attempt on Makalu 
without oxygen and, at the generous sponsor's 
request, a thorough and scientific search for the 
elusive Abominable Snowman. 

(While on this subject, a brief quote from a letter 

written by Lord John Hunt to Norman 
Dyhrenfurth in September of 1964 may be of 

interest: " .. . I do not think I can add anything to 

the various statements l have made from time to 
time about the Yeti , to which I still firmly adhere. 

I attach little importance to Ed Hillary's views on 

this subject, as I do not consider that his search for 
the Yeti was conducted thoroughly enough or 
overa sufficiently long period of time .. . " And Mr. 
L P Kirwan of the Royal Geographical Society 

wrote in January 1965: " ... What is needed now is 
a serious scientific effort to solve the Yeti problem, 
carried out by an expedition properly staffed with 

qualified biologists and zoologists. Previous 

expeditions have largely been ' stunts' carried out 
on behalf of newspapers etc.") 

In the course of a very ambitious scientific 
programme carried out close to Arna Dablam by 
five physiologists, oneglaciologistand two moun

taineers, that strikingly beautiful and famous peak 
(22,494ft; 6856m) was climbed for the first time 

on March 13, 1961 ! What followed was indeed a 
"storm in a tea-kettle". TheGovernmentofNepal, 
informed by the expedition's liaison officer, 

reacted with unusual vehemence to this fine 
achievement, maintaining that no special 
permission for Arna Dab lam had been given. 

As punishment the authorisation to climb 
Makalu was instantly withdrawn. This made very 
little sense, since the Hillary Expedition had been 
given permission to make ascents in the Mingbo 
region, and Arna Dablam was undoubtedly a very 



Above: Makalu and Makalu llfrom 20,000ft on the West side. Photo: R Korich. 

worthy and obvious objective. Hillary had to 
spend 10 frustrating days in Kathmandu before he 
could convince the officials that their 
unreasonable and cruel order should be 
rescinded. At last the bulk of the expedition was 
cleared to move across the Mingbo La, the upper 
Hongu Basin and two more high passes to the 
Upper Barun Glacier, where Makalu Camp 1 
(17,700ft) was set up on its left-hand moraine. 

Hillary, who was insufficiently acclimatised 
after his battles with Kathmandu bureaucracy, 
suffered a light stroke at Camp 3 (21,250ft). 
Emergency oxygen improved his condition 
somewhat, but a speedy descent to lower altitude 
became mendatory. Dr Michael Ward took over 
as leader on the mountain. Camp 5 (24,400ft) was 
pitched on Makalu La, where further 
physiological tests were carried out. Concurrently 
the build-up continued: Camp 6 was sited at 
25,600ft, and Camp 7 at about 26,600ft. Mike Gill 
developed frostbite of the nose, while Sherpa Ang 
Temba sprained his ankle so badly that he 
couldn't walk any more. 

9n May 18 Peter Mulgrew, Dr Tom Nevison 
and Annullu made their bid for the summit. 
Without oxygen apparatus they moved up very 
slowly. At 27,400ft Pete Mulgrew developed a 
terrible chest pain which rendered him practically 
helpless. Only later did they realize that he had 
experienced a pulmonary infarct, a very serious 

occurrence even when at sea level. It took every bit 
of their remaining strength and will power to get 
back to Camp 7 in the late afternoon. 

Peter Mulgrew to the hospital in Kathmandu. He 
had suffered very severe frostbite, which required 
amputation of both legs below the knee. 

The next day Annullu passed the word to the The tragic outcome of the 1961 venture, when 
menat6and 5. Nevison and Mulgrew moved very compared to the French success ofl955, points up 
slowly towards Camp 6, but had to bivouac in a one very important basic fact: any attempt on one 
small depression below the seracs. In trying to dig of the big five without oxygen is and will always be 
a cave, Nevison exerted himself to such an extent dangerous, even for well acclimatised, very fit 
that he developed acute pulmonary oedema. As if Himalayan climbers. It is, in this author's 
by some miracle, Pemba Tensing and Pasang 
Tensing appeared from below with a tent, and an 
almost empty oxygen set - but no stove. 

On May 21 Leigh Ortenburger and the two 
Sherpas reascended from Camp 6 and began a 
truly heroic rescue operation to evacuate 
Mulgrew, who by now had also suffered serious 
frostbite. 

While moving the disabled Ang Temba from 
Camp 6 to 5 on May 18, Michael Ward took a bad 
fall and had to be carried to his tent, where he lay 
for two days running a high fever due to 
pneumonia. Two physicians were there, Tom 
Nevison and Ward himself, and the camp on 
Makalu La was well-stocked with antibiotics and 
emergency oxygen, and yet the general situation 
was desperate. Thanks to the total effort and 
dedication of every available Sherpa and team 
member, it was possible to get the three sick men 
off the mountain. A helicopter, which had been 
requested by radio, came in on the 29th and took 

personal opinion, a rather senseless risk which 
oughtnotto be taken, in spite of the admirable feat 
of the oxygenless Messner-Habeler ascent of 
Everest. 

For March 1969 the Japanese were given 
permission for a Makalu reconnaissance, in the 
course of which they reached the South-East Col 
(21,326ft), where the Americans had been 15 
years earlier. The main expedition was scheduled 
for 1970. 

Leader of this large team of 20 Japanese, 32 
Sherpas and initially 440 porters was Masao 
Kumazawa. On May 21, 1970, Yonosuke 
Kawaguchi and Toshihiro Goto made their first 
bid for the top. Some 260ft from the main summit 
they were stopped by a snowstorm, and they had 
to bivouac at about 27,200ft. 

At 7.10pm on May 23, after climbing for 17 
hours and managing since 5.0am without oxygen, 
Hajime Tanaka and Yuichi Ozaki battled their 
way to the highest pinnacle. The descentto Camp 
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6(25,755ft), thefinalassaultcamp, wascarriedout 
by moonlight. 

Another summit team got ready, but bad 
weather convinced the leadership that the 
mountain should be evacuated. The actual 
climbing phase had lasted 69 days. The Japanese 
themselves admitted to having had too few 
Sherpas and not enough oxygen for the difficult 
South-East Ridge, which measures more than six 
miles in length. That one summit team was 
successful, and that there were no losses, is truly 
remarkable and, in their own words, "the result of 
many superhuman efforts, steadfast unity within 
the team, and astonishingly good fortune." 

In the spring of 1971 a strong French team 
under Robert Paragot tackled Makalu's most 
difficult route so far: the magnificent West Pillar. 
Lucien Devies, president of the Comite de 
!'Himalaya and of the Federation Franl=llise de la 
Montagne, described it as follows: "The technical 
difficulties were of a level never before attained in 
Himalayan climbing." (Author's comment: what 
about Annapurna South Face?) "The very start of 
the actual pillar between 6500 and 7380m (21,326 
- 24,213ft) surpassed Jannu (the famous 
"Matterhorn" of the Kangchenjunga group). The 
key to the entire route is a vast,jutting rock barrier 
rising from 7380m(24,213ft) to 7770m (25,493ft), 
something almost unthinkable at this altitude." 
Paragotjudged it V+ and A2 at its most difficult. 

Yannick Seigneur, who more than lived up to 
his reputation, and Bernard Mellet spearheaded 
the drive five-sixths of the way, Jean-Claude 
Mosca and George Payot one-sixth. The worst 
enemy was the weather. That the wind would 
sweep across the Pillar had been anticipated, but 
not its velocity which surpassed all expectations. 
The pre-monsoon period ofl 971 turned out to be 
the worst in 70 years of recorded weather data. For 
many strong expeditions - among them the 
international team under Norman Dyhrenfurth 
and Jimmy Roberts to the South-West Face of 
Everest - it spelled disaster; a seemingly endless 
series of storms with wind velocities up to 
100mph, heavy snowfall and bone-chilling cold. 

The summit push began on May 18. Lucien 
Berardini and Dr Jacques Marchal set up Camp 5 
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(25,100ft) near the top of that great rock barrier. 
Mosca and Payot then pitched Camp 6 (25,493ft), 
and on May 20 they headed for the summit, but 
were thwarted by failing oxygen-sets. Another 
attempt by Fran~is Guillot and Jean-Paul Paris 
bogged down after they had spent a very bad night 
at Camp 6, but at least they were able to prepare a 
few rope-lengths above that bivouac site - paving 
the way for the next team. 

The final chance came for Yannick Seigneur 
and Bernard Mellet They left the assault camp in 
perfect weather at 2.0 am on May 23, reached the 
highestpointat4.15 pm and were back at Camp 6 
by 9.30 that evening. A magnificent performance! 

A strong group from Yugoslavia under Ales 
Kunaver chose the direct South Face for an 
attempt in the fall ofl972. Camp 3 (23,950ft) was 
erected on October 3, Camp 4 (24,935ft) on the 
12th, with ropes fixed all the way. M Manfreda 
suffered severe frostbite during the crucial phase 
of the climbing above. Janko Azman and Matija 
Malezic pitched their final assault camp (about 
25,900ft) and forced their way up to the 8000-
metre level, very near the uppermost section of the 
West Pillar, but without actually reaching it. 
Success seemed imminent, but October 25 
brought bad weather, and Azman had to give up. 
Malezic was in excellent shape, but a solo ascent 
was too risky. A general retreat from the mountain 
was carried out on October 26 and 27. 

Pre-monsoon 1973 brought a powerful team 
from Czechoslovakia, led by Ivan Gatfy. A new 
route was attempted by way of the South-West 
Pillar, between the Yugoslav South Face line and 
the South-East Ridge of the Japanese. On May 21 
the men out in front left Camp 5 (25,755ft) and 
pushed on beyond 8000 metres, when Jan 
Kounicky's oxygen-set ceased to function. He 
yanked offthe mask, lost his balance and slid a few 
hundred feet down a snow slope. Five days later 
he succumbed to his injuries. The expedition was 
terminated. 

Wolfgang Nairz from Innsbruck led a 
predominantly Austrian team to the South Face in 
the spring of 1974. On May 9 Reinhold Messner 
and Helmut Hagner reached about 24,600ft 
before turning back. Failing supply lines, bad 

Left: Makalufrom the South. The leji skyline is the 
west ridge, the Czech ridge runs towards the camera. 
Photo: R Korich. Above: the unclimbed West Face. 
Photo: LJohnson. 

weather and physical deterioration of most 
members were the cause of the expedition's lack 
of success. 

Fritz Stammberger led an international group 
to the South Face in the autumn of 197 4. Arnold 
Larcher (Austria), with Matija Malezic, who in 
1972 had been high on the face, spear-headed the 
drive. This time they only got to 25,600ft on 
October 18. Unfavourable weather conditions, 
sickness and some disagreements among the 
members called for an early halt. 

The South Face was once again the goal of a 21-
man expedition from Yugoslavia in the fall of 
1975, under the proven leadership of Ales 
Kunaver. This time the long hoped-for success 
was theirs: between October 6 and 11 a total of 
seven men stood on the summit. Marjan 
Manfreda, whose oxygen apparatus failed him 
completely, reached the top some40 minutes after 
his team-mate Stane Belak, who was breathing 
supplementary oxygen, as did all the other 
summit men. 

The Czechoslovakian Himalayan Expedition 
of 1976 under Jan Cervinka continued the work 
on the South-West Pillar begun in 1973. This time 
the first ascent of the Pillar (now known as "CSSR 
Pillar") which leads to the South-East Summit 
(8010m; 26,280ft) was made in earfy May. 

From Camp 7, placed in the saddle between 
South-East and Main Summit, they strove for the 
final 1,800ft. Joseph Psotka and Michail Orolin 
had to turn back at 26,900ft in atrocious weather, 
suffering severe frostbite. Milan Krissakand Karel 
Schubert made up the second team; they were 
joined by Jorge Camprubi, a member of the 
Spanish Makalu Expedition trying the South-East 
Ridge (it was the first time that two expeditions 
had received permission to attempt a major peak 
simultaneously on different routes). 

At 4.30 pm on May 24, all three reached the top. 
The weather turned bad, and during the descent, 



some 600ft from the summit, Schubert's strength 

gave out. He refused to go on and insisted on a 
bivouac. His companions were not much better 
off, but managed to get back to Camp 7. There was 

no trace of Schubert the next day - he must have 
frozen to death during the night. According to 

Krissak's later statement, it would have been 
utterly impossible to reascend and look for 

Schubert in that frightful storm. Oro I in was flown 
back to a Prague hospital. 

In 1977 the West Face was attempted. 

"The international expedition to the West Face 
of Makalu began with a set of ridiculously lofty 

goals, labored without success, came home in 
rancor and remained divided by arguments that 

are moot and probably best forgotten. We did 
manage to find our way through the initial 

difficulties of what must some day become one of 
the most beautiful and technically demanding 

routes in the Himalaya,"wroteGeoffreyChilds in 

the American Alpine Journal 1978. 

The permit for the climb was originally 
obtained by Fritz Stammberger after his South 

Face attempt in 1974, but he perished on Tirich 
Mir a year later. Jeff Long organized a team of 

strong climbers from the USA, Great Britain and 
Yugoslavia. Several cases of hepatitis, cerebral 
and pulmonary oedema wrought havoc with the 

expedition's striking power. 
On April 18 Matija Malezic (Yugoslavia) and 

Geoffrey Childs (USA) placed Camp 2 at22,200ft. 

A few days later Childs was struck by falling rock 

and suffered three broken ribs and cuts. Peter 
Quesada had cerebral oedema and a possible 

detached retina. Then Jeff Long contracted 
pulmonary oedema, and several others failed to 

acclimatise to altitude. The two Yugoslavs, 
Malezicand Boris Krivic, placed the highest ropes 
at 22,800ft. It turned out that Camp 2 was in a bad 

location, and those who spent more than one 
night there were all struck by rockfall. On May 10 
Camp I was burned to the ground by an exploding 

stove and Camp 2 - unoccupied at the time - was 
wiped out by an avalanche. It was then that 

expedition leader Long threw in the towel. 
The International Makalu Expedition 1978 was 

led by Dr Hermann Warth, a German living in 

Kathmandu. Kurt Diemberger, the well-known 

46-year-old Austrian climber from Salzburg, was 
deputy leader. Theirannounced plans were highly 

ambitious: the first traverse of Makalu, up the 

South-East Ridge and down the original French 

route, which was to be prepared and provisioned 
prior to the hoped-for crossing of the summit. By 

the time the expedition reached the mountain, it 
became clear that prevailing conditions and 

limited manpower relegated the original 

programme to the realm of wishful thinking. 
Following the line of the 1955 ascent, Warth 

and Sherpa Ang Chappa! were the first to reach the 
top on May I. Next to repeattheclimb,onMay 10, 

were Karl Landvogt (Germany), Hans von Kane! 
(Switzerland) and Sherpa Ang Temba. 
Diemberger and Sherpa Nawang Tensing 

completed the expedition's success when they 
gained the summit on May 21. All, but Ang 
Chappa! used oxygen during the climb. 

For a few months Diem berger held the record 
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Above: Camp VI on the 1963 Everest climb. Le.Ii to right; Kanchenjunga (distant), Cho mo Lonzo, Kangchuntse, 
Makalu. The original c/imbfollowed the snow slopes and couloir 1£:fi of the North ridge. Photo: Dyhrenfurth. 

as the oldest (46) man to scale one of the "Big 

Five". The author was within a week of his 45th 

birthday when he and Sherpa Ang Dawa IV 
supported and filmed the summit team of Jim 
Whittaker and Nawang Gombu on May I st, 1963 

up to 28,250 feet on Everest's South-East Ridge, 
but on October 15th, 1978 Pierre Mazeaud (49) 
established a new "age-record" when he and Kurt 

Diem berger reached the summit of Everest. 

It is interesting to observe that international 
teams have become "fashionable" in Himalayan 
mountaineering. Reporting on the 1971 Everest 

South-West Face attempt, Norman Dyhrenfurth 
wrote: "Unlike the American Mount Everest 

Expedition 1963, the International Himalayan 
Expedition 1971 was - for better or for worse - an 

experiment in understanding and cooperation 

among nations. Asdifficultasthis may seem in the 
light of present-day world affairs, the two 

international expeditions of my parents in 1930 

and 1934, my own IHE 1955 to Lhotse and Thor 
Heyerdahl's more recent Ra adventures provide 

ample proof that the seemingly unattainable is 

within human reach." 
And Ken Wilson, in his Post-Monem of an 

International Expedition in Mountain 17, 

September 1971: "Inevitably, it was the whole 

idealistic basis of the expedition that was 
challenged: 'informed' commentators gathered 
like vultures to discuss the supposed futility of 
taking climbers from many nations and trying to 

mould them into a unified team. The fact that a 
spirit of international fraternity has always been 
considered to be one of the supreme qualities of 

the climbing world was overlooked. Instead, it 
was suggested that the expediti_on's leadership 

lacked realism in expecting climbers from so 
many different countries to operate together 
effectively." 

The most recent example of international 
mountaineering was the German-French Everest 

Expedition 1978 under Dr. Karl-Maria Herrlig
koffer and Pierre Mazeaud, where a total offifteen 

men and one woman representing France, West 
Germany, Nepal, Austria, Poland and 

Switzerland reached the top of the world' Had 
theirs not been a resounding success, the news 
media would once again have had a field day in 
proving that only national teams could triumph in 
the end. 

Summary 

Makalu has been attempted by 16 expeditions 

since 1954, six of them successful on five different 

routes. A total of 30 men on top, and two men 
killed. 
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CLIMBING ICE ~~ 
Yvon Chouinard's new book on ice climbing is largely a 
technical manual. This is the last chapter where he discusses 
the STYLE AND ETHICS of this branch of mountaineering. 

WE ARE Homo sapiens, the tool users. We earn 
the name by developing tools to increase our 
leverage on the world around us, and with this 
increased tech no logical leverage comes a growing 
sense of power. This position of advantage which 
protects us from wild nature we call civilisation. 

Our security increases as we apply more 
leverage, but along with it we notice a growing 
isolation from the earth. We crowd into cities 
which shut out the rhythms of the planet - day
break, high tide, wispy cirrus high overhead 
yelling storm tomorrow, moonrise, Orion going 
south for the winter. Perceptions dull and we 
come to accept a blunting offeeling in the shadow 
of security. Drunk with power, I find that I am out 
ofmy senses. I, tool man, long for immediacy of 
contact to brighten my senses again, to bring me 
nearer the world once more; in my security I have 
forgotten how to dance. 

So, in reaction, we set sail on the wide sea 
without motors in hopes of feeling the wind; we 
leave the Land Rover behind as we seek the desert 
to know the sun, searching for a remembered 
bright world. Paddling out again, we turn to ride 
the shorebreak landward, walking on the waves, 
the smell of wildflowers meeting us on the 
offshore breeze. In the process we find not what 
our tools can do for us but what we are capable of 
feeling without them, of knowing directly. We 
learn how far our unaided effort can take us into 
the improbable world. 

Choosing to play this game in the vertical 
dimensions of what is left of wild nature makes us 
climbers. Only from the extreme of comfort and 
leisure do we return willingly to adversity. 
Climbing is a symptom of post-industrial man. 

Some climbers claim that using modern 
equipment and techniques (like piolet traction) 

diminishes the adventure to be found on the 
classic ice climbs. What these climbers forget, 
however, is that the curved ice axe, rigid 
crampons, and piolet traction were specifically 
designed for climbing steeper and harder ice in 
better style. They were not designed to "overkill" 
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the standard difficulties of the classic routes. Tools 
can, and have, eliminated the need for 
sophisticated techniques and varied experience. 

Instead of practising techniques and slowly 
working their way up to the classic routes, 
climbers nowadays are in a hurry, and the latest
model tools can indeed make these routes easier. 
Most physically fit people can learn to haul 
themselves up vertical ice on their first day with 
crampons, and, as a consequence, ice climbing is 
becoming popular. Inevitably, this means that the 
specialised tools will be abused and that the true 
adventure of ice climbing can be lost. 

On ice the manner in which you climb is not so 
importanttoothersas it ison rock, whereclimbing 
in poor style can ruin the route for future parties, 
sometimes permanently (as in the case of 
unnecessary bolting). Ice is a renewable resource, 
and no one should carewhatyoudowith it. Even a 
lineofbucketsteps will be melted smooth in a day 
or two. But still, the respect of our peers is 
important., and if for nothing else than our own 
satisfaction and enjoyment, we must set up rules 
for the game so at least we don't delude ourselves. 

A climber disappointed with the trivial 
difficulties of the classic climbs and bored with the 
repetitiousness of front-pointing has some alter
natives. He can do the climbs in more difficult 
conditions or in better style, or he can do harder 
climbs. 

More difficult conditions can be found in 
winter or in midsummer of a bad-weather year. A 
few years ago the big snow and ice faces in the Alps 
were considered "out of condition" when they 
turned to ice in August. Now some climbers don't 
consider them "in condition" until they do turn 
icy. 

Winter conditions mean dealing with difficult 
approaches, heavier packs, avalanche danger, 
brittle ice, and numbing cold. Since conditions on 
ice climbs vary so greatly from summer to winter 
or even from one day to the next, it seems 
senseless to attempt to rate them. If you ran up 
Scotland's Zero Gully when it was in perfect 

Right: steep snow-ice climbing in the Swiss Alps. 
Photo: Ruedi Hamberger. Above: Yvon Chouinard 
down climbing on ice in good style. One of the 
excellent technical illustrations in the book. 

snow/iceconditionsand thought it was overrated, 
go back sometime when it's covered with thin, 
clear ice and you can't get any protection on the 
first pitch. 

Doing a climb in better style can mean not 
cutting steps, eliminating artificial aid, using less 
equipment or climbing alone. 

Solo climbing need not be a dance with death or 
even a "desperate" way to climb anymore. In fact, 
it may prove to be the safest and most logical way 
for the expert ice climber to do the cla_ssicclimbs. 
Being strapped into well-placed tools in piolet 

traction provides enough of a self-belay to more 
than justify not using a rope belay on a standard 
climb that is in reasonable condition. The rope 
offers mainly psychological protection anyway on 
early season snow climbs and gives no protection 
from avalanches or falling rocks and icicles. 
Besides, I would rather be unroped than have to 
climb together with a climber of dubious ability. 

The greatest of the Scottish solo ice climbers, 
Tom Patey, has written a most literate (though 
hardly serious) plea for solo climbing in his book, 
One Man's Mountains: 

Once in a while it is very refreshing to climb 
alone. The practice is traditionally indefens
ible. I will therefore attempt to defend it. There 
are two cardinal precepts in mountaineering: 
(I) the leader must not fall, (2) the leader must 
climb as if the rope was not there. The first 
commandment is self-evident. No useful pur
pose could be served by a leader falling except 
to provide his followers with belaying practice. 
For the second commandment, there is only 
one way to ensure that a leader climbs as if 
his rope was not there - take away the rope. 
Now, it is also a fact that two men climbing 
unroped are no more secure than one. Ergo -
the best solution is to climb solo. 





The most difficult ice route has not yet been 
climbed. It may be a black-ice gully in the Him

alaya, a frozen thousand-metre-high waterfall in 

Alaska, or a vertical wall of rime in the Arctic. In 
any case, there are always more difficult climbs 

you can do. The frustrated Scottish climber can 

find all the new gullies and ice smears he wants in 

Norway. The hidden couloirs and ice runnels of 
the Alpine winter have hardly been touched. In 

other words, there are still plenty of opportunities 
forthecreativeclimberwho wants to beat hi sown 
drum. 

For those who prefer to stick to the established 

climbs, the rules of the game must be constantly 
updated to keep up with the expanding 

technology. Otherwise we overkill the classic 

climbs and delude ourselves into thinking we are 
better climbers than the pioneers. 

The technological imperative of industrial man 

has always been that if it can be done it should be 

done. There is no choosing; if it's possible it must 
be right. Modern man, enslaved by his technical 
imagination, is shovelling coal to a runaway loco

motive. But technology should set him free, 
opening choices instead of dictating them. 
Declining a possible technology is the first step 
toward freedom from this bondage - and 
returning human values to control. The whole 
direction of climbing moves against the 
technological gradient. Here personal qualities 
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like initiative, tioldness, and technique are 
supported rather than suppressed by the tools of 

the trade. 
In the last few years, as I became more sure of 

myself and more poised in balance on the ice, I 

found myself stretching technique. For instance, I 
used only the ice axe for clawing in steeper and 

more brittle situations. My Alpine hammer stayed 

holstered for whole pitches and climbs. This is the 
technological inversion: fewer tools applied with 

increasing delicacy. I was rewarded for walking 
this edge by seeing more sharply what was around 

me, and I felt more deeply what comes boiling up 

from within. 

Thoreau put it that "simplification of means 
and elevation of ends is the goal." They can't help 

happening together. The rockclimber moves in 
this same direction as he works his way from 

artificial to free climbing, from using pitons to the 
less secure but more natural protection of clean 

climbing. Many of the classic routes are being de
pitoned, and climbers are forced to find their own 

way and place their own natural protection. 
What is happening now in ice climbing is a 

temporary imbalance in values. The ice 

revolution has brought all this new technology, 
but climbers really haven't yet learned to control 

it. Some think it would bea regression in the art to 
do the classics with only an ice axe and crampons. 
But actually the loss of security afforded by that 

Above: advanced technique.for traversing on steep 
ice. Right: the late Tom Patey on a winter ascent in 
Scotland. The climb is Aladdin's Buflress in the 
Cairngorms. Photo : John Cleare. 

extra axe or hammerwould have to be replaced by 
genuine technique, and you would have to relearn 

that sense of balance and adhesion that is the key 

to natural ice climbing. 

It would be nice if man could climb on ice as 
freely as the ape climbs trees and rock. 

Unfortunately, ice is not a natural medium for 
man. To perform on it, he needs his tools and 

equipment. When ice climbers finally do sort out 

their technology, they will regain that physical 

freedom so characteristic of free climbing on rock 
- that sense of every movi leading to a fresh 
problem, a new geometry always to be worked 

out. Along with this freedom, the ice climber will 

earn a modern dividend - the rare privilege of 

being far from the madding crowd. 



Progress in technique, training and equipment 

had made the climber too efficient; as in many 

another field, technique was in the process of 

killing adventure. For those who sought to define 

their own nature in the combat of man against 

the mountain there would soon be no solution 

but the desperate ways of the solo climber and 
the winter mountaineer. 
- Lionel Terray 

Conquistadors of the Useless 
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Authors: Pete Boardman (left) Joe Tasker (centre) and Jim Curran. Photos: Tullis, Clan and Riley. 

The Shining Mountain 
by Pete Boardman 
Hodder and Stoughton: 
£5.95 

Trango 
by Jim Curran 
Dark Peak: £6.95 

"Actions, in climbing, speak 
far louder than words." (Pete 
Boardman, Mountain 55) . This 
is still true despite the 
contents of either of the 
books under review. You 
cannot be disappointed with 
either book, but then you can't 
be appointed either. 
Boardman and Tasker's 
ascent of the West Buttress of 
Changabang in 1976 was an 
extremely bold two man 
climb; the first ascent of the 
Trango Tower by a four man 
team was a technical triumph 
for Himalayan climbing. Two 
years later both ascents are in 
printandforonereasonor 
another they don't look as 
large. There's an old British 
tradition of understatement 
and a new Himalayan 
climbing mood that 'small is 
beautiful', between them they 
explain the immense lack of 
wonder that fills me after 
reading these books. 
Both the expeditions were 
small by previous standards. 
Pete Boardman and Joe 
Tasker can be called many 
things but in no 
conventionally accepted 
sense are they an 'expedition' 
any more than Joe Brown, 
Martin Boysen, Mo Anthoine 
and Malcolm Howells are. All 
six are superbly individualistic 
humans. Add to them the 
other two major characters in 
the two books - film-makers 
and therefore official 
eccentrics, Jim Curran and 
Tony Riley - and the potential 
for a good story dwarfs any 
mountain. Conventionally 
expedition books are about 
'the great things that are done 
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when men and mountains 
meet' . The hero is the 
mountain and the story is that 
of successful team work 
overcoming the appalling 
odds offered by the hill. 
In neither of these books is 
there a clear break with such 
traditional styles of describing 
the experience of climbing on 
an expedition. Perhaps 
because they were small trips 
it is more difficult to write the 
full horror.story without being 
accused of the ultimate 
climbing sin, 'bullshitting ' -
stating your achievement. 
Perhaps because they are 
British they also feel that to 
admit to any form of emotion 
('We so far forgot outselves.as 
to shake hands', Tilman on the 
first ascent of Nanda Devi) is a 
more general human sin. 
Board man's account is tight 
lipped and selfless to the 
point where the only pictures 
of the two climbers are-on the 
inside back cover of the dust 
jacket. Jim Curran's story is 
handicapped by the fact that 
he was not himself an active 
climber and his attempt to 
show how being unimpressed 
becomes a highly emotional 
state when refined by masters 
of the art such as Brown and 
Anthoine is further made 
difficult by some weak 
writing, an indecently large 
number of spelling mistakes 
and an overdose of commas. 
Because he was filming, the 
Trango Tower story written by 
Curran had to be about the 
men and not the mountain. 
This is a break with the past . 
Curran is an acute observer 
and story teller. As such he 
chronicles brilliantly the dry 
humour forced from climbers 
when they are pushing 
themselves, 'Mo sensibly 
rationed himself to no more 
than thirty apricots at one 
sitting' (after the walk out) , is 
a classic of its kind, 'leaving 
no turd unstoned' is a 
definitive, jaundiced 
description of a barren, 

overused camp site. Good use 
is also made of the personal 
accounts of the individual 
members. All this is 
unconventional but the 
framework of the book is 
strictly traditional. The phone 
call at work to start the 
preparations, the history of 
previous attempts on the hill, 
the introduction to the 
individual members before 
leaving home, the smelly but 
loyal porters: they're all there. 
True character description is 
by reflection from deeds and 
there's little of that. The 
humour over-rides though 
and overall the book is an 
excellent account of how to 
laugh your way to the top of a 
nasty mountain. 
Pete Boardman's book, with 
what is coyly described as 
'material by Joe Tasker' is a 
compulsive, gripping read but 
is equally conventional in its 
format : cold store in 
Manchester to doss-house in 
Delhi to idyllic scenery on the 
walk in. Somewhere in the 
middle of the book he 
recounts that they had been 
together so long that their 
'language had deteriorated' 
and that a chance visitor to 
their camp was 'confused but 
courteous'. Exact details of 
what was said would have 
been more revealing than the 
subsequent conversation in 
which the two weigh up the 
visiting climbers and every 
fiddling detail of their gear is 
recalled and analysed. You tell 
a man by what he tells you 
about himself and from this 
account Boardman and Tasker 
have little on their minds but 
hard climbing and details of 
gear and pitches. How very far 
from the truth: logic alone 
reasons that to do what they 
did on a hard, remote climb 
they must be full of more than 
such trivia. 
These two books do make a 
step forward though in that 
the hero of both is the men 
and not the mountain . For that 

alone they must be read . The 
shame is that there could 
have been so much more. If 
Jim Curran's confused literary 
styles - everything from terse 
to verbose almost in the same 
sentence - could have been 
overcome, or Pete Boardman 
and Joe Tasker's under
standable, and very necessary 
on a two man trip, coyness in 
talking of their most intimate 
moods could have been 
opened up we could all 
have learned more about 
graveyard humour as a human 
style than Patey told writing 
about Whillans or the 'springs 
of adventure' that Wilt Noyce 
described. Let's hope that 
they both try again and give 
us more of the good stuff to 
be found in both books. 
A final brickbat . When will the 
British climbing public get 
pretty books? The same 
publisher that put out 
Board man's book, in a style 
most politely described as 
'early Victorian Alpine Club' 
(Big type for idiots and small 
pictures with the people cut 
off). put out Chouinard's 
beautiful lpoking book. The 
team that did Trango puts out 
the reasonably well illustrated 
and mistake free 'Crags', so 
why so many errors and such 
grimly grainy photos? For the 
price there should have been 
better production to back up 
what are two of the best 
climbing books since the war. 
Read them, you'll like them. 
Tl M Lewis 

Climbing Ice 

by Yvon Chouinard 

Hodder and Stoughton, 
£7.95 
The initial impression given by 
this book is of excellence. My 
lasting impressions are of 
superb design and illustration, 
but a disappointing text. 
Perhaps the major disappoint 
ment is to find that it is an 
instructional book. 
By far the best pieces of 
writing are the anecdotes 
relevant to each chapter. But 
their impact as linking 
passages is to some extent 
lost by the layout, which 
places them as a postscript to 
each chapter rather than as an 
introduction to the next, as 
which they are intended. 
The historical section suffers 
from imbalance and 
innacuracy. No one would 
dispute that the vast majority 
of the major, difficult ice 
climbs of the world are in the 
Alps, yet the 1900-1970 
epoch there only occupies 
one third of this section. 
There is no mention of 
Lachenal's variation to the 
Triolet, the Harlin Route, or 
the winter ascent of the 
Walker Spur, for example. 
Some of these omissions may 
stem from a desire to 
distinguish ice from'mixed 
climbing, but if this is the case 
the author has not been 
consistent, and such a 
distinction distorts the ► 



historical perspective. 
His mention of Lagarde and 
Segogne presumably refers to 
the couloir which now bears 
their name, which was 
climbed in 1926, not 1924. 
To suggest that the first 
person to pull up on the pick 
of his ice-axe in Scotland was 
Big Bill March is, of course, 
ridiculous; perhaps it was the 
first time it had been called 
piolet-traction. And if Mr 
Chouinard seriously believes 
that all there remained to be 
climbed in Scotland after the 
Orion Direct were lesser 
gullies, smears, and icy faces, 
could I suggest that he takes a 
wee look at Minus One Gully, 
Citadel, or Skyscraper 
Buttress? 
The meat of the book is a 
series of chapters on 
technique, in which virtually 
every combination of feet and 
hand positions is examined 
and labelled. Handy for an 
instructor perhaps, but who's 
going to take the book on to a 
glacier or into a gully? The 
laborious but apparently exact 
terminology disguises some 
confusion : the French 
crampon method (soles 
parallel to the slope) is 
referred to as pied a plat, yet 
the same term is used for 
horizontal step-kicking. An 
appreciation of the difference 
between the two is critical for 
embarking on the French 
method. 
My most serious objection is 
to the method the author 
forcefully asserts is correct for 
holding the ice-axe head 
while walking about : pointing 
the pick forward . The 
traditional method points it 
backwards. His reasons for 
referring the former are that it 
is more comfortable when 
ramming the shaft in, and that 
it is less dangerous. The 
justification for the traditional 
position - that one can 
immediately go into an ice
axe brake - is swept aside 
with the assurance that the 
changeover shouldn't take 
more than half a second. 
Presumably he's thinking of a 
dexterous flick akin to that 
practised by a pipe-major on 
his fancy stick, and performed 
once you've started to fall. 
The alternative of using both 
hands to acomplish the 
switch can bring you into a 
suicide pose. Try them in your 
kitchen, but clear the crockery 
first! 
Considering the publicity 
which has been generated by 
the Chouinard-March
Cunningham troupe, one 
would expect good value from 
the front-pointing chapter. In 
fact it is rather empty, and at 
least two elementary points 
have been understated. On 
thin, or otherwise doubtful, 
steep ice, it is wise to spread 
one's weight evenly between 
the two feet when they are 
stationary, and normally the 
best way to do this is to keep 
them at the same level. 
Second, if you run into 

difficulties, or out of ice, 
reversing a long, steep ice 
pitch without steps can be 
extremely hard. I also feel that 
the advice to keep the heels 
low has been overdone, both 
in this book and elsewhere; 
once the points have been 
placed, both raising and 
lowering the heel too much 
will pull out the foremost pair, 
especially with certain types 
of crampon . 
The discussion of equipment 
understandably highlights the 
advantages of the author's 
gear, and the strong points of 
other models have in some 
cases been overlooked. For 
example, other axes combine 
better balance, at the lengths 
suited to steep climbing, with 
stronger shafts. Anyway, the 
crucial consideration in 
choosing an axe nowadays is 
whether or not the pick will 
break, and unfortunately the 
Chouinarrl "quality" 
philosophy, well presented by 
the book, has been betrayed 
by the recent performance of 
the gear which carries his 
name. 
The photographs from the 
best illustration of modern ice 
climbing which has been 
collected together. Their 
quality is preserved by 
excellent reproduction, and 
some convey the atmosphere 
of ice climbing and mountain
eering very well indeed. The 
Alps could once again be 
more deservedly represented . 
Incidentally, if you have been 
puzzling over the superb 
cover shot, it looks very like 
Smith 's Route on Gardyloo 
Buttress. 
Taken as a whole I think it is a 
book which would tend to sit 
proudly on the shelf of those 
who have survived a season or 
two. It lacks the practical 
reference material of, say, 
Doug Scott's Big Wall 
Climbing. But for beginning 
ice climbers it will be useful as 
a synthesis of the techniques 
which have emerged in the 
past 1 0 years, those which 
have been around for a good 
deal longer, and principles of 
sound mountaineering sense. 
Mike Geddes 

Yuraq Yanka - Guide to 
the Peruvian Andes 

by John F Ricker 

$11.50 

To collect information from all 
sources and produce a record 
of ascents in the Blanca and 
Rosko is a large and 
unenviable task. Over 300 
routes on almost 250 
summits are documented. 
Anybody interested in 
climbing in the region would 
be well advised to study the 
work. 
The introductory chapters are 
an attempt to familiarise the 
reader with the whole of the 
Andean region of Peru, and 
are written by different 
authors. 
"Early Mountaineering in 

Peru", by Evelio Echevarria , 
spans from the Incas to the 
1930s. Of particular interest 
is the evidence for ascents 
above 6000m by the Incas. 
But the most important 
developments (so far as the 
modern mountaineer is 
concerned) have taken place 
in the last 40 years. Who 
better to trace this history and 
put in perspective the ascents 
over the period than Ricker? 
Alas, such a history is not 
included. Enrique Mayer 
describes briefly, but well, the 
Peruvian mountain-dwellers' 
society, and how the foreign 
mountaineer should act 
toward them . Geoff Wayatt 
champions alpine-style 
climbing in "Essentials for 
Mountaineering Expeditions". 
Unfortunately, I think, many of 
the more specific 
recommendations will be 
ignored because experienced 
aplinists have their own 
personal preferences. For 
example, he suggests the use 
of 80-90cm _ice-axes: my 
personal preference is against 
climbing technical ice with 
that length of axe. 
Nevertheless, for a person 
visiting the region for the first 
time most of the information 
is pertinent. 
Climbing literature of this sort 
in recent years usually 
includes a medical chapter. 
This book is no exception, and 
the section is written by Barry 
Hogden MD. It seems 
excessive and paraphrases 
more specific publications. 
The list for a first-aid kit for an 
Andean alpine-style ascent is 
ridiculously large: I was 
surprised an ambulance 
wasn't listed at the end. On 
alpine-style climbs, where 
every ounce carried is critical, 
only a very limited medical kit 
can be taken . Furthermore, in 
the Blanca, base camps are 
only a day from valley 
hospitals. The chapters on 
geology, glaciation, snow and 
ice conditions, weather, 
climate and access give a 
wealth of relevant 
information. But I note on 
page 34 it is stated that 
north-facing slopes have less 
snow on them than 
previously. From my own 
experience on the North Face 
of Huascaran in 1977, the 
snow cover is now greater 
than in 1966 when the face 
was first climbed. When this 
is considered together with 
the evidence of more 
disturbed weather in the area 
in the last few climbing 
seasons, I would have thought 
that snow cover simply varies 
from year to year. 
The section recording ascents 
comprises well over half the 
book and is divided clearly 
into the various regions. Each 
mountain and route is 
described briefly, and when 
descriptions are studied in 
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conjunction with the two 
excellent sheets of maps 
which accompany the book, 
the approach, rough line of 

ascent and position of camps 
and bivouacs can be worked 
out . If further information on 
the route is required, the 
original source is indicated. 
Unfortunately a very cryptic 
style is used, making this 
major section of the book 
laborious to read. The author 
may be partially excused 
because of the sheer number 
of routes and peaks involved, 
but surely a more flowing 
style with more details of the 
major routes would have been 
preferable. In addition, it is 
disappointing that after the 
stress on alpine climbing 
ethics earlier, the descriptions 
often do not give sufficient 
information to determine the 
style and methods employed. 
The 32 black and white 
photographs are good and 
convey a true impression of 
the region. Six photographic 
panoramas are useful, 
especially when linked with 
the maps to orientate the 
climber. I am not particularly 
interested in linguistics, so I 
found the number of pages 
devoted to Quechua 
excessive. In any case, if a 
language has to be learnt for 
this area Spanish is easier, 
and virtually everybody 
speaks it. 
When I finished the book I felt 
disappointed. The information 
is there, but it does not convey 
the splendour of the region or 
portray the superb climbing 
which awaits the visiting 
mountaineer. Perhaps this is 
what Ricker intended : in the 
preface he expresses doubt 
about writing the book, 
arguing that through the 
increase in popularity of 
mountaineering even the 
remoter mountain regions are 
beginning to suffer 
destructive over-use. 
The question to ask is whether 
this guidebook will increase 
the number of climbers in the 
Blanca. Or is the increase due 
to the transcontinental 
approach of modern climbers 
with cheaper travel and 
greater affluence? Could it be 
that there is an ever
increasing group of people 
more dedicated to climbing 
than to nebulous vocational 
aspirations? Does it follow 
that they will destroy their 
environment? I hope not. 
Brian Hall 

Hamish's Mountain Walk 

by Hamish Brown 

Gollancz, £7.50 

The author tramped the 
Scottish hills for three and a 
half months to complete the 
first continuous walk round 
the 3000ft mountains, the 
Munros. The tale is told by a 
day-to-day account. It reads 
well, even if the descriptive 
style is a little rich, the 
recording of boggy glens and 
rainy days being well spiced 
with local history, legend and 
climbers' folklore - Collie 
stands out, as does the Rev A 
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E Robertson, praying that the 
CIC be a refuge in times of 
disaster. 
At times the attempt takes on 
the air of a commando raid 
with its months of packing 
and planning, talk of lines of 
supply and communication, 
and a schedule which, on 
occasions, precluded a chat 
on the phone or a drink from a 
burn. One must admire, 
however, his determination to 
keep to his plan and his ethics 
(which allowed a bicycle, 
weekend support parties and 
the odd holiday in hotels on 
the way); for example, in 
setting off to cycle ten miles 
uphill and into the wind 
behind the car which had 
dropped him the bike. 
The book contains valuable 
snippets of information on 
recent changes in paths, 
bothies and land use, and the 
author even discloses a few 
secret crags, of uncertain 
merit, of course! He seems to 
assume the position of arbiter 
on which pile of stones or 
fence post is the actual top to 
be bagged, but takes this 
fastiidiousness to extremes by 
moving from mound to mound 
in gale-driven sheets of rain . 
His thirst for information on 
Munros and Munro-baggers 
led him to leave 
questionnaires on the more 
remote summits, and the prize 
for the best reply must go to 
the gentleman who explained 
that he climbed "to get away 
from people who asked him to 
fill in forms". Others may have 
expressed their disapproval in 
a more direct fashion, as 
several of the forms remain 
unreturned. 
Mr Brown took parties of 
schoolchildren into the hills 
for many years, and it is 
interesting to read his 
thoughts on this topic. He 
maintains that these trips 
were of a similar nature to a 
weekend with a bunch of 
friends, and fortunately 
condemns the clusters of 
orange blobs on the hills, the 
importance attached to 
training and the certifying 
centres. Unfortunately, there 
is no real discussion on where 
the line between the two 
approaches lies. 
As the book will be read by 
both experienced and novice 
hillwalkers, I feel that I must 
criticise his recording of 
dangerous situations. It is fair 
enough to slither about on 
steep snow and wet grass 
without axe or (apparently) 
gloves, and to enjoy these 
situations, but to record them 
without some sort of 
cautionary qualification is, I 
feel, a little irresponsible. 
The author's religious faith is 
a cornerstone of the account 
and the journey itself was, to a 
certain extent, a pilgrimage, 
as is acknowledged in his 
postscript of rationalisations. 
Altogether, a fine book, with 
something for the majority of 
Scottish hill-goers, and 
especially pleasurable for 
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those who have been to most 
of the glens and bens 
described and gain, 
vicariously, an extra visit . We 
await, with bated breath, a 
walk round the Munros and 
the Tops. 
Mike Geddes 
Rock Climbing in the Peak 
District · 

by Paul Nunn 

Constable, £3.50 

This is a revised and 
supposedly updated edition of 
Nun n's popular photoguide to 
the Peak. When the original 
appeared it was slightly 
revolutionary in its approach, 
relying more on photographs 
for route location than text, 
and introducing technical 
grades to the area. The effect 
was quite devastating, and 
certainly stirred up guidebook 
committees to rethink and 
improve their traditional 
formulae. 
However, this second edition 
is a disappointment; although 
a reprint was perhaps needed, 
it shows no real signs of 
having been properly revised . 
Nunn has added a selection of 
new climbs to the back of the 
book, which has the 
unfortunate effect of out
synchronising the photos and 
captions on the final pages. 
The publisher's blurb on the 
dust cover insists that route 
descriptions have been 
substantially revised to 
exclude unnecessary aid, but 
this is just not true. Apart 
from a few alterations the 
main body is exactly the same, 
with some now hopelessly 
outdated descriptions -
Nectar, one of the most 
technical route in the Peak, is 
still described under its old 
name, Gibbon, with one nut 
for aid. The appendix of new 
climbs is fair enough in its 
selection, but the grades leave 
a lot to be desired, suggesting 
hasty guessing rather than 
calculated opinion. 
Nunn had the opportunity to 
upstage the Establishment 
once again and provide a 
good, modern guide. It 
suffices if you do not already 
own a copy - but the impact 
of his initial coup de theatre 
has dwindled, and this is a 
rather thin second house. 
John Stevenson 

Llanberis Pass 

by Geoff Milburn 

Climbers' Club, £3. 75 

"After several separate 
Llanberis North and South 
guides the current economic 
climate has brought stricter 
editing to produce one 
complete Llanberis Pass 
guide." 
Thus writes Geoff Milburn in 
his introduction to the new 
guide, whose arrival was 
awaited with a mixture of 
anticipation and 
apprehension. Anticipation, 
because both sides of the 

Pass were in dire need of a 
modern publication, such 
have been the changes in 
attitudes and the surges in 
development in recent years. 
Apprehension, because one 
wondered if two guidebook 
areas could be combined to 
produce a clear 
comprehensive manual. 
The result can only be 
described as excellent . The 
guide is written in the "new 
wave" style to which we have 
recently become accustomed, 
giving short, sharp 
descriptions which are 
adequately compensated by 
the present, highly-tuned 
system of technical grading. 
This is an important point; 
while many bemoan the loss 
of the literary style of former 
guides, which to a certain 
extent reflected the era and 
the type of routes being 
climbed, this is the modern 
world, where the direct and 
detailed precision of the 
technical is preferred to the 
more devious and elaborate 
lines of the classical. 
In this respect it is a great pity 
that the technical grades are 
hidden at the back of the 
book; their relevance is such 
that they will be used to the 
full whether printed at the 
front, at the back or even 
upside down, and it becomes 
a little tedious constantly 
having to refer to the end of 
the book. Likewise "E" grades 
are also included in this 
section, still "on a trial basis", 
although they have now 
become generally accepted. 
Both these points tend to 
indicate a rather conservative 
attitude on the part of the 
Climber's Club. 
However, these are minor 
quibbles to the average 
climber, who expects his 
guide to contain accurate 
crag/route descriptions, 
backed up by consistent 
grades, easy-to-read 
diagrams and the additional 
stimulus to progress to 
greater things; in this the 
guide succeeds admirably. 
The diagrams are of the 
standard sketch variety, and 
are made infinitely clearer by 
not cramming in every route 
and by omitting those 
tortuous dotted girdle lines. 
As an added bonus there is 
even a graded list of climbs 
(though this is not intended to 
become standard in future CC 
guides) which Milburn 
hastens to qualify as "mainly 
intended for amusement in 
the pub", then adding that it is 
"partly included to stimulate 
discussion at a time when 
grading systems are being 
examined critically" . Such an 
introduction obviously leaves 
no justification for criticism 
here, but if you find that your 
low-rated HVS is in fact a lot 
harder than the respectable 
MXS you climbed the week 
before, then take the only 
course of action available : go 
to the pub. 
The Llanberis Pass is a fine 

area which will always remain 
popular, and it is therefore 
pleasing that we now have a 
fine guide as a complement. 
For this we must thank Geoff 
Milburn and the hordes of 
climbers who have helped 
him in his task. 
John Stevenson 

Borrowdale ed S Clark; Fell 
and Rock Climbing Club, 
£2.95 

Lake District North by S 
Clegg, C Read and R Wilson; 
Lakeland Climbers' Guide 
Books, £2. 70 

Recent Developments in 
the Lake District by D 
Armstrong, P Botteri/1, P 
Whillance; FRCC, £1.20 

The simultaneous publication 
of three guides which overlap 
in area is symptomatic of the 
powerful resurgence of 
interest in rock-climbing in 
recent years, and of the 
variety of styles, approaches 
and allegiances which have 
played a curious part in that. 
Indeed, a portly past guide
writer putting an alien hoof in 
the midst of the warring sects 
of chalkers, dusters, wall 
trainers and aid-choppers is 
asking to be savaged, as 
anyone old enough to recall 
the religious wars over The 
Cumbrian or even The Niche 
will certify. 
The Fell and Rock Climbing 
Club follow the traditional 
FRCC policy of providing a 
definitive guide of high quality 
aiming at maximum 
information, tastefu I 
presentation and authority, 
while supplementing each 
magnum opus with more 
frequently revised, and 
therefore up-to-date, low
cost summaries of the best of 
recent climbing. 
It is over a decade since the 
last Borrowdale Guide, and 
the new one superficially 
retains much of the house 
style of the old series though 
closer inspection reveals 
smaller type and thus more 
climbs per page. Even more 
innovatory is the introduction 
of the "E" grading system for 
the hardest climbs. This is 
obvious and necessary, and is 
also reflected in the other two 
books under review. 
Borrowdale catches up with 
the hundred or so new climbs 
in the valley since 1967. The 
author has faced an uphill 
task and the guide has been 
long a-coming. That is no bad 
thing in the end, as the guide 
includes much recent activity 
and is thus sharply 
differentiated from its 
predecessor; a monument to 
the '70s. The diggings of 
Great End Crag and the 
clawings of Goat are faithfully 
recorded, while in every 
direction the clean-up of this 
valley - once the pegger's 
playground and the 
bushman's Nirvana - has 
proceeded apace. ► 



Great End Crag is now safe for 
those wishing to be 
photographed wearing only 
chalk and PAs. Decrepit age 
can only spare a moment of 
nostalgia for those slimy 
gropings up overhanging 
vegetation in the annual 
search for the mythological 
Styx before getting off (chalk 
bag and Chouinard nuts 
attached) to suffer the 
philistine delights of the 
nearest real or artificial 
climbing gymnasium. 
Guides are more than their 
climbs; they are equally about 
climbers. Myth-breaking and 
myth-making proceed apace 
as fellow-travellers and 
guides play their part in this 
endless process. In my 
senility, am I right that a few 
old protection pitons become 
aid pitons on Falcon in order 
to ensure the modernity of the 
first free ascent, or is it lapse 
of memory? One wonders 
whether there are still more 
protection pitons in place on 
some climbs than the total at 
the first ascent, as was the 
case with The Niche a couple 
of years ago. But old 
peccadiloes are usually rightly 
erased, though one suspects 
the pace of some of the 
modern "firsts" must be the 
slower for the puritanism. In 
all this the first ascent list 
remains invaluable, providing 
endless ammunition for the 
jousting when the climbing 
has to stop. 
The thin Recent Developments 
book is the complement to the 
main series. It is the 
superlight guide for the 
superfit modernist who can 
afford to buy it even though 
he climbs every day, for him to 
carry as he ranges the district 
in the search for adrenalin 
surge and E6. It is not 
intended to carry the authority 
of the authorised version, as 
many of the climbs have been 
little repeated . As such it 
works well. They are mostly 
there, the serried ranks of E 1 
to E5, filling the spaces which 
were eyed so closely even 
many years ago; the linkages 
of pocket and crack, green
bearded overhang and 
smooth wall. 
For someone who divorced 
the Lakes after over
indulgence, it is chastening 
but inspiring. Can it be there 
was more to the lady than met 
the eye?- Birkness Eliminate, 
Deimos, Horror free, the great 
spaces of Pavey filled, the 
cankers of the trivial peg 
routes removed and replaced 
by resplendent 6a. In this 
Recent Developments is 
unique among the three 
guides, for it adopts at last the 
numerical grading of pitches 
and thus attempts to achieve 
parity with other areas. 
Personally I have done too 
few of these new climbs to 
know if it works, but I suspect 
that they will not yet have 
become as withered as the 
Recent Developments grades 
in the Peak District. 

Above: Dry Gasp (Borrowdale). Before and after! Photos: Matheson. 

Lake District North emerges 
out of yet another formula. It 
reduces about a third of the 
Lake District's climbing to one 
slim volume by very brief 
description, much pruning of 
crags and climbs, a lack of 
frills and some advertising to 
keep the price down. It seems 
competent enough within its 
brief, but it comes into a 
crowded field . 
Unlike the Constable selective 
guide, it does not offer 
illustration as an appeal, and 
thus it comes closer to the 
FRCC guides in its basic 
market. It is a bit old-maidish 
in its justification of its 
selections, difficult as that 
can be - there are antique 
echoes as it "discourages 
climbing on Iron Crag" . I 
would have thought that 
these days one should not 
discourage it anywhere, while 
there is an excessive 
righteousness in its dismissal 
of poor crags, poor climbs 
and somehow, by implication, 
the poor saps who might be 
tempted to climb upon them 
and, worse still , admit it! 
There is an odd convention of 
giving date of ascent but no 
details of authorship, when 
really the latter often means 
more - as anyone who has to 
live in the same patch as a 
Livesey or a Proctor will have 
realized . There are a few 
inconsistencies like the 
description of Plastic 
Happiness and dismissal of 
the Girdle of Upper Fali;;on, 
when the best bits are the 
same - if they haven't fallen 

down. 
But ultimately the problem 
with this enterprise is that its 
utility depends upon the 
accuracy and range of 
description, as it is not at all 
interesting in itself. So the 
niceties of E1 -E5 and all the 
other grades, and the extent 
to which "right" and "left" are 
accurate, matter above all 
else. Certainly this leaves the 
joys of discovery to the 
beholder; the guide will have 
its uses for the initiate to the 
area . But one wonders 
whether it will withstand the 
rather telling competence, 
combined with a certain 
elegance, of the official series 
on the one hand, and the 
pictures of the Constable 
book on the other. 
Illustration seems to be a 
problem in all these guides, 
and this is very likely the 
result of the peculiar nature of 
many of the crags . Indeed, as 
shapes few of these cliffs are 
outstanding in their features. 
They sprawl across and 
around woody hillsides in 
many cases, and are a 
nightmare to draw. The Lake 
District North picture 
diagrams come out either 
excessively simple or rather 
muddy, while I am not sure 
that the diagrams Heaton 
Cooper so carefully prepared 
years ago, in a whirlwind visit 
to Borrowdale with me, 
always fit the bill on crags 
which have so many routes 
because there is a good hold 
on every few feet of rock. 
Their very elegance 

sometimes obscures 
necessary detail, and it seems 
sad to admit that the next 
edition, some years on, may 
need to be re-illustrated at 
least in part if the climbs are 
to be found . The omission of a 
Great End Crag diagram and 
of something which makes 
sense of the boulder heaps of 
Shepherd's, and of Goat and 
Black Crag, is really serious in 
the official guide and detracts 
from its usefulness alongside 
Lake District North. 
The effects of these guides 
were in some respects 
unexpected . They incited 
neither retreat into the frozen 
North nor, as the bad weather 
of the winter did with some 
climbers, a sinking into the 
depths of the limestone earth . 
The toothcoomb of the 
prophet McHaffie has 
continued to yield fruit and 
acts as a source of real 
inspiration, perhaps 
particularly when one is 
steeped in the area's varied 
climbing on rather a modest 
bunch of crags . One can 
anticipate the thuggery of the 
modern movement - it is 
everywhere - but even for the 
ancient one must continue to 
believe that good gritstoning 
will yield the Grail. 
I only doubt if the peregrines 
swoop as ferociously as they 
once did on the remoter cliffs, 
and don't hasten to discover 
that their detritus has been 
totally replaced by the 
products of Boots. A 
Paul Nunn 
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LETTERS 
Saving the Leeds Wall 

from the Secretary, Leeds 
University Climbing Club 

Dear Sir, 
There is a move afoot to 
demolish the P E Centre at 
Leeds University, whic h 
houses that most famous 
piece of climbing 
architecture, the Leeds Wall. 
The facility was to have been 
transferred to a new structure 
in an extended sports hall, but 
because of monetary 
problems. all plans for a wall 
to be included in the 
extension have been shelved 
- a decision which is to be 
finalised in the next few 
months. This will leave the 
home of British climbing walls 
without any indoor practice 
grounds. 
Naturally the club will try to 
save the original for posterity, 
but it is overcrowded and has 
limited space for instruction 
in rope work etc. In short, 
there is a crying need for an 
easy-access, large-scale wall 
(like Rothwell) without the 
equally large entry fee . 
Could all climbers (and there 
must be hundreds) who have 
visited the Leeds Wall in the 
past write to me at the 
University giving their support 
(not money) both for a new 
wall and for saving the old 
one. 
Yours, 
Robert Butler (Leeds) 

Freedom vs Rules: Big 
Brother in the Rockies 

from Ed Hart 

Dear Sir, 
The difficult issues raised by 
the "Freedom vs Rules in the 
hills" debate were clearly 
revealed to me on a recent 
visit to Long 's Peak, Colorado, 
forcing me to form an opinion 
on a subject that often seems 
remote in the UK. 
Now, it seems to me that the 
US authorities and the media 
have always put about the 
idea that America is 
essentially the last bastion of 
true liberty in the world . 
Crit icism of Soviet law 
prohi~iting solo climbing has 
been 1mpress1vely unanimous. 
Yet the rules pertaining to 
mountaineering in the Rocky 
Mountain National Park are, in 
my opinion, as restrictive as 
the Communist climbing laws. 
Failure to obtain a permit 
entails a $50 fine; rangers not 
only patrol the mountain 
(daily) but also frequently 
climb the Diamond Face; 

failure to keep to the stated 
itinerary is a further violation 
of Park rules and is punished 
by a $25 fine per head. 
Myself and two friends 
decided to do the Yellow Wall 
route on the Diamond in one 
day. When we made our 
application for the permit the 
ranger was visibly surprised 
by our idea and felt he had to 
inform us as to "the 
magnitude of the climb". He 
further added, with an air of 
complete authority, that he 
knew of only "five or six 
people in the world" who 
would be capable of "such an 
undertaking", as he described 
it . Permission was eventually 
granted after further 
information had been 
extracted from me including 
the colour of the ropes, colour 
of rucksacks, experience, age, 
etc. 
To prevent a possible $25 fine 
in the event of an unintended 
bivouac we took out an 
"Overnight Bivouac Permit" 
which the ranger said he ' 
would issue for the widest 
possible area within his 
powers (all bivouacs must 
take place at sites selected by 
rangers, and then only with 
permission) . The area in 
which we were allowed to 
bivouac was between Table 
Ledges (just beneath the 
summit) and Chasm View, a 
point some 40 minutes' walk 
down the North Face descent 
route. The ranger was not 
persuaded by my suggestion 
that climbing could , on 
occasions, be an uncertain 
activity, and hence that I 
could not be fully confident 
that night would fall when we 
were·within our prescribed 
bivouac boundaries. 
To me the whole concept of 
an efficiently policed permit 
system, Rocky Mountain 
National Park style, smacks of 
the kind of regulations 
relating to human behaviour 
that exists in open prisons. 
The battery of rules 
demonstrates that the 
National Parks have drifted 
excessively to one extreme 
point of view and are now 
opposed to the notion of 
freedom in the hills, a concept 
which they are supposed to 
uphold and are said to wish to 
preserve. 
A ranger's retort to such a 
comment would be; of course, 
t~at permits are required to 
give the essential information 
necessary for the Park Service 
to rescue climbers. In other 
words, their attitude is 
basically paternalistic -
wishing to protect the 

individual from himself. This 
same attitude runs through 
much of Western society and 
Is clearly symbolised by other 
laws such as the compulsory 
wearing of seat belts and 
motor-cycle helmets. It has 
always been axiomatic to me 
that if an individual is in no 
way affecting the liberty of 
others, then his own freedom 
should not be infringed. 
If a mountain rescue service is 
to be a permanently 
established institution, a more 
economically efficient 
approach would be to 
dispense with the State
financed organisations where 
the tax-paying public pays for 
the rescue of climbers and 
instead require all cli~bers to 
carry comprehensive accident 
insurance allowing 
competition between firms in 
that field (as is the case with 
motor insurance in the UK) so 
as to prevent the emergence 
of a monopoly. 
At present rescue facilities are 
effectively free for climbers as 
they do not bear the full costs 
of rescue, which are instead 
borne by society as a whole. 
Hence rescue facilities are 
abused (ie over-used) by 
climbers. This is clearly 
demonstrated by the number 
of incompetent climbers on 
Mount McKinley requiring 
rescue. 
With such an insurance 
system we could preserve 
freedom in the hills, ensure 
safety for climbers, and 
eliminate the injustice of 
requiring a non-climber to 
contribute, via taxation, for 
the rescue of climbers. The 
UK motor accident insurance 
system achieves these same 
ends effectively, without 
recourse to permits for the 
roads . The problems are 
similar: surely there cannot be 
overwhelming support for the 
Soviet and US National Park 
schemes, with their gross 
infringement of personal 
freedom. 
Yours, 
Ed Hart (London) 

. .. and time limits in 
Yosemite Valley 

fromJA Kirk 

Dear Sir, 
I have just returned from a 
visit to Yosemite National 
Park. Contrary to the rule that 
states that the camping limit 
in Yosemite Valley is seven 
days, many climbers from 
Europe and Asia were seen to 
stay far beyond that limit . The 
rangers, who in general are 

sympathetic to the plight of 
climbers, either turned a blind 
eye to th is situation or urged 
people to keep a low profile. 
During a conversation with 
one of the more senior 
rangers, it became apparent 
that there was to be a general 
tightening-up. Next year 
(1979) this will probably 
mean a more stringent 
enforcement of the 
accommodation rules. 
Camp 4 , or Sunnyside Walk
In Campground as it is now 
known. was technically full all 
the time I was there . After 
Minor Tree Campground this 
is the least expensive 
accommodation in the Valley, 
and Is therefore popular with 
climbers and other visitors 
with less money than the 
average tourist. 
One may consider this a trivial 
matter - until one ar,ives in 
the Valley next year to be con 
siderably inconvenienced by 
these ridiculous rules. The 
real trouble for climbers is 
that one week seems only 
sufficient time to allow them 
to recover from their journey, 
often thousands of miles. and 
to acquaint themselves with 
the surrounding country. To 
limit people who may have 
travelled 7,000 miles to one 
week's climbing in what has 
been described as the rock 
climber's Utopia is, to say the 
least. unhelpful. 
Yours, 
J A Kirk (Bedford) 

A top-rope from Krishna 

from Chris Lynn 

Dear Sir, 
The photograph in Mountain 
62 of a second reading the 
Bhagavad Gita to his leader 
fills me with alarm. Is this 
another form of aid that must 
be declared on first ascents -
spiritual uplift from mystical 
I iteratu re? 
It brings to mind an image of 
dozensofsecondsatthefoot 
of the cl iff yelling excerpts 
from ~he Prophet, or perhaps 
Paradise lost or Winnie-the
Pooh, to leaders teetering at 
the end of their 1 50ft run
outs - "The guidebook says 
it's 5b with Ecclesiastes 3· 
i ... .. , 
Maybe chalk isn't so bad after 
all. 
Yours. 
Chris Lynn (Kingston) 
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XMAS CLEARANCE 
SPECIAL OFFERS WHILST STOCKS LAST 

Shop 10/12 Holborn (at Chancery Lane tube stn) 
London, EC1. 
Tel : 01 404 5681 

Walking Boots 
1 · Siberia Zermatt (Sizes 36 - 38 i.e. 3½ - 5) 

R.R .P. £14.00 Our price £9.95 
A well made lightweight walking boot with soft 
leather ankle cuff, two piece leather upper, full 
leather lining, bellows tongue and lightweight 
moulded sole. 

2. Monte Rocca (Sizes 3 - 11) 
R.R.P. £14.00 Our price £9.95 
Similar construction to the "Zermatt", without 
the ankle cuff but with full hook lacing . A 
quality lightweight walking boot at an except
ionally low price. 

3. Dolomite Sesto (Sizes 35 - 42 i.e. 3 - 8) 
R.R .P. £29.50 Our price £19.95 
One piece Agnauer chrome leather upper and 
soft leather ankle support. Ideal for the keen 
rambler or occasional mountaineer. Double 
stitched Norwegian welt and vibram soles. 

4· Tecnica Treviso (Sizes 3 - 11) 
Worth £40.00 Our price £28.90 
A mountain walking boot of exceptional quality 
with a single piece full grain leather upper, D
ring and hook lacing, Norwegian sewn welts, 
padded bellows tongue, padded leather ankle 
cuff and vibram gold block sole. 

5. Scarpa Monte Rosa (Sizes 39 - 41 i.e. 6 - 7½) 
R.R.P. £42.90 Our price £29.00 
An ideal all purpose boot for fell walking and 
scrambling. The boot has a one piece upper, full 
bellows tongue and soft leather double ankle 
cuff. Blake sewn construction with vibram 
montagne sole 

6· Siberia Treviso ( Sizes 38 - 42 i.e. 5 - 8) 
R.R.P. £23:90 Our price £14.95 

A lightweight walking boot with genuine replaceable 
Vibram soles and a leather throughsole. Extra comfort 
is provided by the soft snow cuff. and leather lining. 

E.B.'s - STILL ONLY £14.95!! 

Mail 
Order 

Big shipment just arrived - positively the last 
/If. time you will find them under £20.00 - stock up 

\j. for the summer . 

· .. ~ 
'--

Chouinard Vasque (Sizes 6 · 12) 

All mail orders to our Holborn address with 
fixed 75p post and packing charge. All 
goods will be despatched within 14 days 
(subject to availability). Cheques & P.O's to 
Alpine Sports Ltd. or if you give us the number 
we can charge your Access or Barclay card 
account directly. 

6. 

Gali bier Yosemite 
R.R.P. £35.00 Our price £15.90 
Designed for "big wall" climbing this boot is 
equally good for British rock climbing in winter. 

R.R .P. £37.80 Ourprice£25.00 
The toughest "big wall" boot. Made like a 
Klettershuhe with a leather insole, rubber 
middle sole and steel stiffener. 



Climbing Boots 
1 · Dolomite Super Egger (Sizes 39 - 42 i.e. 6 - 8) 

R.R .P. £46.90 Our price £29.00 
A really tough chrome leather Alpine boot with 
triple stitched Norwegian sewn welt fully stiff
ened sole and fully leather I ined. 

Dolomite Super Lavaredo (Sizes 38-43 i.e. 5-9) 
R.R.P . %58.05 Our price £29.00 
Exceptional quality Alpine boot made from 
reversed Swiss Galuser leather. Flat fully stiff
ened sole with padded ankle and bellow tongue. 

2. Diadora Chardonnet (Sizes 36-43 i,e. 3½-9) 
R.R.P. £29 .50 Our price £19.95 
One piece reversed leather Alpine ·boot with 
padded bellows tongue. D-ring and hook lacing 
and leather lining. Built on the "Velshun" 
principle with two leather and one rubber 
through sole and stiffened by full length 
wooden shank - A tremendous bargain. 

5. Super Cervino (Sizes 5 - 13) 
Value £70.00 Our price £45.00 
A tougher than usual alpine boot. This boot is 
designed for really hard mountain conditions 
or for people who are very heavy on boots! The 
main difference is a higher back with soft snow 
cuff , thicker stronger sole construction and 
upper of prime Gal user leather. 

6. Galibier Makalu (Sizes 6 -13 i .e. 4½-11½). 
R.R.P. £104.00 Our price £89.00 
The world's most popular double boot for 
extreme climbing conditions, increasingly pop
ular with summer and winter Alpine climbers. 
Unbelievably comfortable. 

Tents 
20% OFF END OF SEASON ODDMENTS 
(ring for details) 

VANGO TENTS 
Surplus stock now available at special prices. 
Please phone for details. 

3. TECNICA SUPER GUIDE 
Sizes 36 - 48 i.e. 3½ - 12½) 
Value £60.00 Our price £35.00 
A direct import.which saves you at least 30% on 
the current market value. Modelled on the 
famous Galibier "Super Guide" this boot has a 
full length ribbed steel shank, reversed leather 
upper, D-ring and hook lacing. double tongue , 
vibram montagne block soles and · Norwegian 
sewn welts. An ideal Alpine climbing boot. 

4- Ta:nica Major (Sizes 38 - 44 i.e. 5 - 9½) 
Value £60.00 Our price £29.00 
Designed for tough Alpine conditions. Extra 
height gives maximum support with fully 
stiffened Norwegian sewn sole construction. 
One piece reversed leather upper and vibram 
montagne sole. 

BARGAIN 
BASEMENT 
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50X off oddn,e 
NOV 1st· Dec 31st (Holborn Shop only) 
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XMAS CLEARANCE 
SPECIAL OFFERS WHILST STOCKS LAST 

Shop 10/12 Holborn (at Chancery Lane tube stn) 
London, EC1 . 
Tel: 014045681 

Mail 
Order 

All mail orders to our Holborn address with 
fixed 75p post and packing charge. All 
goods will be despatched within 14 days 
(subject to availability). Cheques & P.O's to 
Alpine Sports ltd. or if you give us the number 
we can charge your Access or Barclay card 
account directly. 

Down Gear 
POINT FIVE 
SNOWCAP R.R.P. £39.90 
A lightweight down and feather 
24 ozs new down and feather 
width : max 30" min 19" with 

our price £33.90 
bag. Wall quilted nylon shell with 
filling . Dimensions :- length 76", 
boxed foot . Weight 2 lbs 8 ozs. 

VALLOT R.R.P . £64.50 our price £54.80 
A top value all year round bag now reduced in price! A rip-stop nylon, 
wall quilted shell filled with 40 ozs of New Down & Feather. It is a 
roomy bag with boxed foot and draw-up hood complete with carry 
bag . Dimensions :- length 88" width : max 31½" min 19". Wt 3Ibs 13ozs. 

BLACKS 
TROMSO R.R.P. £51.45 our price £43.70 
A lightweight specialist bag ideal for all year round backpackers and 
climbers. Nylon shell filled with superb quality goose/duck down 
complete with carry bag . Dimensions :- length 78" width : max 33" 
min 21". Weight 2 lbs 6 ozs. 

ICELANDIC MUMMY R.R .P. £64.15 our price £54 .50 
Based on the famous Icelandic Special this version has a mummy shape 
with hood and tapering to a boxed foot . Dime nsions :- length 84" 
width : top 33" foot 19". Weight 3 lbs 2 ozs. 

ALPINE Speical offer price £49.00 
A Blacks bag exclusive to Alpine Sports. An all seasons mummy shaped 
bag with nylon outer and cotten inner but featuring a full length. heavy 
duty zip. Tremendous value containing 24 ozs· down and feather 
filling. 

GLENCOE R.R.P. £30.30 our price £24.75 
A tapered design suitable for all but the coldest winter conditions. 
Nylon shell with 20 ozs feather and down filling . Dimensions :- length 
78" width : top 30" foot 18". Weight 3 lbs 8 ozs. 

MOUNTAIN EQUIPMENT 
ANNAPURNA R.R.P. £66 .03 our price £56.00 SAVE £10.00 
The ideal Alpine duvet - unbelievably light and compact with unique 
design incorporating both horizontal and vert ical baffles for most 
efficient use of down. Zip closure with flap and press studs. 
Specification '- 14 ozs new white duck down . Total weight-
1 lb 14 ozs. Sizes : S,M ,L ,X L . 

DOWN SWEATERS R.R.P. £25.00 our price £15.00 
Simple quilted jacket filled with duck down with two pockets and zip . 
Assorted colours. Sizes: S,M,L. 

THERMO JACKET R.R.P. £52.00 our price £43.90 
The best synthetic duvet for the seri ous mountaineer. A traditional 
duvet design using double weight Ho ll ofil for max imum warmth . 

Waterproofs 
BERGHAUS THOR JKT R.R.P. £17.90 

THOR O'TROUS £8 .95 R.R.P . 
our price £15.95 
our price £7.95 

These waterproofs are made from 4oz nylon with neoprene proofing 
which is 100% waterproof and lasts a lifetime! Superb quality and work 
manship made by one of Britain's leading manufacturers. Zip fronted 
(&velcro flap) , three quarter length jacket with 2 large pockets and 
storm hood . O'Trous have long zips so they can be put over your boots . 

Breeches 
CRAGHOPPERS .only £9.95 
Many oddments for ladies and men from this excellent British 
manufacturer. Tweeds, cords and stretch materials available. 

GLENCOE ICELANDIC MUMMY 

ANNAPURNA DUVET 

BARGAIN 
BASEMENT 

THOR JACKET 

NOV 1st • Dec 31st (Holborn Shop only) 



Sacs 
25% off these 77 /78 models. 

BERGHAUS 
CYCLOPS SUPER R.R .P. £32.50 our price £24.40 
A very popular large capacity anatomic sac made in 8oz nylon with 
canvas back, complete with hip pockets. 
Detachable side pockets £5.50 £4.50 . Capacity 70 litres Wt.2Ib 8oz. 
CYCLOPS ROC R.R .P. £32.90 our price £24.70 
The ideal anatomic sac for the climber made in canvas or nylon with 
a capacity of 65 I itres. Detachable side pockets £4 .50 extra. 

CENTURION R.R.P.£15.30 our price £11.45 
A medium capacity frame sac that can be adapted to most frames. • 
Capacity 60 litres with zipped lower compartment. (Side pockets extra) . 

KARRIMOR 
TOTEM 40 R.R .P. £9 .95 our price £7.50 
A medium capacity 7oz nylon frame sac suitable for day trips and 
youth hostelling. Will fit most Karrimor frames. Capacity 40 litres. 
ANNAPURNA SAC/TRAVELLER FRAME special offer price £19.95 
A great opportunity to buy a top quality sac and frame at a big saving 
on recommended prices. The Annapurna sac is made in 8oz nylon, 
has side pockets and a capacity of 50 litres. When used with a frame 
extra capacity is possible using a stuff sac underneath. It can also be 
used on its own using the "U" tube (optional extra). 
The Karrimor traveller frame is the perfect match for the sac and comes 
complete with padded waist belt. 

Ice Axes, Hammers 

1. 2. 3. 
4. 

INTERALP 
'1·MONTE ROSA 75cm & 80cm R.R.P. £15 .75 our price£11.95 

Ash shafted walking axe with carabin& hole. 
2-MACKINLEY 50cm- 85cm R.R.P. £20.25 our price £18.95 

A quality Alpine axe with traditional head design. 
3.ALPAMAYO 60cm & 65cm R.R.P. £25.95 our price £22.95 

A steel shafted heavy duty axe with curved pick. 
4,CHOUINARD ZERO 50cm-80cm R.R.P . £29.95 our price £25.95 

Britain's top selling axe for serious Alpinists. 

5·CHOUINARD ALPINE HAMMER special offer price £7.95 
Amazing value for this highly rated steel shafted ice hammer. 

6 INTERALP BAL TERO HAMMER special offer price £6 .95 
Similar to the Chouinard but with less curve on the pick . 

Rope 
EDELWEISS 45m x 11mm 
Extreme Everdry (colour black) 
U.I.A.A. approved (9falls) 
Edelweiss ropes far exceed U .I .A.A. requirements. 
now! This price is only whilst current stock lasts. 
pay double! 
IBEX rope 

only £19.95 
R.R.P. £31 .90 

Buy next year's rope 
Next year you could 

Fast becoming Britain's most popular rope. (Assorted colours) 
Special offer ·prices. 
11mm x 45m £29.95 

9mm x 90m £49.95 

CYCLOPS ROC 

6 . 7. 

25% OFF TOP STUBAI AXES 

7. STUBAI MANASLU 55cm & 60cm 
R.R.P. £22.90 
Curver design by Messner & Habeler. 

8. STUBAI HIDDEN PEAK 55cm & 60cm 

CYCLOPS SUPER 

8 ' 

our price only £17.20 

R.R.P. £23.90 our price only £17.95 
Messner & Habeler's "terradactyl" design ice axe. 
STUBAI RUPAL 55cm & 60cm 
R.R.P . £23.90 our price only £17.95 
Hammer version ·of "Hidden Peak" . 

Hardware 
CHOUINARD HEXCENTRICS 2 3 
The world's most popular nuts. 
Prices slashed on current_stocks. 

Size 
Loose 
On wire 

50p 
£1.00 £1.00 £1.00 

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
60p 70p 80p 90p 90p £1.00 £1.15 £1 .30 
£1.15 £1.30 -

CHOUINARD/INTERALP 'STOPPERS'. 
N.B. These sizes do not correspond to US Chouinard sizes. 
Size 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Loose 40p 50p 60p 
On wire 85p 95p £1.1 0 £1.20 £130 £1.45 • 

CARABINE RS 
Bonaiti. 2500 Kg. I ightweight alloy . Normal price £1. 75 each. 
Our price 4 for only £5.00.25 for only £29.00 
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Wild C.Ountry 
has friends 
WORLD WIDE 

now available in leading 

climbing stores across the US.A. 

Enquiries to: 

U.S.A.: 

Japan: 

Jardine Enterprises 
1339 North Prospect 
Colorado Springs 
Colorado 80903 

Shuichi Mogi 
1177 Ninomiyamachi 
Maebashi 
Gunma 379-21 

Germany: Oberland Bergsport 

France: 

Austria: 

8160 Miesbach 
Marienplatz 1. 

Claudius Simond 
Les Bossons 
74400 - Chamonix 

M. Teufelberger 
Vogelweiderstrasse 50 
Postfach 294 
A-4600 Weis. 

Australia: Available from: 

GIVE 
A 

Mountain Equipment 
Sydney 

and 

Mountain Designs 
Brisbane 

friend FOR 
CHRISTMAS 

Go 
anywhere 

gear 
We stock possibly the widest range of high quality 
equipment for climbers in Britain at extremely 
competitive prices. 

Famous brands we stock include: 
Ace, Atkinsons, Beaufort, 
Belstaff, Berghaus, Blacks, 
Boylan, Bukta, Bulldog, 
Camp Trails, Caravan, 
Chouinard, Clog, 
Dachstein, Daimor, Edelrid, 
Edelweiss, Galibier, G. & H., 
Grenfell, Hawkins, Helly 
Hansen, Henry Lloyd, Hiatt, 
Howarth, lnteralp, Janus, 
Javlin, Joanny, Jumar, 
Karrimor, Mammut, Mascot, 
Millet, Moac, 

Mountain, M.S.R., North 
Cape, North Wall, Oldham, 
Optimus, Peck, P. & 0., 
Point Five, Mountain House, 
Bia Band, Raven, Rohan, 
Salewa, Saunders, Scarpa, 
Seal Fur, Sigg, Silva, 
Simond, Snowdon, Solar, 
Sprayway, Springlow, 
Sticht, Stubai, Sunto, 
Tenson, Tilley, Trangia, 
Troll, Ultimate, Vango, 
Viking, Wild Water, Wilkie, 
Yakpak. 

SPECIAL OFFER - best buy in the U.K. 
F & T 45m x 11 mm Kemmante Rope. Holds 6 Li.I.A.A. Falls. 
Price £29.95 . 

Send for our free mail order catalogue offering substantial 
reductions, or visit our shop, open Mon-Sat 9 to 5, Thurs. 
till 1 p.m. Access and Barclaycard accepted. 

EXPORT & CONTRACT 
We have a special contract department for club, 
expedition and educational orders, and for a personal 
and direct export. 

Please send me:· 

r' 

0 Further details of Field & 
Treks own label equipment and full 

catalogue . 

0 Details of Heron Optical (Our 
associate optical company.) 

0 The Backpacker Gear Guide 35p. 

NAME _________ _ 

ADDRESS _________ _ 

Mlt 



TopTcnt, 
Tents for Mountain, Moorland and Meadow. 

Our tents have proved rugged in all weather 
conditions and offer the Mountaineer, 
Backpacker and Hillwalker the best possible 
protection and comfort. There is a choice 
of nine models, please write for catalogue to:-

ROBERT 
SAUNDERS 
(Chigwell) Limited. 
Five Oaks Lane, CHIGWELL, 
ESSEX, England. 

The Famous E.B. ROCK, 
-hand made skin/it ·· 
canvas upper with friction 
sole and rand , 
-simply superb. 

Barclaycard and 
Access accepted . 

We supply 
THE gear eg. 

*BOOTS - Galibier Super Guide Scarpa Comici. 
*MOUNTAIN JACKETS - Henri Lloyd Glencoe, 

Berghaus Thor. 
*CRASH HATS - J.B. Super. 
*ROPES - Edelrid, Mammut, Joanny, Elite. 
*RUCKSACKS - Berghaus Cyclops Range 
+ thousands more items all backed by a first class service, 
return of post mail order and the accepted LD reliability. 

Mountain Centre 
34 DEAN STREET, 

-- NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE. Tel: 23561 

For the 
best way 

up a mountain
start at the foot ... 

Brigham mountain shops at: 

M.O.A.C. ROCK -with a little extra, thicker 
rubber rand , and a blue suede covering 
to the green canvas top on wear side, 
-greater comfort-longer. 

MANCHESTER 6-14 Cathedral Street. Manchester M4 3FU phone 061-834 0161. 
Postal Department 
Wellington Place. Liverpool Rd .. Manchester l\i13 BBL. phone 061-833 0746. 
LIVERPOOL 73 Bold Street. Liverpool. phone 051-709 6912. 
SHEFFIELD Bryan G. Stokes. 9 Charles St.. Shellield. phone 0742 27525. 
SNOWDONIA Capel Curig. Snowdonia. North Wales phone Capel Cung 232. 
BRISTOL 160-162 Wh1teladies Rd .. Blackboy Hill. Bristol. phone 0272 311157. 
CORNWALL Market Jew St., Penzance. Cornwall.phone Penzance 5828. 
CHESTER 7 Northgate Street. Chester. phone 0244 318311 
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t:, The Berghaus Boot Collection is 
backed by a first -class Guarantee 
and Repair Service. 



core-Tex® 
laminates on Ice 
Put garments of Gore-Tex Laminates on ice, say 1000 vertical feet 
of It, on one of the highest frozen waterfalls in the world. Then 
put yourself in the position of Henry Barber and Rob Taylor, 
hanging there, 600 feet up, when the weather turns from clear and 

Vettisfossen, Arda/ Norway 
Vertical rise: over 1000 Ft. 
Climbing time required: 18 Hrs. 

s.unny to cold rain and wind. Clothing, 
at this point, is the all important factor. 
You obviously can't change into your rainsuit. 
For these men a change was riot necessary 
because they were equipped with climbing suits 
of versatile Gore-Tex laminate. 

Gore-Tex is a remarkable material that has the 
ability to prevent exterior water penetration while 
allowing interior body moisture vapor to escape 
into the atmosphere. In other words, it's waterproof 
and breathable. one garment combines the fUnctions 
of many, providing wind, storm and water protection. 

f But most of all, Gore-Tex laminates can 
provide comfort under the most adverse 
conditions. Call it climate control fOr ® 
the body, but whatever you call it, 
Gore-Tex is the one that is coming 
out "on Top" with amateurs and 
professionals alike. Oore•Tex 

Look for this tag & write 
for further information to: 

laminate 

w. L. Gore & Associates !U K> Ltd. 
Pitreavie Industrial Estate 
aueensferrv Road 
Dunfermline, Fife, Scotland 



SUPPLIERS 
OF MOUNTAINEERING EQUIPMENT 

c d (C) (M) (S) hire out .Camping , Mountaineer ing and The shops mar,e 
Sk, -i ng Equ ipment . 

AUSTRALIA 
A.C. T: Canberra 
Paddy Pallin Pty ., Ltd ., 
46 Northbourne Avenue, 
Civic. Tel. 4 7 .-8949. (C) (S) . 
N.S.W: Hornsby . . 
Southern Cross Mountaineering 
Equipment Pty., Ltd ., 
222 Pacific Highway, 2077. 
Tel. 476.3242. (C) . 
N.S.W: Sydney 
Paddy Pallin Pty ., Ltd ., 
69 Liverpool Street, 2000. 
Tel. 26.2685 . (C) (S) . 
N.S.W: Sydney 
Mountain Equipment Pty.,Ltd., 
17 Falcon Street, 
Crows Nest. 
Tel. 02.439.2454. 
Queensland: Brisbane 
Mountain Experience, 
224 Barry Parade 
Fortitude Valley , 4006. 
Tel. 07 .52.8804 or 52.8894. 
Tasmania: Hobart 
Outdoor Equipment, 
212 Liverpool Street, 7000. 
Tel.002.346213 (C) (M) (S) . 
Victoria : Melbourne 
Molony Imports, 
197 Elizabeth Street, 3000. 
Tel. 67.8428 
Victoria: Melbourne 
Bushgear Pty ., Ltd ., 
46 Hardware Street, 3000. 
Tel. 67 .3354. (C) (M) (S) . 
Victoria : Melbourne 
Paddy Pallin Pty., Ltd ., 
55 Hardware Street, 3000 
Tel. 67.4845 

NEW ZEALAND 
Christchurch 
Alp Sports Ltd ., 
200 Madras Street, 
Tel : 67-148 

CANADA 
Alberta:Calgary 
The Hostel Shop 
1414 Kensington Rd ., N.W.,41 . 
Tel. 403.283.5551 . (C) (M) (S) . 

HONGKONG 
Hong Kong 
Hong Kong Mountain Services, 
(Mountaineering Divis!on,of 
'The Action Corpor.at1on ) 
402 Li Po Chun Chamber, 
Des Vouex Road Central, 
Tel: 5-435063 
Mail: Tsat Tsz Mui 
Post Office, Box No. 73 
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UNITED KINGDOM 
Aberdeen 
Bill Marshall, 
302 George Street . (C) (M) (S) . 
Tel. 0224.26952 . 
Ambleside 
Frank Davies, Climber's Shop, 
Compston Corner . 
Tel. 09663.2297 
Aviemore 
Speyside Sports. (S) . 
Tel. Aviemore 629 
Aviemore 
Nevisport, 
43 Grampian Road. (M). 
Tel. 0479.81208 
Belfast 
Jackson Sports, 
The Outdoor Centre, 70 High St. 
Tel: 0232-38572 
Bethesda 
Arvons, 
Ogwen Terrace. 
Tel. 0248.600401 
Birmingham 
The Mountain Shop, 
18/ 19 Snowhill Oueensway,4. 
Tel. 021 .236.6816. (S) . 
Birmingham 
Y.H.A. Shop. (S) . 
35 Cannon Street, 2. 
Tel. 021 .643.5180 
Birmingham · 
Blacks Camping & Leisure, (C). 
34 Edgbaston Shopping Centre, 
Hagley Road. Tel.021.454 .8771 
Blackpool 
The Alpine Centre, 
193 Church Street. 
Tel. 0253 .24307 
Bolton 
Alpine Sports, 
117 Bradshawgate. (S). 
Tel. 0204 .25087 
Bradford 
Allan Austin Mountain Sports, 
4 Jacob Street, Manchester Rd .5 
Tel. 0274.28674 
Brentwood, Essex 
Field & T·rek (Equipment) Ltd., 
25 Kings Road . 
Tel. 0277 .221259 
Brighton 
Alpine Sports Ltd ., 
138 Western Road . (S) (M) . 
Tel. 0273.26874 
Bristol 
Ellis Brigham, 
162 Whiteladies Road. 
Tel. 0272.311157 
Bristol . 
Blacks Camping & Leisure, 
41a Colston Street. (S) (C). 
Tel. 0272.23166 
Burnley 
Sportak, 
25 Hammerton Street. 
Tel. 0282 .36816 

Cambridge 
The Outdoor Centre, 
7 Bridge Street . 
Tel. 0223.53956 
Capel Curig 
Joe Brown, 
The Climbing Shop. 
Tel. 06904 .205 
Capel Curig 
Ell is Brigham, 
Mountain Centre. (M) (S). 
Tel. 06904 .232 
Cardiff 
Y.H.A . Shop, 
131 Woodville Road, 2. 
Tel. 0222 .31370 
Cardiff 
Outdoor Action, 
12 Wyeverne Road, Cathays, 
Tel: 0222.28892 
Cardiff 
Up and Under Outdoor Gear 
148 Ninian Park Road, 
Tel. 0222 .390531 
Carlisle 
Dennis English, 
141 Lowther Street . 
Tel. 0228 .30239 
Chester 
Ellis Brigham 
7 Northgate Street. 
Tel. 0244 318311 
Chesterfield 
The Adventure Centre, 
7 Shepleys Yard, Saltergate, 
Tel. 0246.38660 
Coventry 
Mountain Sports (Coventry), 
60 Crescent Avenue, 
Stoke. 
Tel. 0203.441241 
Derby 
Powers Sports, 
Green Lane. 
Tel. 0332.48311 
Derby 
Prestidge, 
350 Normanton Road . (S) . 
Tel. 0332.42245 
Doncaster 
Smith, Beyer Ltd., 
38 Kingsgate, 
Waterdale Centre. (C) (M) . 
Tel. 0302.21297 
Dundee 
David Low Sports Co . Ltd ., 
21 Commercial Street. (M) (S) . 
Tel. 0382.24501/2 
Dundee 
Blacks Camping & Leisure, 
93-117 Princes Street. (C). 
Tel. 0382.43766 
Edinburgh 
Spindrift Mounta.in Gear, 
46 Dairy Road. 
Tel. 031.337 .2332 
Elgin 
Bill Marshall, 
11 Commerce Street. 
Tel. 0343.44073 
Exeter 
Grays Outdoor Shop, 
181/182 Sidwell Street. (C) (S) . 
Tel. 0392.76421 
Fort William 
Nevisport, 
131 High Street. 
Tel. Fort William 3245 
Glasgow 
Greaves, 
23 Gordon Street. (S). 
Tel. 041.221.4531/2 

Buxton 
Jo Royle, 
High Peak Outdoor Centre. (Cl. 
22 High Street. Tel. 0298.5824 
Glasgow 
Highrange Sports, 
99 Great Western Road . 
Tel. 041 .332.5533 
Glasgow 
Nevisport, 
261 Sauchiehall Street. (M) . 
Tel. 041 .332.4814 
Glasgow 
Blacks Camping & Leisure, 
132 St. Vincent Street . (S) . 
Tel. 041 .221 .4007 
Grantown-on-Spey 
Speyside Sports, 
47 High Street . (S) . 
Tel. Grantown 246 
Halesowen, W. Midlands 
Casac Equipment, 
3 Hagley Road . 
Tel. 021 .550:9748 
Huddersfield 
Smith, Beyer Ltd ., 
28 John William Street. (C) (M) . 
Tel. 0484.23165 
Hyde, Cheshire 
The Out-of-Doors Centre, 
11 Manchester Road . 
Tel. 061 .368.1558 
Inverness 
Clive Rowland, 
60 Academy Street, 
Tel. 0463.38746 
Lancaster 
H. Robinson, 
Mountain Craft Shop. (C) . 
5 New Road . Tel. 0524.66610 
Leeds 
Centresport , 
40 Woodhouse Lane, 2. 
Tel. 0532 .31024 
Leeds 
H.W. Poole, 
34/36 Eastgate. (C) (S). 
Tel. 0532 .33045 
Leeds 
Blacks Camping & Leisure, 
21/22 Grand Arcade. (C). 
Tel. 0532.458634 
Leicester 
Roger Turner, Mountain Sports, 
105 London Road. (S). 
Tel. 0533.25235 
Liverpool 
Ellis Brigham, 
73 Bold Street,l. (C)(M)(S) . 
Tel. 051.709.6912 
Liverpool 
Don Morrison, 
43 Harrington Street,2. 
Tel. 051.236.0525 
Llanberis 
Joe Brown, 
Menai Hall, High Street. 
Tel. 028682.327 
London 
Robert Lawrie ltd., 
54 Seymour Street, W.1 
Tel. 01 .723.5252 
London 
Alpine Sports Ltd., 
5-12 Holborn, E.C.1. 
Tel. 01.405.7541/2 
London 
Blacks Camping & Leisure, 
146 Holborn, E.C.1. Iel · OJ 405.4426 

ondon 
Blacks Camping & Leisure, 
53-54 Rathbone Place, W.1. 
Tel. 01.636.6645. (C) . 
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London 
Y.H.A. Shop, 
14 Sout~ampton Street 
WC2E 7HY. 
Tel. 01.836.8541/7 
Macclesfield 
The Pennine Centre, 
(Camping & Caravan 
Distributors Ltd .), 
Elizabeth Street. 
Tel. 0625.20167 
Manchester 
Ellis Brigham, 
6/14 Cathedral Street, 4. 
Tel. 061.834.0161 . (C)(M)(S). 
Manchester, Altrincham 
Nick Estcourt Outdoor Sports, 
84 Stamford New Road. 
Tel. 061.928.6613 
Manchester, Urmston 
J. & A. Sports & Camping Co., 
15 Station Road. (C) . 
Tel. 061.748.6408 
Manchester 
Y.H.A. Shop 
166 Deansgate, 3. (S). 
Tel. 061.834.7119 
Manchester 
Blacks Camping & Leisure 
202-204 Deansgate. 
Tel. 061.833.0340 
Matlock Bath 
The Bivouac, 
56 North Parade. 
Tel. 0629.3750 
Middlesbrough: Teesside 
Cleveland Mountain Sports, 
98 Newport Road . 
Tel. 0642.248916 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne 
L.D. Mountain Centre Ltd ., 
34 Dean Street. (C) (S) . 
Tel. 0632.23561 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne 
Montane Ltd., 
12 Grey Street. Tel. 0632 .24941 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne 
The Four Seasons, 
115-117 Northumberland St. 
Norwich 
Norwich Outdoor Centre, 
15 Westlegate. 
Tel. 0603.613378 
Nottingham 
Roger Turner, Mountain Sports, 
120 Derby Road. (S). 
Tel. 0602.47230 
Oldham 
Paul Braithwaite, 
128-130 Yorkshire Street, 
Rhodes Bank. 
Tel. 061.620.3900 
Oxford 
Camping and Outdoor Centre, 
17 Turi Street. 
Tel. 0865.47110 
Penrith 
Lake Mountain Sports, 
Middlegate. 
Tel. 0768.4505 
Penzance 
Ellis Brigham, 
Market Jew Street . 
Tel. 0736.5828 
Portsmouth 
Safari, 
TheTricorn. Tel.0705 .29410 
Preston 
Glacier Sport Ltd. 
40-41 Lune Street. 
Tel. 0772.21903 

Rochdale 
Paul Braithwaite Outdoor 
Sports, 
99 Yorkshire Street, 
Tel: 0706. 525196. 
Rotherham 
The Adventure Centre, 
The Guardian Centre, 
Tel: 0709 68660 
Sheffield 
Bryan G. Stokes, 
9 Charles Street. 
Tel. 0742 . 27525 
Sheffield 
Don Morrison, 
343 London Road. 
Tel. 0742.56018 
Sheffield 
Thomas & Taylor Ltd ., 
24 Fitzwilliam Gate. (M) 
Tel. 0742.25631 
Shipley 
P & S Outdoor Shop, 
73 Leeds Road . 
Tel. 0274.592422 
Skipton 
The Dales Outdoor Centre, 
Coach Street. 
Tel. 0756.4305 
Stockport 
Base Camp, 
89 Lower Hillgate. (C). 
Tel. 061.480-2945 
Stoke-on-Trent 
Jo Royle, 
25 Brunswick Street, Hanley. 
Tel. 0782 .266137 
Wells, Somerset 
Rocksport, 
Bus Station, Wells . 
Tel. 0749.73054 
Windermere: Cumbria 
The Fellsman, 
2 Victoria Street. 
Tel. 09662.4876 
York 
Camping and Outdoor Centre, 
14 Goodramgate 
Tel. 0904.53567 

NORWAY 
Hemsedal 
Scandinavian Mountaineering 
Equipment, 
N 3560 Hemsedal. 
Tel. Hemsedal 117 
Oslo 
Sport Co. A/S, 
Mountain and Ski Equipment, 
Roald Amundsens Gt.6. 
Tel. (2) 110363.447381 

DENMARK 
Copenhagen 
Dolfisport, 
Snemandsvej la, 2730 Herlev. 
Tel. 02.94.87.94 

UNITED STATES 

California: Berkeley 
The North Face, 
2804 Telegraph Ave., 94705. 
Tel. 415.548.1 371. (C) (S). 

California: Berkeley 
Marmot Mountain Works, 
3049 Adeline, 94703 . 
Tel. 415.849 .0735 
California: Campbell 
The North Face, 
349 E. Campbell Ave., 95008 
Tel: 408-374-5205 (C) (M) (S) 
California: Fresno 
Robbins Mountain Shop, 
7257 North Abby Road, 93650. 
Tel. 209.439.0745. (C) (S) . 
California: Glendale 
Kelty Mountaineering, 
1801 Victory Blvd., 91201. 
Tel. 213.247.3110. (C) (M)(S). 
California: La Canada 
Sport Chalet, 
951 Foothill Boulevard,91011 . 
Tel. 213.790.2717. (C) (S) . 
California: La Habra 
Sports and Trails, 
1491 W. Whittier Blvd ., 90631 . 
Tel. 213.694 .2164. (C) (M) (S) . 
California: Modesto 
Robbins Mountain Shop , 
1508 Tenth Street, 95354. 
Tel. 209.529.6917. (C) (S). 
California: San Diego 
Stanley Andrews, Sporting Gds., 
443 12th Street, 92101. 
Tel. 714.232.2167 . (C) (M) (S). 
California: San Diego 
Adventure 16 Inc., 
4620 Alvarado Canyon Road, 
92120. Tel. 714.283.2374. 
California: San Luis Obispo 
Granite Stairway Mountaineering 
871 Santa Rosa Ave., 93401. 
Tel. 805.541.1533. (C)(M) (S). 
California: Upland 
Pack and Piton, 
1252 W. Footh ill Blvd ., 91786. 
Tel. 714.982.7408 . (C) (M) (S). 
California: Ventura 
The Great Pacitic Ironworks, 
235 W. Santa Clara, 93001. 
Tel. 805.643.8616 
Colorado: Boulder 
The Boulder Mountaineer, 
1329 Broadway, 80302 . 
Tel. 303.442.8355. (C) (M) (S). 
Colorado: Boulder 
Neptune Mountaineering 
2020 30th Street, 80301 
Tel. 303 442 8355 (C) (M) (S) 
Colorado: Boulder 
Lowe Alpine Systems, Inc., 
1752 No. 55th Street, 80302. 
Tel. 303.442.4791. (C)(M)(S). 
Colorado: Denver 
Forrest Mountaineering Ltd., 
1517 Platte Street, 80202 . 
Tel. 303.477.1722. (M). 

Colorado: Durango 
Pineneedle Mountaineering 
835 Main Ave.,.Suite 211, 81301 

Alaska: Anchorage Tel. 303 247 8728 (C) (M) (S) 
Alaska Mountaineering Colorado: Estes Park 
and Hiking, Steve Komito, 
2633Spenard Road, 99503. Davis Hill (Box 2106). 80517. 
Tel. 907..272.1811. (C)(M)(S) . Tel. 303.586.5391 
Arizona: Tempe Colorado: Fort Collins 
Roadrunner Climbing and The Mountain Shop, 
Touring Society, 126W. Laurel,80521. 
1825 N. Scottsdale Rd. 85281 Tel. 303.493.5720. (M). 
Tel. 602.949.5082 . (C) 

Connecticut: West Hartford 
Clapp and Treat, 
672 Farmington Ave., 06119. 
Tel. 203.236.0878. (C) (S). 
Idaho: Moscow 
Northwestern Mountain Sports, 
410 W. 3rd Street, 83843. 
Tel. 208 .882 .0133. (C) (M) (S) . 
lndiaha: Michigan 
Great Lakes Mountain Supply, 
541 East Grand River, 
East Lancing, 48823, 
Tel. 517 . 351. 2060. 
Illinois: Chicago 
Erewhon Mountain Supply, 
1252 West Devon, 60626. 
Tel. 312.262 .3832. (C) (M) (S). 
Massachusetts: Boston 
Eastern Mountain SPoftS 
1041, Commonwealth Avenue, 
Tel. 617 .254.4250. (C) (M) (S) . 
Minnesota: Minneapolis 
Midwest Mountaineering, 
309 Cedar Avenue South, 55454. 
Tel. 612.339.3433. (C)(M)(S). 

Montana: Hamilton 
Expeditions International 
215 Main St . (Box 1040), 59840. 
Tel. 406.363.3440.· (C) (S) . . 
Nevada: Reno . 
Granite Stairway Mountaineering 
120, Woodland, 89523 
N.H.: North Conway 
International Mountain 
Equipment (Paul Rossi, 
Main Street, 03860 . 
Tel. 603 .356 .5287 
New York: Ithaca 
Nippenose Equipment, 
215 N. Cayuga, Dewitt Mall, 
Tel. 607 .272.6868. (C) (M) (S) . 
New York: New Palt;i: 
Rock and Snow, 
44 Main Street, 12561 . 
Tel. 914.255 .1311 . (S). 
New York: Syracuse 
Nippenose Equipment, 
3006 Erie Blvd. East . 
Tel. 315.446.3838. (C) (M).(S). 
Pennsylvania: Bryn Mawr 
J D Sachs, Wilderness Outfitters, 
880 W. Lancaster Avenue, 19010. 
Tel. 215.527.3616 
Pennsylvania: Williamsport 
Nippenose Equipment, 
225 W. Fourth Street, 17701. 
Tel. 717.326.6537. (C) (M)(S). 
Pennsylvania: Yardley 
J D Sachs, Wilderness Outfitters, 
10 Penn Valley Drive, 19067. 
Tel. 215.493.4536 
Texas: Austin 
Whole Earth Provision Co., 
2410 San Antonio Street. 
78705. Tel. 512.478.1577 
Utah: Salt Lake City 
Timberline Sports Inc., 
3155 So. Highland Drive, 84106. 
Tel. 801.466.2101. (C) (M) (S). 
Washington: Leavenworth 
Der Sportsmann, 
837 Front Street, 98826. 
Tel. 509.548.5623. (M) (S). 
Washington: Seattle 
Recreational Equipment Inc., . 
1525 11th Avenue, 98122. 
Tel. 206.323.8333. (C) (M) (S). 
Washington: Seattle 
Swallow's Nest, 
3320 Meridan Ave., N., 98103. 
Tel. 206.633.0408. (M) (S). 
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Washington: Leavenworth 
Der Sportsmann, 
837 Front Street, 98826. 
Tel. 509.548.5623. (M) (S). 
Washington: Seattle 
Recreational Equipment Inc., 
1525 11th Avenue, 98122. 
Tel. 206.323.8333. (C) (M) (S). 
Washington: Seattle 
Swallow's Nest, 
3320 Meridan Ave., N., 98103. 
Tel. 206.633.0408. (M) (S). 
Washington: Seattle 
North Face, 
501 E. Pine Street, 98122. 
Tel. 206.323.0501.(C) (S). 
Washington: Spokane 
Selkirk Bergsport, 
W.30 International Way, 99220. 
Tel. 509. 328. 5020. (C) (M) (S). 
Washington: Wenatchee 
Asplvnd's Ski Touring 
1544 N.Wenatchee Ave., 98801. 
Tel. 509.662.6539. (C) (M) (S) . 

Wisconsin: Madison 
Erewhon Mountain Supply, 
State and Gorham, 53703. 
Tel. 608.251.9059. (C)(M)(S). 
Wisconsin: Madison 
H.H. Petrie Sporting Goods Inc. 
702 N. Midvale, 53705. 
Tel. 608.231 .2447 
Wisconsin: -Madison 
H.H. Petr.ie Sporting Goods Inc., 
644 State Street, 53703. 
Tel. 608.257.1347. (S) . 
Wyoming: Jackson 
Teton Mountaineering, 
Main Square, 
(P.O. Box 1533), 83001 . 
Tel. 307.733.3595. (C)(M)(S) . 
Wyoming: Laramie 
Rocky Mountaineer ing, 
211 Second Street, 82070. 
Tel. 307.742.3191. (S) (C). 

... 

BECK 
CRAMPON 

STRAPS 
• Hand-m ade of neop rene ny lo n in o ur sm all shop 
• Used by th e most active cli m bers in Europe 
• Reli ed upon fo r Karako ram and Himalaya expedit io ns 
• Makers of the Choui nard c ram pon straps 
• U ncond itionall y Guaranteed 
• International orders welcome- Fas t service 
• .Send 15Cf stamp or equ iva lent fo r ca ta log . 

Beck, Dept. K, 4025 State St., #54 Santa Barbara, CA 93110 USA 

'THIIBOC. 
THE STRONGEST MOST ADVANCED 
ICE TOOL AVAILABLE. 
Pick & Handle are continuous, one piece, 
certified steel. All points are differentially 
heat treated to prevent brittleness. 
Available in 47° straight droop or curved 
pick . (Wt. 1.6oz.) 
U.S. Post paid $45.00 each or$80.00 pair 

Specify straight or curved pick 

For free information write or call I.C.E. 
714 · 5325954 

INTERNATIONAL CLIMBING EQUIPMENT 
669 Whilshire Pl. Newbury Park, Ca. U.S.A. 

Team up with 
the experts 

Everyone at Ultimate is a seasoned cl imber, walker 
or backpacker . We know, from first hand knowledge 
exactly what it takes to make the ideal outdoor 
equipment able to meet the toughest challenges . 

So naturally all our gear is 
manufactured from top 
quality materials and bears 
the Ultimate label of proven 
reliability. 

DON'T THROW THEM AWAY! 
Your back issues of Mountain are wanted . Will pay premium price . 

Also wi l l swap or sell some extras . as available . 
Bruce Beck, 4025 State St., No. 54, Santa Barbara, Calif; 93110, USA 

Climbing School 

The finest in U.S. and European equipment 
from PaulRoss,BillAughtonand Frank Simon 

U.S. stockists of J.B.Hard Hats.Clog, 
Terrordactyls, Troll, Berghaus Packs and 
Mt.Equipment. Catalogue 

Box494,MainSt.,NorthConway, 
New Hampshire, U.S.A. tel. 603.356.52B7 

YHA Shops for climbers 
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4DayWinter 
Ice Climbing Courses 
For the person who wants to climb frozen 
waterfalls or do severe alpine ice climbs. 

December 28 to 31 
January 4 to 7 and 
February 15 to 18 

ROCKY MOUNTAIN CLIMBING SCHOOL 
P.O. Box 2432 Aspen, Colorado 81611 

MSR STOVES 
now burn auto gasoline 

Powerful • Lightweight • Efficient 

New Models G & GK are maintainable in the field. 

Mountain Safety Research~ 
Dept. M, 631 South 96th 
Seattle 98108 MSR 

Free Catalog 

Send for course details to: 
CLUB VAGABOND, 
1854 Leysin, Switzerland. 

f f Director: 
Peter Boardman. 

INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF MOUNTAINEER/NB 

Good Gear at reasonable 
prices and great advice 

cont1nu.ng 20 years of guiding & alpine 1nstruct1on 

PALISADE SCHOOL OF MOUNTAINEERING 

omas 
ay1or oxLmtdoor [Pllll 

24 Fitzwilliam Gate Sheffield S14JH Tel : 256 
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Exclusive I 11111 11111S1 S 

FIBRE PILE JACKET 
One of the new winter warmwear 
collection from Pindisports 

Pindipile Jacket 
In thick fibre pile, with hand warmer 

pockets, soft ribbed cuff and hem and 
chunky zip. 

Sizes: Small, Medium and Large 
Colours: Navy or Silver Grey 

Only £11.9 5 
(Mail orders to Acton shop. Add 75p p/p) 

PlnDl[OOJRA[T§ Expeditions. Clubs. Schools and 
Youth Organisations write for details to 363a Uxbridge Road, 
London W3, or phone Martin Penstone on 01-992 6641. 

1111~11111 IIIIISIIII~ 
373 Uxbridge Road, Acton W3. Tel: 01-992 6641 
14 Holborn, London ECl. Tel: 01-242 3278 

llll~lS 
1098 Whitgift Centre, Croydon, Surrey. Tel: 01-688 2667 
27-29 Martineau Square, Birmingham. Tel: 021-236 9383 
5 Welsh Back, Bristol. Tel: 0272-211577 
Mitcham Corner, 34 Chesterton Road, Cambridge. Tel: 0223-56207 
(In Hornes), The Butts Centre, 1 Oxford Rd ., Reading . Tel: 0734-581374 

Printed in England by Loxley Brothers Limited, Sheffield and London 





Himalayan climbin as got hard r. 
Changabang West Wall in 1 76, E r 

without o'ygen in 1978, now Jannu al · 
. style nd ma y o 
' A very special kind of clim • 

It needs a vhry special kind of gear. Not 
the highest quality, but the utmo i 

lightness and efficiency. 
Down gear by Mountain Equipment. 

/ 
./ 

JI 

VERY OUNCE COUN 
BE DOWN 
TAIN EOUIPMENl" 
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